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Abstract
In this thesis an architectural design theory is premised so
that plan making can start from a 'space scheme' which is a
description of 'hierarchic balloon representation'. The space
organization of a plan is described in hierarchic balloon
representation in terms of a part/whole hierarchy of adumbrated
space units. The information processing from bitmap representation
of a plan image to hierarchic balloon representation of a space
scheme is proposed to have two intermediate representations: FEB
representation and primitive balloon representation.
The purpose of constructing an FEB representation is to
provide a principled ground for space identification. The idea of the
FEB representation originates from the simulation of the directional
inclination resulting from imaginary space perception in a plan. The
primitive balloon representation is constructed to explicate the
process of identifying and describing space primitives in a plan. The
primitive balloon representation is so named because space
primitives are described by extending the basin core outward which
resembles the process of inflating a balloon. Hierarchic balloon
representation differs from both FEB representation and primitive
balloon representation in that it is dependent on primitive balloon
representation by using the transform algorithm of deriving FEB
representation but it also allows optional modifications.
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Introduction
"Architecture is the art of space." Statements similar to this
have been frequently quoted in architectural discourse since the
term space has magical connotations to architects. The idea of
space is the central issue not because empty space, rather than solid
material, must be the ultimate purpose of creating a built
environment in the practical sense but because the idea of space
becomes more enriched and inclusive as the term evolves. Paired
concepts such as space/form, space/time, space/function,
space/idea, and space/perception, add much to the idea of space by
introducing various conceptual dimensions of it. The term space
may convey diverse connotations in architectural discourse because
the idea of space includes different conceptual dimensions.
However, in architectural design the term space always denotes
empty mass which is confined by surrounding material surfaces
although the exact boundaries between spaces are somewhat
ambiguous when spaces are not fully enclosed.
What architectural space means to architectural historians is
frequently completely different from what it means to practicing
architects. I would argue that the architect's concept of
architectural space has been alienated within the discipline of
architecture by the historian's 'intellectual gerrymandering' of
meaning domain of architectural space. Architectural designers
rather than architectural historians should be responsible for
restoring the meaning of architectural space to denote a physical
and visible entity. My point here is that architectural space is
rarely taken as the subject matter of morphological study although
the idea of space has been the core issue in the discipline of
architecture for quite some time.
The present lack of morphological space vocabularies in the
architectural design profession may be largely attributed to two
intellectual fervors in the modern era: the programmatic approach of
functional thinking and the cult of self-expression.1  However, I also
want to point out that a serious attempt to formulate a formal
theory to describe the space organization of a built environment in
terms of morphological units and their part/whole relations has not
been carried out vigorously. In modern architectural discipline,
there was a definite trend favoring the continuity of space over the
arrangement of space units in light of fashionable concepts such as
architectural promenade, flowing space, universal space, and
"breaking the box". As spatial continuity became the virtue of
architectural discipline, objective definition of morphological units
of architectural space was discouraged and hampered in favor of
'space gerrymandering'. It must be noted that if a space is not
identified as a segregated entity in terms of its spatial relation to
adjoining/adjacent and containing/contained spaces, space
vocabulary is very limited because it depends solely upon the outline
of an individual space.
It seems to me that in the architectural plans of most famous
modern buildings, the identity of spaces, that is, the decision on
whether it is the composition of two spaces or the shape variation
of one space, is quite obvious. Nevertheless, when the question of
objectivity in distinguishing space entities draggingly arises, most
designers simply opt out in favor of different interpretations of
space gerrymandering. Therefore, without providing a commonly
acceptable technique for identifying space units, those who pursue
space organization for a wider audience have to bear the burden of
subjectivity.
The question of objective space identification is a very
important point because if spaces are not identified in a very
disciplined manner in the first place, their subsequent space
organization is not an objective description but a mere subjective
1) In the "Around the Black Hole", Habraken argues that the poverty of the designer's
vocabulary is not only the result of functional thinking, but is confounded by the cult of
self-expression that does not know a need for communication about the design except-
somehow, magically--through the design. In this article, he identifies the necessary
research domains in architecture from his historical viewpoint of the modern era. The
morphological study of spaces and forms departing from function is one domain. See
"Around the Black Hole", PLAN, 1980
interpretation. This question of objective space identification is
very puzzling because it is essentially connected to the question of
shape recognition. In this thesis, I attempt to isolate the study of
space organization by introducing the concept of the field of
'enclosing balance' which I propose not only as a tool for identifying
elementary space units in architectural plans but also as an
essential part of a plan schematization algorithm.
This research began with my recognition of the need for a
formal theory defining morphological primitives of architectural
space in order to widen space vocabularies. However, it actually
takes off the ground when the connection between a morphological
description of architectural plan and a starting scheme in
architectural design process is made. My interest and enthusiasm in
understanding how architects work in the design process was born
from the frustration I experienced when, as a novice student, I was
left to show my talent with just a space program and the cry
'inspiration'. It is my opinion that studying architectural design
process always makes sense in that knowing what and how one is
designing eventually helps him to design better. There are two key
questions in architectural design process research. One is what a
starting scheme is. And the other is how it comes up in the design
process. The second question cannot be answered without answering
the first one. However, we also cannot answer the first without
mentioning the second.
My proposition is that a morphological description of the space
organization of an architectural plan can be used as a tentative
alternative in architectural design process. My proposition appears
to agree with the proposition of the programmatic approach because
both present space arrangement as a tentative scheme. However, the
underlying notion of my proposition disagrees with the
programmatic approach. In the programmatic approach, a space
layout plan is derived through intuitive creation from a given space
program. On the contrary, my proposition contends that a
morphological description of the space organization of an
architectural plan is selected from an existing catalogue.
Furthermore, a space layout plan in the programmatic approach is
one thing and a morphological description of the space organization
of an architectural plan is another. It must also be noted that my
proposition is completely different from the discursive theory of
architectural typology because mine is a methodological theory.
This linkage of architectural design process to morphological
description of the space organization of an architectural plan is
critical because it supports the following two premises. First, the
actual existence of plan drawings and sketches in architectural
design process secures my modularity premise of space
identification in architectural plan. Second, because the space
organization of an architectural plan has to be remembered somehow
in the architectural design process, it should be described in terms
of the representation for recognition.
The designer who draws an architectural plan may already have
a concrete three dimensional architectural space in his mind.
However, observers are confined only to the information that an
architectural plan can legitimately hold. By definition, the
horizontal dimension of architectural space volume is definite to
the extent that the planar shape of sectional lines in a plan is given,
while the vertical dimension of architectural space volume is
indefinite although it is implicitly indicated. Thus, it seems
appropriate to assume that the shape information about the space
organization of an architectural plan is primarily planar.
The argument that morphological study of architectural space
should be independent of specific use is not restricted to the space
perception of an architectural plan. However, the argument is
reinforced in an architectural plan because of its limitations. There
are three robust facts. First of all, there is an abundance of
evidence that a built environment is autonomous from its specific
use. For example, it is always possible to use a building in many
different ways and a building often survives its original use. When
one reads a plan, one has to reconstruct the organization of spaces
before attaching a specific use to each space because the legend of
specific use is normally kept in separate area. In schematic plan,
the information about specific use is not normally available at all. I
would argue that a building plan actually distances an observer from
the specific use of a building.
Second, vision science provides us with good reasons why
there is no inherent connection between shape and its specific use.
David Marr argued that information about shape is stored in the brain
in a different place and vision alone can deliver shape description
without understanding its purpose and semantics.2 Because shape
can be recognized separately from its use up to a certain level of
visual perception, and the relation between the physical form and its
specific use is not a one-to-one correspondence, it is clear that in
architectural designing, space organization which necessarily
carries shape information cannot be logically derived from a space
program. Therefore, I believe it is possible and also more fruitful to
study space organization and architectural design process
separately from specific use.
Third, architectural space is identified as an individual entity
in architectural design not because of its expected specific use but
because it has enough confinement and seclusion to be treated as an
individual entity. It must be noted that the meaning of architectural
space is not exactly the same as the meaning of a room in
architectural design. The term space normally signifies an empty
volume which is not restricted to a room. A room is not necessarily
a single space. It must also be noted that a space is not a transient
concept as its boundary changes according to the movement of an
observer. A space is a permanent concept in the sense that it is
defined by the relation between a void and its enclosing solid.
The core of this thesis is to propose a concrete process by
which an architectural plan can be represented in terms of a
part/whole hierarchy of spaces. This process is called plan
schematization in consideration of the actual look of adumbrated
space description. In the course of specifying the process of plan
schematization from plan image to a part/whole hierarchy of
2) His argument is formulated based upon the accounts of clinical neurologists,
Warrington and Taylor (1973), See D. Marr, Vision, pp.34-36.
spaces, I propose two intermediate representations and three
transform algorithms which are explained in Part 2.
It should be realized that representations and transform
algorithms are all formal constructs. Because a representation is
formulated from the characterization of the problem, the validity of
a representation cannot be verified nor falsified but the
effectiveness of a representation can be checked and compared. On
the other hand, the transform algorithm between two
representations can be checked against its expected results of
output representation. In Part 3, I tried to explore the practical use
of the representations introduced in Part 2. Let me finish this
introduction by quoting Norberg-Schulz's paragraph which expresses
my intention in launching this research.
The intention is only to organize the subject matter in order to
arrive at a common basis for collaboration in solving the
problems. The study, therefore, is theoretical in the real
sense of the world. The theory should open our eyes to the
richness of the possibilities, rather than support ready-made
rules and cliches. 3
3) Norberg-Schulz, Intentions in Architecture, MIT Press, 1967
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Preliminaries
The great varieties of styles we encounter in the images of past and present
civilization cannot be assessed and interpreted without a clear understanding
of the dominant purpose they are intended to serve. It is the neglect of this
dimension which has suggested to some critics that the range of
representational styles must somehow reflect a variety of ways in which the
world is seen. There is only one step from this assumption to the assertion of
a complete cultural relativism which denies that there are standards of
accuracy in visual representation because it is all a matter of convention.
E.G Gombrich, "Mirror and Map"
Desirable as it may be to have vision deliver a completely invariant shape
description from an image (whatever that may mean in detail), it is almost
certainly impossible in only one step. We can only do what is possible and
proceed from there toward what is desirable. Thus, we arrive at the idea of a
sequence of representations, starting with descriptions that could be obtained
straight from an image but that are carefully designed to facilitate the
subsequent recovery of gradually more objective, physical properties about
an object's shape.
David Marr, Vision
Part 1
1.1. Design Process and Space Scheme
1.1.1 Design Process and Form Generation
'What is designing?' This question keeps recurring in the
design method movement. The underlying purpose of this question
was, of course, to place the focus of attention on the design process
rather than on its end product, that is, architectural design. The
theoretical interest in architectural design process had been
traditionally neglected primarily because the value of an
architectural design was commonly assumed to be appraised
independent of its design process.
However, it must also be noted that both mythical and
practical attitudes also contributed to the indifference to
architectural design process. Many assumed that architectural
design process is a 'black box' mystery not just because it closely
intertwines with the brain but also because it concerns creativity
which they fancifully believed to be left susceptible to
manipulation, but not to analysis. In addition, every practicing
architect knew that the outcome of architectural design process
research must be very limited in terms of practical knowledge. The
outcome could not lead to the scientific and objective recipes by
which an architectural design is automatically derived from the
client's design brief.
Architectural design process naturally attracted attention
when Alexander outlined an ambitious proposition for the
systematic process of designing a physical form which answers a
complex problem. 4 He argued that because the functional
requirements of a physical thing get very complex, designers no
longer intuitively grasp the order which the requirements call for so
they need a way of representing the requirements which makes them
easier to solve. Alexander introduced a mathematical tool for the
hierarchical decomposition of a set of functional requirements. This
analytic technique of hierarchical decomposition keeps him
4) I am referring to his Doctoral thesis, Notes on the synthesis of form, Harvard
University Press, 1964
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prominent and influential in the design method movement.
My interest here however is in his abstract view of design
process. Alexander's main idea is that the design of a physical form
should not be made directly from functional requirements but via
another level which is one step further away from the actual world,
as shown in Figure 1.1. The direct synthesis from complex
requirements to the design of a physical form is beyond the
designer's control because designers cannot grasp the order which
the requirements need. In contrast, he argued that the derivation of
the diagrams (F3) from the program (C3), though still intuitive, is
"out in the open, and therefore under control".
What he means is this. When the interacting and conflicting
relations of functional requirements are hierarchically decomposed
into the representation of successively nested sets of functional
subsystems, designers can cope with the original complexity of
functional requirements by dealing with each small independent set
of requirements step by step. The invention of a diagram, that is,
constructing an abstract pattern of physical structure which
resolves each small independent set of functional requirements, can
be achieved, although the diagrammability may depend on the
physical implications of the requirements of a set. Independent
diagrams are put together through addition to form a larger diagram.
However, it must be noted that fusing independent diagrams into an
integrated whole is not possible because each pattern is
independent. The path from the diagram (F3) to the design (F2) was
considered purely as a matter of local detail. Thus, Alexander
argued that the form's basic organization is born precisely in the
constructive diagrams which precede its design.
Like his other contemporary design methodologists, Alexander
took a systematic approach to designing in which the problem is
first broken up into tractable independent fragments which are
solved separately before combining them into a whole. This
systematic approach of analysis-synthesis adhered to the tenet that
designers should abandon all preconceived design solutions in order
to have an unbiased look at the problem. The systematic analysis-
synthesis approach was soon severely undermined because it became
13
widely accepted that the requirements of a design in general are an
'ill-defined' problem in the sense that the information used and the
criteria for evaluating the solution are not well defined. If an
exhaustive list of the requirements can not be made
comprehensively at the outset of a design process, the hierarchical
decomposition of the requirements is necessarily a deficient basis
from which a solution is launched.
The systematic analysis-synthesis approach was radical not
just because it aimed to demystify the design process but also
because it disregarded the conventional system of appraising an
architectural design, that is visual or expressive qualities and the
meaning of the form. Instead, the approach assumed that a design
can be appraised by explicitly relying on the concept of fitness to
purpose. When the systematic analysis was negated, this concept of
fitness was also undermined. As the appraisal of an architectural
design became more fragmented, a new viewpoint of architectural
design emerged as a social project. When architectural design is
considered as a social project, a new issue arises separate from the
appraisal of an architectural design: that is user participation in the
design process. This view is based upon the deontological social
belief of architectural design that decisions in design process
should be made through collective agreement among the
participants, that is prospective users and architect.5
It seemed correct to argue that socially concerned users
should participate in the design process as much as they should be
involved in maintaining a healthy and favorable architectural
environment. Indeed, such user participation may be analogous to
5) Horst Rittel argued that user participation in the design process did not arise from
the deontological argument but from the logical argument because the designer cannot
claim his knowledge is superior to lay users because of the ill-definedness of design
problems. He calls this 'symmetry of ignorance'. I disagree with him because an
architect may not know more about users' needs or their images but he certainly has
better knowledge about what is available or possible in terms of solution alternatives.
My argument is that user participation as design method is socially and morally
motivated because the primary purpose of designing is not to understand the design
problem but to produce possible design solutions. See Rittel H. "Planning Problems are
Wicked Problems" in The Development of Design Methodology, edited by N. Cross 1984,
pp.136-144
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political involvement in that serious user participation in the design
process may enhance the value of an architectural design as much as
serious political involvement in a democratic society can help to
form a better government. Because of their involvement,
participating users do have better knowledge of the building and its
design process. Thus, it can also be argued that concerned users who
participate in the design process are able to use and appreciate an
architectural design more properly and fully than otherwise. User
participation refocuses attention which accompanies the evaluation
of an architectural design from the end product alone to include the
design process.
As far as architectural design is concerned, design process
research has to address the question of how the physical form is
generated. That is, form generation should be the main subject of
design methods. However, in the verbal process of user
participation practiced by the design method movement, debate
concerning diverse issues and opinions became the main subject and
form generation was simply deserted. 6 It is hardly surprising that
this verbal process attracted little attention from architects as it
seemed anti-professional and irrelevant to the architectural design
process. My main point here is that form generation does not
naturally follow from verbal discussions.
This discussion hinges on the inherent difference between two
types of information: pictorial information such as drawings or
physical models and linguistic information such as words or
numbers. The linguistic result derived from approximating the
diverse opinions expressed in verbal discussions among participants
is shapeless in the sense of the arbitrary connection between
signifier and signified. On the contrary, pictorial output in the
design process depicts the building naturally through drawings and
physical models. Through reliable techniques of social science,
6) Rittel argued that "they [a set of rules for debate and another set for decision making]
are somewhat separable, because the emphasis of the second generation [user
participation] is on those parts of the argumentative process that precede formal
decision." See Rittel, H. "Second-Generation Design Methods" in The Development of
Design Methodology, edited by N. Cross 1984, pp.317-327
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important issues such as area, security, privacy, cost, etc. may be
identified, negotiated, and/or agreed upon. It is possible to check,
discuss, or even agree upon whether a design meets all these
intangible considerations; however, it is theoretically impossible to
specify the operations of generating a form from intangible
considerations. For example, once a design is completed, the area of
its shape can be logically calculated or participants may vote on
different aspects of the design. However, in a given area, the unique
choice of a shape cannot be made logically because there are so
many shapes which meet the area requirements.
Without both physical components and the rules of
arrangement which naturally result in form generation, lay users do
not know what to do simply because they do not know what the
components are nor how they should be arranged. Therefore, in the
actual practice of user participation, form generation made by lay
users is essentially controlled by the architect. Normally the
architect has to provide the framework in which users generate a
form. 7 In other words, the scope of user participation is confined to
the dependent part of a form and the dominant part of a form is left
to the architect. I would thereby argue that architectural design
process with user participation should be characterized as
controlled collaboration' rather than 'equalized cooperation'.
Two things must be noted. First, the verbal process of user
participation does not suggest any specific method by which an
architect makes his framework for users' form generation whereas
the systematic process is more logically informative than the verbal
process because the systematic process has the underlying theory of
form generation; in other words a physical form is generated from
7) In the much publicized case of Lucian Kroll's buildings for Louvain Medical School,
the architect had to provide flexible partitions and modular grids and rules by adopting
SAR methodology. It must be also noted that the form is already divided into two, support
and infill, and that users cannot exercise any control over support design. See Lucian
Kroll, "Anarchitecture" in The Scope of Social Architecture, edited by R. Hatch pp.167-
181. Yonna Friedman reported another example of user participation. Instead of
adopting SAR methodology, Friedman taught his users 'planar graph theory' in order for
them to allocate the spaces in consideration of topological accessibility. Friedman argued
that he developed the plan and section from the 'bubble diagram' that the users generated.
See "Communicating with Users", in The Scope of Social Architecture, pp.153-160.
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the arrangement of component parts, each of which is associated
with the requirements of its corresponding set. On the contrary,
form generation in the verbal process is all up in the air.
Second, the systematic process of analysis-synthesis preceded
the verbal process of user participation which became prevalent
later in the design method movement. The transition did not mean
that the verbal process is more proper to architectural design than
the systematic process, it was simply symptomatic of the shift of
circulating issues in architectural discipline. In the early sixties,
newly emerging interdisciplinary occupations such as ergonomics
and operational research introduced new analytic techniques which
seemed beneficial for architectural design process. The systematic
process was originally developed to tackle experimental engineering
projects by using these analytic techniques. On the other hand,
public housing became one of the focal issues in architectural
discipline in the seventies and the idea of giving more control over
plan layout to actual users seemed right. Thus, user participation
became very popular in housing policy. The verbal process was
originally conceived by planners and policymakers.
It is very interesting to see the design method movement come
back to the traditional view of architectural design process, that is
the generate/test cycle, because the movement started from the
assumption that the traditional architectural design process was no
longer capable of dealing with the complexity of a design problem. 8
8) Broadbent argued in "The Development of Design Methods" that the design method
movement proceeded into a third generation, taking the Popperian view of designing, that
is first generating a design conjecture whenever possible and testing the design
conjecture as rigorously as possible. He pointed out that the conjecture/analysis is
drawn from the parallel between methodology of science and methodology of design by
Hillier et al. in the article "Knowledge and Design". Two articles of architectural design
process research ("The Primary Generator and the Design Process" by Jane Darke and
"Cognitive Strategies in Architectural Design" by Bryan Lawson) support this
generate/test framework. The above four articles are reprinted in The Development of
Design Methodology, edited by Nigel Cross. Herbert Simon conceived the design process
as generate/test cycle in The Sciences of the Artificial pp.148-150 and Habraken
described the design process as generate/check cycle in The Appearance of the Form
pp.61-63.
The interdisciplinary efforts of the design method movement must be noted.
Although architectural design is considered as the most exemplary design domain, most
of the above authors posit the generate/test cycle as the design process for the common
17
In contrast with the previous two views of the design process, the
generation/test cycle puts form at the center of focus. In the
generation/test cycle, nothing impedes form generation. It is not
exaggerating too much to say that this third generation of
generate/test cycle is proposed in order to eliminate the erroneous
tenets which hamper form generation in both systematic and verbal
processes.
The generation/test cycle postulates two interrelated ideas in
architectural design process. One is that the design process is
composed of two separate processes: generating a form and testing
it. One relation of these two processes is that the process of form
generation precedes the process of form test and that each process
is independent. Another is that the design process is cyclic in two
different dimensions. The coupled process of generation/test cycle
is iterative both in the horizontal dimension of design developments
and in the vertical dimension of design alternatives.
In both dimensions of design developments and design
alternatives, a form is generated by transforming a preceding form.
On the other hand, a form has to be constructed from scratch when
the present cycle of generation/test is connected to neither of two
dimensions. These two approaches to form generation have to be
differentiated because understanding the preceding form is required
in the former approach while not in the latter approach.
In order to explain the transformation from a preceding form
to the following one, two questions and their answers have to be
addressed. The first question is about what a form is, that is, the
description of a form. The second question is about what the
operations of transformation are, that is, the operational rules. One
cannot explain the transformation process without either of them. I
would argue that the crucial problem in design method today is that
operational rules become the sole subject and the description of a
form is not attempted.
core among different design professions. Simon pushes the interdisciplinary character
of design professions further to propose design as a unifying general discipline compared
with science. He argues that the task of design is fundamentally different from that of
science as the latter is about how things are and how they work while the former is about
how things ought to be.
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This may be attributed to several advantages of investigating
operational rules versus describing a form. First of all, it is
technically much easier to focus on the operational rules. Any
transformation can be formulated as a combination of simple and
generic geometric operations such as scaling, translation, rotation,
reflection, etc. Any transformation can be encapsulated in the
simple logic of production systems and can be readily computerized.
Secondly, it is clear that the operational rules are also useful or
may be more valuable in generating a new form. Inventing a new
form can be described as a sequence of operations. Thirdly, it seems
to me that the value-laden emphasis on the 'procedure' plays a
significant role in blindly focusing on operational rules. The
objective description of a form has to be essentially the other half
of design method.
Another incorrect focus in design method research is that
design method researchers pursue not the form but the causality of a
design. 9 That is, the question is not about what a form is but why a
certain form arises. The causality of an architectural design is very
important for architect. Without underlying cause, it may be hard
for one to justify one's design. One may even argue that this
inspires allows one to visualize a form. This may certainly be true
because when the associational connection between underlying cause
and a form is strong enough, one can visualize a form from this
underlying cause. The point is that this is personally bounded. A
form cannot be deduced logically from underlying cause, nor are the
relation between form and underlying cause socially bounded like the
relation between signifier and signified in a language. It must be
noted that there are many technical difficulties and limits in
identifying the correct answer to the causality of a design not only
9) Similarly, when an architectural design is viewed as an event in a historical process,
the causality of an architectural design is searched. In this case, the process of an
architectural design refers to the continuity in which the historical significance of an
architectural design is identified in its cultural context. A design may indicate an actual
building or final detailed drawings which faithfully depict a building-to-be. Although
this historical process is not the design process that I mean here, it seems to me that the
search for historical significance somehow affects the search for original ideas in
architectural design process research.
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because very little is known about how information is actually
processed in our brain but also because both the boundary between
conscious and unconscious knowledge and the boundary between
knowledge and ignorance is very fuzzy to the architect himself in
most of design information processing.
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1.1.2 Programmatic Approach and Typological Approach
In postwar modern architecture, there are two different
theoretical approaches to form generation in the design process.
One is the programmatic approach in which a form is newly
constructed from the given program and the other is the typological
approach in which a form is borrowed from preconceived
classifications of existing forms. Of course, the distinction cannot
be observed objectively in the actual design process because no one
can tell definitively what information processing is actually going
on inside a designer's brain. It can thus be argued that the
distinction between programmatic and typological approaches to
form generation in the design process is formulated based upon
highly ideological overtones as well as purely hypothetical
assumptions. However, the critical review of those two approaches
serves well in the investigation of the method of form generation in
architectural design.
The programmatic approach of form generation cannot be
correctly understood without the knowledge of what the program is
in the first place. The program here refers to a description of the
spatial dimensions, spatial relationships, and other physical
conditions required for the convenient performance of specific
functions. 10 The main argument of the programmatic approach is
that because an architectural design is tested by its functional
requirements, the form of an architectural design has to be
generated primarily from a rough configuration that adumbrates this
eventual pattern of repetitive human activities. The idea of the
10) This is the definition of program made by Summerson in "The Case for a Theory of
Modern Architecture". See The Unromantic Castle by John Summerson, Thames and
Hudson, 1990, pp.257-266. He proposed that the source of unity in modern
architecture resides in the program. He argued that the theory of modern architecture
differs from the other theories of architecture because the authority of unity according
to which an architecture is appreciated has changed from the antiquity to the program in
modern architecture. It must be noted that a theory of architecture differs from a
theory of form generation which is the subject of this section. A theory of architecture
is comprehensive and normative. It necessarily focuses on the shared value system in
the society at large because it is concerned mainly with the appreciation of an
architecture. On the other hand, a theory of form generation in the design process is
technical and descriptive, dealing specifically with the process of generating a form.
'bubble diagram' is central to the programmatic approach of form
generation.
In architectural design, a bubble diagram is understood as a
graphic medium which bridges program and plan. That is, a bubble
diagram is derived from a program in order to develop building plans
from it. Or a bubble diagram is abstracted from a building plan in
order to show visually how the plan meets the requirements of its
program. Indeed, a bubble diagram, as a true intercessor between
program and plan, can be formulated in either direction to make
generative or explanatory graphics.
The role of a bubble diagram is either to generate or to explain
a plan in relation to its program. Despite the explicit role of a
bubble diagram in architectural design process, what a bubble
diagram indicates exactly is very ambiguous. This is not only
because the term diagram covers a large range including linguistic
sentences and photographic pictures but also because deliberate
efforts are rarely made to define a bubble diagram in architectural
discipline. Here I attempt to reveal the nature of the bubble diagram
more sharply. My argument is that the ambiguity of a bubble diagram
results from the fact that it is used to range two different types of
representations.
It can be argued that the idea of using bubble diagrams
originates from an industrial engineering concept of facilities
planning, more specifically, layout planning.11 The underlying
11) A bubble diagram has been frequently associated with the functional parts and their
relationships in a machine in an analogous sense. And it is often mistakenly assumed that
a bubble diagram arises somehow as a by-product of machine design. Nevertheless, I
here argue that a bubble diagram appears not as the result of machine design but by
factory layout. In order to be wholly supported, this argument may need vast evidence
and elaboration which is certainly beyond this thesis. Here, I just want to point out
three supporting facts. First, the elements in a bubble diagram indicate void spaces like
areas in a factory, not solid materials like parts of a machine. Second, the relationships
between space elements in a bubble diagram indicate not only the automatic flows of
physical substances but also deliberate human activities. However, the functional chart
of a machine design is only confined to the automatic flows of physical substances such as
information, force, power, energy, and/or materials. On the other hand, the functional
chart of a factory layout deals with both material flows and human activities of operating
and service supporting. Third, machine designers usually create specifications and
written requirements for a product to be made in lots and batches. However, factory
layout designers treat a factory as an individual product because each layout plan is
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premise of facilities planning is that the efficiency and productivity
can be enhanced by properly planning facilities and activities. One
of its critical processes is allocating areas for equipment and
activities, which is called layout planning. The goal of layout
planning is to systematize the process of producing a proper layout
alternative. In 'systematic layout planning' (SLP) which exemplifies
the programmatic approach, a space relationship diagram (SR-
diagram) is used as a generative mediator to arrive at layout
alternatives as shown in Figure 1.2.12
The SR-diagram as shown in Figure 1.3 carries two different
kinds of information. 13 One is the information about the space
elements, the other is the information about the spatial relations
between space elements. The format of the representation of the
SR-diagram is not pictorial. The shape information of space
elements is not present in the SR-diagram although the size is
naturally indicated by the area template in which two different
symbolic signs of activity and area categorizations are present. The
fundamentally unlike any other. In this sense, the task of architects is more similar to
that of layout planners than the task of machine designers.
12) In systematic layout planning, flow of materials and activity relationships are the
two pillars which support a flow and/or activity relationship diagram. The information
about the flow of materials is collected by analyzing the process of how an item is made,
that is, routing. The information about activity relationships are collected in an almost
self-explanatory relationship chart. A flow and/or activity relationship diagram is
formed by integrating activity relationships and the flow of materials. Separated from
the procedure of forming a flow and/or activity relationship diagram, space
determinations are established. That is, the necessary space for each activity is
determined respectively. The SR-diagram, which is equivalent to a bubble diagram in
its role as a bridge to plans, is accordingly formed by hanging the area allowed for each
activity on the relationship diagram. Layout alternatives drop out as soon as the space
elements of an SR-diagram are put together. In this process of aggregating, layout
planners have to reckon with practical limitations and modify considerations. Finally, a
layout plan is selected through the process of evaluating layout alternatives. Refer to
Figure 1.2. For further reference see Richard Muther, Systematic Layout Planning,
1973
13) In systematic layout planning, Muther also uses the term SR-diagram for the
following three diagrams: SR-diagram based on flow of materials, SR-diagram based on
activity chart and diagram, SR-diagram with added refinements. These variations are
very understandable because some factory layout may be dominated by the flow of
materials while office layout is usually determined by activity relationship. However,
all three diagrams are identical to the diagram of Figure 1.3 which he calls the typical
SR-diagram in the sense that the space elements are indicated by area templates and
spatial relations are described by symbolic signs.
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spatial relations between space elements are specified in the
symbolic signs of closeness rating. An SR-diagram has the abstract
constraints of a plan but not the shape information of a plan.
In the SLP procedure, space layout plans are generated directly
from an SR-diagram. Although Muther provides some practical
suggestions of using unit-area blocks, building feature units, and
strips of several machines, he does not propose any systematic
procedure to generate space layout plans from an SR-diagram.
Muther argues that "as soon as Box 6 (SR-diagram) is put together,
the bottom drops out of it. The planner finds himself adjusting,
modifying, integrating, blending and massaging the diagram to get an
acceptable layout." 14 As far as the process from SR-diagram to
space layout plan is concerned, Muther's argument that plans are
generated from an SR-diagram naturally and instantaneously is void
in a methodological sense because he does not specify how space
layout plans are derived from an SR-diagram.
Two different methods of programmatic approach have been
developed for spatial synthesis in computer-aided building design.
Each method specifies the process of generating space layout plans
from an SR-diagram. One may be named a quadratic assignment
method and the other an adjacency graph method. 15 In the quadratic
assignment method, a grid is imposed on a site and the areas of
space elements are divided into the same modular units. The task is
to assign the modular units of space elements to the grid locations
of a site in such a way that the linear objective function, such as
minimum circulation cost or some directly analogous measure, is
optimized. The closeness rating of the SR-diagram has to be
quantified into the interaction matrix of circulation data and the
14) ibid., p.9-1
15) This distinction is borrowed from Mitchell's quadratic assignment formulation and
adjacency requirement graph formulation of architectural spatial synthesis problems.
See Computer-Aided Architectural Design. by W. J. Mitchell, Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company, 1977 pp.426-436. Similar distinction is made by C. M. Eastman "The Scope
of Computer-Aided Building Design" in Spatial Synthesis in Computer-Aided Building
Design edited by C. M. Eastman, Halsted Press, 1975. He differentiated space allocation
from space planning. The objective of space allocation is to optimize a particular
measure while the objective of space planning is to find an arrangement that satisfies a
diverse set of constraints or relations.
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boundary of a site such as the building boundary is outlined.
Because a combinatorial explosion occurs if space layout plans
are generated exhaustively in brute force manner, the quadratic
assignment method has to employ the heuristic techniques of
additive construction, permutational improvement, or both of
these. 16 Because the rules of both permutational improvement and
additive construction have to keep the best path and to eliminate
other paths at each node of the decision tree, the space layout plan
generated from the quadratic assignment method is most likely to
satisfy only the local optimum. In other words, the quadratic
assignment method does not guarantee the global optimum except in
the 'brute force' exhaustive enumeration of space layout plans.
The quadratic assignment method may be very useful for fairly
restricted floor plan layout for buildings such as warehouses and
industrial plants, where circulation efficiency is the primary
determinant of space layout. However, the space layout plan cannot
be determined solely by the circulation efficiency, which may be a
constraining factor. Aside from the practical limitations caused by
the correct circulation data, there are serious flaws in the
theoretical assumption that the actual configuration of the plan
should reflect only the circulation flow volume.
It seems to me that the primary defect lies in the fact that the
quadratic assignment method has nothing to do with traditional
architectural design process. For example, it does not provide
enough room for architects to impose or loosen the shape
constraints. The areal shape and quantity are always flexible and
relative to a certain extent in architectural design process. Thus,
16) Teicholz argues that most computer-aided space allocation programs use a hybrid of
heuristic techniques. He enumerated five techniques: 'Neighbor-searching',
'Interchange', 'Random', 'Hierarchical' and 'Optimization'. 'Neighbor-searching' is used
for additive construction and 'Interchange' is for permutational improvement. See
"Computer-Aided Space Allocation" in Harvard GSD Publication series in Architecture,
A-7706, 1977. An instance of 'Neighbor-searching' technique is employed in
"Facilities Planning: A System Analysis and Space Allocation Approach" by Unver Cinar
in Spatial Synthesis in Computer-Aided Building Design edited by C.M. Eastman. An
instance of 'Interchange' technique, is employed in "An Approach to the Optimum Layout
of Single-Story Buildings", by B. Whitehead and M. Z. Eldars, The Architect's Journal,
June 17, 1964.
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architects tend to be appropriately vague about every aspect of the
program. In contrast, the precise numbers in the program are
necessary to implement the quadratic assignment method. This
presumption of precise data is totally contrary to the actual
architectural design process. Because the quadratic assignment
method is meant to solve only its own narrowly defined objective, it
fails to provide meaningful assistance for architects.
In the actual design process, architects frequently use the
space adjacency diagram (SA-diagram) which has many different
variations as shown in Figure 1.4. The SA-diagram is equivalent to
the SR-diagram in the sense that both diagrams use the same format
of representation. Like the SR-diagram, the SA-diagram has two
symbols. The space elements are indicated in terms of area
templates and the spatial relations of adjacency requirements are
indicated in terms of topological connection. The adjacency graph
method specifies the process from the SA-diagram to the space
layout plan.
Compared with the quadratic assignment method, the
adjacency graph method is more appropriate for form generation in
architectural design both because it relies on the constraints rather
than an objective and because the SA-diagram specifies the
topological structure rather than the system's performance. It is
thus possible for an architect to position the space elements and
also to manipulate their areal quantity and shape while keeping his
eye on the topological constraints of the SA-diagram. The SA-
diagram is mostly known as the 'bubble' diagram. The nature of
bubble diagrams can be easily understood when an SA-diagram is
contrasted with a jigsaw puzzle. In a jigsaw puzzle, the boundary of
each piece is rigid, on the contrary, the boundary of each space
element in the SA-diagram is flexible.
The adjacency graph method can also be understood in
comparison with the process of solving a jigsaw puzzle. Solving a
jigsaw puzzle is the sequence of operations of finding the unique
connection between two adjacent pieces. Because the congruent
boundary connection is unique, each finding operation can be tested
independently and it does not affect another finding operation. Thus,
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the strategy of finding each adjacent piece one by one must work. In
this 'piecemeal strategy', what matters is the local details about
the congruent boundary connection between two adjacent pieces.
The global structure of the rough locational relations among pieces
need not be figured out in solving a jigsaw puzzle; in fact, the rough
locational information hampers rather than facilitates the finding
operation.
On the contrary, the shapes of area bubbles and their spatial
relations are not found but formed in the adjacency graph method.
The piecemeal strategy which shapes two adjacent area bubbles
without considering other space elements is a blind search in the
following two respects. First, the piecemeal strategy may end in a
dead-end situation in which the constraints of a SA-diagram cannot
be fully satisfied. Second, the piecemeal strategy deals only with
the particular pair relations which are formed in the sequence of
shaping area bubbles. In other words, the piecemeal strategy does
not evaluate a space layout plan as a whole but only in a very partial
way. What matters in a space layout plan should be the totality that
is formed by all space elements and their spatial relations.
Therefore, the adjacency graph method has to take the 'global/local
strategy' where all area bubbles are roughly located and then the
area bubbles are solidified as the subsequent modification of local
details proceeds.
My argument is this. The adjacency graph method is handy to
an architect not only because he can separate the task of global
structure from that of local details so that he can visualize a viable
global structure as a whole, but also because he can relate both
tasks with each other in such a way that he can solidify the flexible
boundaries locally. On the contrary, the adjacency graph method is
practically ineffective to a layman because he does not understand
the relationship between the task of global structure and that of
local details. The layman may rely on the piecemeal strategy of
generating a space layout plan from scratch because he cannot
visualize a viable global structure. The adjacency graph method may
fail as a practical method for the inexperienced because so many
different choices available within piecemeal strategy are
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overwhelming.
My argument against the programmatic approach is not just
because the adjacency graph method is ineffective for the layman
but also because the architect is likely to grasp a global structure
as a whole rather than to construct it new in a piecemeal way.
Constructing a global structure from scratch has to employ the
piecemeal strategy which is a blind search. Furthermore, what is to
be evaluated is the space layout plan, not the global structure,
whatever it may be. In other words, whether a global structure is
viable or not has to be evaluated through the close association with
its best realization, that is the best space layout plan to be
developed from the global structure. Therefore, it is very likely to
generate a global structure by modifying the global structure whose
realization is already known.
The relation between an SA-diagram and space layout plans
can be understood as the transformation process between the
concept of a class and an individual in that class. Because the
criteria of membership are explicitly specified as topological
relation and areal quantity, the process of abstracting a space
layout plan into the SA-diagram is the algorithmic transformation.
In contrast, the process of concretizing the SA-diagram into a space
layout plan is an open-ended transformation in the sense that
different instances can be enumerated infinitely.
It must be noted that the plan (line drawing plan) is one thing
and the space layout plan is another. The lines in a plan are material
elements while the lines in a space layout plan are not necessarily
material elements. The space layout plan is different from the plan
in terms of the format of the representation. The plan is a planar
picture while the space layout plan is the arrangement of space
elements. The space elements of a space layout plan are made
explicit in the sense that the boundary line of each space element is
fully enclosed. On the contrary, the space elements are not made
explicit in a plan because the segregation of space elements is not
definite. A plan can be described as the composition of line
elements in addition to the arrangement of space elements.
The bubble diagram conceived by Freedman as shown in Figure
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1.5 is meant to connect the SA-diagram with the plan. 17 Enclosed by
the flexible outlines, the area bubbles of Freedman's diagram look
very pliable and fluid, exactly like the area bubbles of the SA-
diagram. However, they are not area templates which are the
symbolic signs, but shape primitives which contain adumbrated
shape properties such as elongation, bending, or tapering. Unlike the
topological links in the SA-diagram, the spatial relations in
Freedman's diagram are not indicated by symbolic signs but depicted
by the metric locations in the drawing. Freedman's diagram is
different from the SA-diagram in terms of the format of the
representation. Freedman's diagram has to be understood in terms of
pictorial representation while the SA-diagram has to be understood
otherwise.
Freedman's diagram is also different from the plan in terms of
the format of the representation because it cannot be read as the
composition of lines, that is, a planar picture. Because Freedman's
diagram is the arrangement of space elements, it is identical with
the space layout plan in terms of the format of the representation.
Like the space layout plan, the space elements of Freedman's
diagram are depicted by areal shape primitives and their spatial
relations are specified by their relative locations in the drawing. It
is very important to note that the distinction of Freedman' diagram
from both SA-diagram and plan is based solely upon the format of
the representation which raises two fundamental questions: which
primitive symbols can be found in a diagram and what kind of
relations among them can be specified?
On the other hand, Freedman's diagram also appears very
different from the space layout plan because of the inherent
implications of two different outline types. The curved and
adumbrated outline of the space element in Freedman's diagram
looks fluid to a certain extent while the straight outline of the
space element in the space layout plan seems rigid. What is implied
in the apparent relation of the space layout plan to Freedman's
diagram can be characterized as the transformation process of
17) See "Communicating with Users", in The Scope of Social Architecture, pp.153-160.
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schematization. Freedman's diagram is a 'schematic' plan in the
sense that the schematic areal shape of the plan is made explicit.
Because Freedman's diagram can be differentiated from the space
layout plan despite their affinity in format of representation,
Freedman's bubble diagram is herein designated a 'space scheme'.
Two things must be noted in relation to space schemes. First
of all, space schemes denote not only Freedman's bubble diagram but
also descriptions which can be differentiated from SA-diagrams,
plans and space layout plans. I merely use Freedman's bubble
diagram as an example to show what a space scheme might be.
Secondly, I doubt that Freedman recognized the nature of space
schemes as it has been characterized in this section because he
argued that his bubble diagram can be derived from the SA-diagram
through the programmatic approach. As I argued in the above, the
programmatic approach by which a space scheme is generated is a
blind search. If Freedman had been aware of the nature of space
schemes, he could not have insisted that his lay participants
generate his bubble diagram. 18
In the sixties, Argan renewed the theoretical discourse of the
type by proposing it as a starting point for the architect's working
process. 19  For Argan, the working out of every architectural project
has this typological aspect. He thus argued that following the
18) Yonna Friedman insisted that the bubble diagram of figure 1.5 was generated by his
lay participants. Broadbent rebutted Freedman's claim by pointing out the mathematical
inconsistency between planar graph and bubble diagram. See "Communicating with
Users" and "Commentary on Lycee David" in The Scope of Social Architecture, pp.153-
162.
19) Historically speaking, the concept of type was initially introduced by Quincy at the
end of the eighteenth century. He distinguished type from model in that the model is
exact and defined while the type is more or less vague. However, his idea of type is
radically different from Argan's idea of type. Quincy's type aims at the Platonic a priori
Form while Argan's type is an a posteriori schema deduced from the operation of
reducing complex formal variants to a common root form. At the beginning of the
twentieth century, mass production and functionalism curiously coined another concept
of type by an analogy to nature. The primary geometric forms of the new architecture
were seen as the source of type departing from the historic forms. The term type is
symptomatic of architectural vocabulary. The meaning of type changes without the
precise definition what type is. See "On the typology of architecture" by G. G. Argan in
Architectural Design, Dec. 1963, "On Typology", by R. Moneo, Opposition 14, 1978, and
"On Third Typology" by A. Vidler, in Opposition 7, 1976.
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succession of the architect's working process, formal architectural
typologies will always fall into three main categories: complete
configuration of buildings--plan, major structural elements--
structural system, decorative elements--surface treatment.
In a typological approach, a plan is generated not from the
program but from the type. The question thus lies in the first place
on what a type is and then the process of generating a plan from a
type can be explained. It is very important to note that Argan's
theoretical definition of a type is discursive, not descriptive. A
type is characterized negatively in contrast with a model (the
mechanical reproduction of an object) where the latter is exact and
defined and the former is more or less vague. In the same line of
discursive ambiguity, Argan differentiated the artistic creation in
which value judgments influence form design from the historical
experience in which a type is deduced.
As I argued above, the programmatic approach is essentially a
blind search which employs a piecemeal strategy because a space
layout plan has to be constructed from scratch. The probability of
hitting upon a satisfactory space layout plan through a
programmatic approach is in practice very low because there are so
many alternative decision paths. It is thus more sensible to infer
that the memory of an example or the image of its abstract
construct is used as a starting point for the design process. In this
respect of using some kind of mental image as the structure of a
whole, typological approach is more convincing in a practical sense.
However, it must be noted that when a program is known, the mental
image of a type is the hypothesis given to a designer, not the one
chosen by him in typological approach.
Argan made it clear that a type is not a categorical concept
but a prototype. He made an explicit comparison of a type to the
iconographic and compositional treatment of themes in figurative
arts and he also agreed with the general belief that a type must be
treated as a schema of spatial articulation which has been formed in
response to a totality of practical and ideological demands. Argan
wrote "the birth of a type is dependent on the existence of a series
of buildings having between them an obvious formal and functional
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analogy. In other words, when a type is determined in the practice
or theory of architecture, it already has an existence as an answer
to a complex of ideological, religious or practical demands which
arise in a given historical condition of whatever culture."20
According to this text, it seems obvious that a type can be described
explicitly because the answer is a very specific prototype. However,
it is only possible to gain a metaphorical sense of Argan's type
because he did not give any description of a type and because what
he describe as the formation of a type defied the explicit
description of a type.
Instead of describing what a type is, Argan explained the
process of forming a type: "Type is never formulated a priori but
always deduced from a series of instances. ... In the process of
comparing and superimposing individual forms so as to determine
the type, particular characteristics of each individual building are
eliminated and only those remain which are common to every unit of
the series. The type therefore, is formed through a process of
reducing a complex of formal variants to a common root form." 2 1
This text may be understood in the metaphorical sense that when
individual forms, for example plans, are superimposed in front of our
eyes, their similarity can be recognized. It must be noted that
without specifying what the elements are, the common
characteristics of plans cannot be extracted by simply overlapping
one plan on the top of the other. This naive and faulty argument is
due to the fact that Argan overlooked the real difficulties of
formulating a coherent system for specifying similarities and
differences between shapes which are not identical.22 I argue that
Argan failed to describe the formation of a type at the
methodological level because he never examined the format of the
representation.
It is important to note that typological theory is closely
20) "On the typology of architecture" by G. G. Argan in Architectural Design, Dec. 1963
21) ibid.
22) In order to see the sheer difficulties of shape discrimination and classification,
refer to the attempts at the psychophysics of shape in Perception, by J. Hochberg,
1978, p.132-134.
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related with the perceptual theory of recognizing a familiar object.
This perceptual theory is normally known as the constructivist
paradigm of visual perception. 23 The essence of the constructivist
paradigm is that visual perception is a cognitive process explained
as the coupling mechanism of hypothesis formation and corrigible
testing although the process is unconscious. Appropriate knowledge
interacts with sensory input to create a stereotyped hypothesis of
psychological data. The hypothesis is advanced to predict and to
make sense of a particular object in the world. In other words, an
individual object is recognized first by identifying its stereotyped
structure, that is a schema, and then by noting a number of features
that identify the object more specifically.24  In this explanatory
framework, perception is thought of as an indirect, inferential
process which is schema-driven in a top-down manner.
Argan wrote "It cannot be denied that architectural typologies
have been formulated and passed down in theoretical treatises and
the work of famous architects. It is therefore legitimate to
postulate the question of typology as a function both of the
historical process of architecture and also of the thinking and
working processes of an individual architect."25 His first argument
may be accepted at the theoretical level in the sense that the
similarity of descending lineage can be commonly recognized by the
people who know those instances. Because the recognition is
23) See Ian Gordon, "Empiricism : Perception as a constructive process" in Theories of
Visual Perception, John Wiley & Sons, pp.122-145. See also "Is Computational
Psychology Constructivist?" in Artificial Intelligence in Psychology, by M. Boden, MIT
Press, 1989.
24) According to Hochberg (Perception, second edition), the term schema was first used
by a physiologist to refer to the context that embeds all experience. Hochberg defines
schema as the structure by which we encode and generate the shape information of an
object. An individual object is recognized first by identifying its schema, and then by
noting a small number of features that identify the object more specifically and set it off
from other examples of the schema to which it belongs. In cognitive psychology, the idea
of a schema is not restricted to shape information but usually conceived in a much wider
sense. Schema normally refers to the memory structure which is pertinent to the task.
In other words, a schema is a particular kind of knowledge packet, that is a stereotyped
response to the problem at hand. See Cognition and Cognitive Psychology by A. J.
Sanford, 1985, pp.194-225. See also Cognitive Psychology by Ulric Neisser, 1967,
pp.286-292.
25) "On the typology of architecture" by G. G. Argan in Architectural Design, Dec. 1963
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immediate and self-evident for people who know the descending
lineage, the description of a type may not be raised although it is
arguable whether the immediate recognition of descending lineage
can be the result of the same mechanism of schema plus corrections
which is normally considered to be responsible for the recognition
of familiar things such as human faces. At any rate, it is clear that
his first argument about the historical process of architecture is
dependent solely upon the theory of perceptual schema because he
did not specify what a type is nor provide any empirical data of type
usage. It is not the existence of a type but the similarity as a whole
between instances that sanctions the argument of descending
lineage. That is, a type is not the evidence for the argument but an
inference from the argument.
On the contrary, Argan's second argument about the thinking
and working process of an individual architect is formulated based
on the existence of a type. The argument is that design process is to
be construed in terms of the relation between type deduction and
artistic creation if a type exists in our brain from past historical
experience. It is very ambiguous whether his faulty proposal of type
formation, which I pointed out above, refers to an introspective
mental process or actual overlapping process. Nevertheless, it
seems clear that what is sought in type formation is the perceptual
schema and that Argan's method of finding it is not accountable.
Aside from the question of whether a schema is a single description
or the result of combing multiple descriptions, it is evident that
'perceptual schema' by which we recognize a familiar object is not
the same as 'representational schema' by which we draw an object.26
26) Gombrich put forth the psychological formula of schema plus correction as a
universal method of the naturalistic picture making. Gombrich's formula of picture
making, that is a theory of making (a schema) and matching (it with the reality), is of
particular relevance to the typological approach of plan making not only because a plan
is a particular kind of naturalistic picture but also because he postulates it as a more
general psychological theory. Gombrich provided a pictorial convention of a widely
accepted method by which we depict some particular kinds of objects, for example, a
tree, a face, a bird, etc. Gombrich did not explicitly discriminate the perceptual schema
from representational schema in his book Art and Illusion because his main thesis in the
book ran directly against Ruskin's innocent eye. His argument that schemata are
indispensable to imitate reality because no one can grasp reality without some standards
of comparison strongly suggest that a representational schema can be a perceptual
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For example, the representational schema of a head as shown in
figure 1.6 cannot be perceptual schema.
In order to ground a theoretical argument on the methodology
of form generation, Argan has to describe what a type is. Without
knowing what a type is, no one can follow the typological approach
of form making, that is the process from a type to a form. Argan did
not give any real example of a type. For example, Argan refers to
historical types, such as centrally planned or longitudinal temples
or those resulting from a combination of the two plans without
showing what he indicates by them. My argument is simply that
Argan did not propose the typological approach of form making in a
methodological sense because a type is not described, although the
functional role of a type is defined in relation to its subsequent
form.
schema. However, in "Visual Discoveries of Art", Gombrich clearly differentiated
representational schema from perceptual schema. He use the term 'code' for
representational schema. He wrote "though recognition is clearly an act of
remembering, it must not be confused with the other aspect of memory: our power of
recall." Gombrich posits that representational schema is symbolic while perceptual
schema is impressionistic. See The Image and The Eye by E. H. Gombrich, Cornell
University Press, 1982.
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1 .1 .3 Schema, Space Scheme and Computational Approach
Plan making is one of the most important tasks in
architectural design process. In the previous section, I argued that
the programmatic approach is theoretically impractical in the sense
that the probability of hitting upon a satisfactory space layout plan
is very low because it has to be constructed in a piecemeal manner
from scratch or from topological relations of space elements. From
a critical analysis of the working process of forming a space layout
plan, I argued that the global structure of space arrangement has to
be differentiated from the local details of surface features. What I
mean here by global structure does not denote impressionistic
quality resulting from collective surface features but the rough idea
of the configuration resulting from the overall shape and relative
size of space elements as well as their spatial relations. I also
argued that the global structure of space arrangement has to be
derived from the existing plans due to the close relationship
between space arrangement and material constructs. The term
space scheme is used in this thesis to denote the global structure of
space arrangement in an architectural plan.
The main criticism of the typological approach at the most
basic level was that any theory of typological approach is void in the
methodological sense unless a type is described. This is because
most typological theories of architectural design method are
discursive, not descriptive. It does not seem right to consider these
discursive speculations as methodological theories because they
lack instrumentality. I also argued that typological theory can hold
only if perceptual schema exists and if it also works in the design
process as an independent unit in mental functioning. I touched on
the ambiguity inherent in the concept of schema by comparing
perceptual schema with representational schema in realistic picture
making.
My theory of plan making is this. First, several different space
schemes are advanced as candidates and they are explored to check
whether the program can be accommodated. A space scheme is a
description of space arrangement which has the following four
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properties. First, each space element is not initially named by its
specific function. In other words, a space scheme is an arrangement
of space shapes, not of functional units. Second, the shape of a
space element is schematic in that its boundary is blurred.
However, the overall shape characteristics of space elements such
as tapering, elongation, and proportional dimensions have to be
present. Third, the absolute size of a space scheme is distinct from
shape. However, relative size and spatial relations between space
elements are very important properties of a space scheme. Fourth,
space elements are grouped into successively higher modules
according to common properties of space elements. In other words,
space elements are organized into a part/whole hierarchy.
Two things must be explained. What is a part/whole hierarchy
and why does a space scheme need this? Etymologically the word
'hierarchy' normally refers to a system of levels in which the
relation between two successive levels is that of dominance of the
higher. However, the meaning of the term hierarchy is here expanded
to include the part/whole hierarchy. A part/whole hierarchy
indicates a system of levels in which the object of a higher level is
composed of distinct parts which constitute a subsequent lower
level, and each part is in turn composed of distinct subparts until
we reach the lowest level of elementary units. The relation between
two successive levels in this hierarchy is that of a part/whole. The
following three points must be noted because the current meaning of
a part/whole relation is very specific when it is applied to a
physical and visible entity while the concept of a part/whole
relation can be interpreted normally in a much wider sense. First of
all, the relation of part/whole does not indicate interactions
between physical individuals, such as in social or functional
relations, but the physical structure itself. Secondly, the notion of
a part/whole does not denote the concept of a set but the concept of
a configuration. A configuration of elements is distinguished from a
set of elements in that in a configuration of elements the spatial
relations between the elements are included, whereas in a set of
elements there are no spatial relations between the elements.
Third, the spatial relations between entities are not confined to the
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topological links between entities but also include the geometric
relations between entities. Thus, the spatial relations between the
parts refers to the spatial arrangement formed by its parts not the
spatial links connected by its parts.
Because a description of a space scheme is selected from a
pool of stored descriptions, shape information has to be organized by
the representational format in such a way that the process of
searching for a plausible description among stored descriptions is
expedited. The representational format must be able to reflect both
similarities and differences between descriptions so that stored
descriptions are compared and subsequently classified into a
hierarchical catalogue of space shape types. If the representational
format imposes no organization on shape information, searching for
a plausible description has to dredge up all stored descriptions one
by one. In order to avoid the inefficiency of this brute force
searching, the representational format should organize space
elements into larger containing modules in order to distinguish
certain groupings of space elements from others. In sum, structural
representation which subserves the process of retrieving a
description from memory should convey the data structure of a
part/whole hierarchy. The problem of searching for the stored
description of a space scheme which satisfies the requirement of a
specific space program may not be exactly the same as the problem
of recognizing a shape, that is associating a newly-derived
description with its matching shape description in memory.
Although both problems are not identical, they demand the same
organizational format because each representation should subserve
both shape identification and subsequent shape classification.
The primary task of exploring a space scheme is to impose
specific use into space elements and more generalized use into
higher modules. Although specific activity flows and exact
dimensional requirements may not be gauged in a space scheme, the
plausibility of accommodating these practical demands can be read
in a definite manner. The doors and windows as well as walls are
not specified in a space scheme so that visualization of a specific
scene is not possible. But the shape of space elements and their
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relative locations allows us to visualize many possible alternatives.
The exploration of a space scheme is critical of the functionalist
axiom that form follows function. The main point is the direction
between shape and function. Shape is not derived from function but
function is inserted into shape.
When a space scheme is chosen for further development, the
material elements are deployed on top of it. It is very important to
note that the relation between material deployment and space
scheme is an imposition of one system onto the other. Because the
space scheme already took shape within certain tolerance, it is
much easier to explore the transformation of material deployment.
For example, suppose a facade wall is explored in relation to the
shape of a streetscape. By pushing, bending, breaking or merging the
space units of a space scheme, it is possible to grasp the immediate
reaction to the exploration of material deployment. The main point
here is that representing a plan in terms of two different property
levels, each of which carries its own shape information, makes
transformation of each system level practical. This approach may
be named as the 'impositional approach' to form generation in that
two different systems are imposed on top of another: the imposition
of functional use on a space scheme as well as the imposition of
material deployment on a space scheme.
Two things must be noted in relation to the impositional
approach. First, this approach is not the only way to plan making but
one alternative. It is possible to make a plan without conceiving a
space scheme. For example, a plan can be generated from a previous
plan just by transforming material elements. This may be a typical
way of plan making in a typological approach. One may also argue
that material deployment can be done by exclusively following its
own internal rhythm or accident without conceiving a space scheme
very much like the accidental inkblots which promotes perceptual
projection. 27 Second, the impositional approach is diametrically
27) Gombrich illustrated the use of accidental forms as representational schema
especially in western landscape painting and also in Chinese painting. The main idea is
that the initial form making is done without any conception of the object to be and that by
using the faculty of projection the accidental forms are conceived as the shapes of objects
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opposed to the typological approach in its strategy of dealing with
design transformation. The former deals with the problem by
breaking it into two separate tasks each of which is solved
independently while the latter deals with the problem as a whole in
a piecemeal way.
The computational approach refers to Marr's three level
framework of formulating a complex information processing system.
Marr wrote
The solution to an information processing problem divides
naturally into two parts. In the first, the underlying nature of
a particular computation is characterized, and its basis in the
physical world is understood. One can think of this part as an
abstract formulation of what is being computed and why, and I
shall refer to it as the "theory" of a computation. The second
part consists of particular algorithms for implementing a
computation, and so it specifies how. The choice of algorithm
usually depends upon the hardware in which the process is to
run, and there may be many algorithms that implement the
same computation. The theory of a computation, on the other
hand, depends only on the nature of the problem to which it is a
solution.28
The essence of this computational approach is that three
levels of explanation have to be kept separate because they are
loosely related to each other: computational theory, representation
and algorithm, and hardware implementation. From this point of
view, specific human intelligence such as vision, in part or wholly,
is subsumed by the problem solving paradigm because the question
of whether the computation is realized by silicon chips or biological
cells belongs to the lowest level of physical implementation. In
other words, the term intelligence is not restricted to denote human
mental capacity but it is used to encompass a much wider range of
and transformed into the object by little adjustments. See Art and Illusion, pp.182-
191.
28) The text comes from "Artificial Intelligence--A Personal View", by David Marr in
Artificial Intelligence 9, 1977, pp.37-48. Also see chapter 1, "The Philosophy and The
Approach" in Vision by David Marr, W.H. Freeman and Company, 1982, pp.8-38
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meaning.29
The above explanation of the impositional approach to plan
making supports my computational theory of plan schematization,
that is the information processing of deriving space scheme from a
plan. Why is a space scheme to be computed? The answer is that
the separation of a space scheme from material deployment makes it
easier to transform a plan in accordance with separate concerns.
What is being computed? The characterization of a space scheme is
the answer to this question. In other words, the impositional
approach to form generation isolates plan schematization as the
information processing problem. The next level is the construction
of a representational format and transform algorithm that realizes a
computational theory. The last level is a practical demonstration
that the algorithm can actually and successfully run in computer
program. Both will be dealt with in Part 2 of this thesis.
My computational theory of plan schematization rests purely
on the necessity of a space scheme in plan making. However, plan
schematization can also be posited as a more general problem from
the angle of line drawing recognition because a plan is a particular
kind of line drawing, that is the line drawing of sectional parallel
projection. Because silhouette outline drawing is identical with a
plan, plan schematization can also be formulated as the problem of
region recognition of silhouette outline drawing. The problem of
silhouette recognition will be fully dealt with in the next section.
The main point here is this. Because the purpose of forming a
space scheme is to retrieve it when needed, the representational
format of a space scheme is essentially identical with the
representational format for silhouette recognition in the sense that
these two representational formats subserve for both classification
and identification. This is the crux of my thesis. Because the
algorithmic level theory of plan schematization, that is
representational format and transform algorithm, is a realization of
the same computation, it can also be proposed as a tentative theory
29) Owen classified this view as suprapsychological Al. In order to refer to further
philosophical assumptions and implications, see chapter 6, "Cognitive Psychology and
Artificial Intelligence" in The Science of Human Mind, MIT Press, 1987
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of information processing of human plan recognition. In other
words, the algorithmic theory of information processing can be
realized into several different ways, such as in computer vision
systems and biological vision systems. It is of course possible that
the mechanism of the human plan recognition system may not have
my algorithmic level theory of information processing which will be
introduced in Part 2 of this thesis.
In order to grasp the underlying difference between a space
scheme and schema in the sphere of the human visual system, one
has to understand the 'principle of modular design' which is the
fundamental assumption of a computational approach to visual
systems. The main idea is that understanding the problem of a
complex information processing system depends on the correct
strategy of decomposing the problem into simpler subproblems
which can be understood independently. Marr wrote,
This principle is important because if a process is not
designed in this way, a small change in one place has
consequences in many other places. As a result, the process as
a whole is extremely difficult to debug or to improve, whether
by a human designer or in the course of natural evolution,
because a small change to improve one part has to be
accompanied by many simultaneous, compensatory changes
elsewhere. The principle of modular design does not forbid
weak interactions between different modules in a task, but it
does not forbid weak interactions between different modules
in a task, but it does insist that the overall organization must,
to a first approximation, be modular.30
The computational approach to human vision thus first
assumes that the problem of shape perception should be separate
from its semantic information. 31 This is directly opposed to the
constructivist paradigm which requires additional semantic
30) Marr, D., Vision, p.102
31) Marr supports this argument based on the convincing accounts of the clinical
neurologists from their experimental data about the distinctively opposite capabilities
and limitations of patients who had suffered left or right parietal lesions. See Vision,
pp.35-36.
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knowledge in order to activate a schema in the first place. As the
visual system is also modularly constructed, the visual system
cannot be explained as a single representation but in terms of a
sequence of discrete levels of representations. Based upon
empirical studies of visual mechanisms, Marr introduced
representational a framework of four modular structures: image,
primal sketch, 21/ 2-D sketch, and 3-D model.32 Each representational
format has its own primitives and principles of combination and
each is linked to the next in the sequence by a set of correspondence.
From this computational point of view, the ambiguity and
confusion inherent in a single concept of schema can be explained
coherently. Perceptual schema can be understood as a semantic
description which also has all combinations of shape descriptions.
On the contrary, space scheme refers to a single shape description
of a 2-D model. In other words, a particular aspect of planar shape
is a space scheme. This computational approach also provides a
much wider knowledge framework to understand the debate of
representational schema in art history.33 When one has much wider
knowledge of the subject matter, he can criticize certain
shortcomings of previous discussions in many aspects. I want to
focus on the notion of 'better schema', that is the question of
whether it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of schema as a
pictorial device.
Wollheim correctly pointed out that Gombrich used the term
schema ambiguously in order to explain that picture making has the
common mechanism of hypothesis of schema and correction. In other
words, a schema is defined not by what it is but what it does.
Wollheim argued "By not distinguishing clearly between schema as
any inherited or invented configuration and schema as always an
abbreviated or simplified configuration, Gombrich slides from the
32) ibid.
33) See Art and Illusion, by E. G. Gombrich, "Reflections on Art and Illusion", in On Art
and the Mind by Richard Wollheim, Harvard University Press, 1974, "Representation
and Schema", by L. R. Rogers, in British Art bulletin?? 1968. "Conventions and the
Growth of Pictorial Style", in Pictures and Their Use in Communication, David Novitz,
The Hague, 1977
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general view that representation always begins with some
configuration into the more specific view that representation
always begins with a simplified configuration."34
My argument is this. If Marr's conception of different levels of
representational formats in human vision is correct, it is possible
to judge which schema is better by using internal representations as
criteria. For example, the Renaissance head schema shown in Figure
1.7 is better than Honnecourt's head schema shown in Figure 1.6. It
may also be argued that the oval schema is methodologically far
better in order to make a convincing face. The relevant passages in
Art and Illusion are interesting and marvelous to me because
Gombrich did manage to keep two controversial arguments alive and
to get through them somehow. The idea of better schema is one of
them. Gombrich explicitly and repeatedly wrote that it means little
what schema or 'filing system' we adopt in picture making in order
to emphasize the correction mechanism. He did not directly compare
Honnecourt's head schema with Renaissance head schema. On the
contrary, by sporadically using such terms as 'wrong schema'
'familiar schema' and even the evolutionary notion of schema, he
managed to make his point that simplified configuration is better
than any configuration.
Gombrich wrote "In the Western tradition, painting has indeed
been pursued as a science."35 I want to end this section by quoting
David Marr's imaginary dialogue to show the gap between vision
science and visual art. If Marr read "Formula and Experience" in Art
and Illusion, he might not say the rest of his scheme is left intact in
picture making. If art historians followed up the emergence of
vision science as a branch of brain and cognitive science, it seems
to me that there would be a revision of Art and Illusion.
34) Wollheim actually specified three different meanings. The third one is the very
general and elusive elements which conjointly make up what we call a style. Because
this third meaning cannot be identified with any shape device and has nothing to do with
space scheme, I do not touch on that. See "Reflections on Art and Illusion", in On Art and
the Mind, pp.286-288
35) Art and Illusion, p.34
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If the overall scheme you describe is correct, would we be
able to say anything about painting and drawing using this
knowledge of what the visual system does with its input?
Might it help to teach skills, for example?
Perhaps, although I would hate to commit myself to a
definite view yet. Nevertheless, it is interesting to think
about which representations the different artists concentrate
on and sometimes disrupt. The pointillists, for example, are
tampering primarily with the image; the rest of the scheme is
left intact, and the picture has a conventional appearance
otherwise. Piccaso, on the other hand, clearly disrupts most
at the 3-D model level. The three dimensionality of his figures
is not realistic. An example of someone who operates
primarily at the surface representation stage is a little
harder--Cezanne perhaps?36
36) Vision, p. 356
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1.2 Shape Representations
1.2.1 Representation for Planar Shape Recognition
Human natural ability to recognize shape from photographic
images has been disputed in art history for some time. The question
is whether a photographic image is a natural sign or a conventional
sign. If it is a conventional sign, we have to learn to see it while if
it is a natural sign, we do not need to learn to see it. Although the
meaning of learning is ambiguous, it seems safe to say that the
argument of conventional sign no longer exist at least in scientific
fields such as experimental psychology and vision science.37 The
human visual system may recognize shape from a photographic
image, but we do not have a comprehensive theory of explaining this
recognition process. I believe this is part of the reason why the
conventionalists still raise their voices in art history.
Nevertheless, it seems to me that the informational equivalence
between a picture and its depicted object which denotes 'equivalent
invariant relations in optic array', not 'exact matching of bundles of
light rays delivered to eyes', gives a reasonable explanation about
the picture's isomorphic relation to its depicted object.38
37) Although there were stories which suggest that people from primitive cultures were
unable to recognize reality from a perspective drawing, the respected perceptual
psychologist, Hochberg, concluded from the result of his own experiments "The
perceptual properties that contours share with objects' edges are either innate or, if
they are learned, they are learned from our experiences with objects in the world." See
Perception, 1976, p.136. There is also solid evidence that animals such as primates
and birds also recognize objects in photographs. See "Picture Perception in Nonhuman
Subjects" by Patrick A. Cabe, in Perception of Pictures, volume 2, pp.305- 343
38) The key issue in the perspective debate is the controversial mystery that when a
perspective image is viewed from different viewpoints, it is perceived as a stable scene
despite widely distorted changes of the bundles of light rays delivered to the eye.
Pirenne argued that the stability comes from the spectator's perceptual compensation
between 'subsidiary awareness' of the picture surface and 'focal awareness' of the
presented scene. See Optics. Painting and Photography, by M.H. Pirenne, Cambridge
University Press, 1970. Kubovy posed the same question differently in terms of the
inverse problem of perspective. Because any viewing point can be considered as the
central projection point, there are two choices left to the spectators. One is to consider
his present vantage point as the central projection point and to reconstruct the scene.
The other is to infer the correct projection point and to reconstruct the proper scene
from it. He argued that because perspective is robust in the face of changing vantage
points, the answer should be the latter. For this reason, he called the perceptual
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It is now widely held that many different aspects of a
photographic image such as contours, texture, and shading contribute
to shape recognition in some coordinated way. One aspect is the
occluding contour which marks a discontinuity in depth. Occluding
contour usually corresponds to silhouette outline of an object. The
idea comes from the fact that we recognize the shape of an object
from a silhouette although the recognition is paradoxical. Marr
wrote,
This [shape recognition from a silhouette] is quite remarkable,
because the silhouette (Picasso's Rites of Spring as shown in
Figure 1.8) could, in theory, have been generated by an infinite
variety of three-dimensional shapes, which, from other
viewpoints, would have no discernible similarities to the
shapes that we perceive. ... Yet we never think of such things
when we are faced with these silhouettes. One can perhaps
attribute part of the phenomena to a familiarity with the
depicted shapes, but not all of it, because we can use a
silhouette to convey an unfamiliar shape, and because even
with considerable effort it is difficult to imagine the more
bizarre three dimensional surfaces that could have given rise
to the silhouettes in Picasso's painting. The paradox then, is
that the bounding contours in Rites of Spring apparently tell us
more than they should about the shapes of the figures." 39
Based upon this conviction, Marr formulates his patented
argument of searching for natural constraints as follows.
One is almost forced to draw the obvious conclusion:
somewhere buried in the perceptual machinery that can
interpret silhouettes as three-dimensional shapes, there must
lie some source of additional information that constrains us to
stability of perspective recognition the robustness of perspective. See The Psychology of
Perspective and Renaissance Art, by Michael Kubovy, Cambridge University Press,
1986. Nelson Goodman's conventionalist argument results largely from the fact that
this natural human perceptual capability is not properly understood. He thought the
strict matching of bundles of light rays delivered to the eyes is necessary to recognize
the shape of an object. See Language of Art, by Nelson Goodman, Hackett Publishing
Company, 1976, pp.10-19 See also Chapter 15, "Pictures and Visual Awareness" in
The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception by J. J. Gibson, 1979.
39) Vision, p.218
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see the silhouettes as we do. Probably, but perhaps slightly
less certainly than in the analyses of motion and stereopsis,
these constraints are general rather than particular and do not
require a priori knowledge of the viewed shapes. If these
constraints are general, then there must be some a priori
assumptions in the way we interpret silhouettes that allow us
to infer a shape from an outline. These assumptions must
pertain to the nature of the viewed shape." 40
Marr went on to analyze the situations in which the surfaces
of three-dimensional shape make the bounding contours of
silhouette. What he found out is actually that when the outline of a
silhouette is planar, that is on one plane, the outline contour is
reliable to recover the three-dimensional shape from it.41 If the
outline of silhouette is not planar, we guess the wrong shape. For
example, the occluding contour of the cube in Figure 1.9 is a two-
dimensional hexagon when it is seen as silhouette but the actual
shape is a cube. Note that the hexagonal outline is not planar. It
must be noted that a plan is a silhouette, that is the planar shape
resulting from a horizontal cross section. Marr touched on the fact
that a plan is a silhouette by saying "interestingly, the planar
condition is actually embodied in much modern design. All of the
outlines drawn in mechanical engineering diagrams satisfy the
condition, so it has its uses even outside the study of vision."42
Marr's theory formulation and analysis of the corresponding
relation between silhouette boundaries and three dimensional shape
is very impressive. Marr, however, believed that the silhouette with
planar outline is still underconstrained so that he imposed another
restriction on the nature of the silhouette surface. The restriction
is that silhouette outlines remain planar for all distant viewing
40) ibid. p.219
41) I want to share my personal feelings on Marr's analytic investigation because I know
the feeling is not restricted to me but already shared by Ian E. Gordon. He wrote in his
book Theories of Visual Perception "Reading these sections one feels that few can ever
have thought so analytically and deeply about the nature of the three dimensional world
and the ways in which it gives rise to visual images.' As far as I am concerned, Marr's
writings on analytic investigations remind rne of Leonardo's analytic drawings. See
Vision pp.215-225
42) Ibid. p.222
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positions in any one plane. In other words, he is interested in the
shape whose silhouette outlines continue to be planar while it
makes a full rotation. Marr found that under this restriction the
three-dimensional shape of the silhouette has to be generalized
cones. 43 Consequently, he attempted to find the axes of generalized
cones from the silhouette.44 In brief, Marr's interest is restricted
to the silhouette of generalized cones.
It seems to me that there are three reasons why Marr added
the surface restriction on silhouettes. First, his representational
framework assumes that image representation leads to object
representation via surface representation of 21/2 -D sketch. Thus, he
is thinking of the occluding contour in his wider scope of human
vision. (See Figure 1.10) Second, he obviously believed in the
generalized cones as a mental representation for recognition. Third,
he did not believe in natural region segmentation not only because it
has a long history of failure but also because the exact goal of
segmentation cannot be formulated. 45
Against Marr's view of finding preconceived primitive
elements of 'center-stick', there is another view of shape
recognition of silhouettes. Hoffman and Richard argue that part
description has to be differentiated from part detection. 46 If part
detection is not independent of part description, only certain
categories of parts are found. They argue that part detection must
be more basic for the purpose of recognition than part description.
They also introduced the rule of segmenting contours at local
minima of curvature. They argue that this rule is universal because
it is derived from the regularity of nature, i.e., transversal
regularities. This approach does not assume the surface
representation from silhouette. Although markedly simplified,
Lowe's diagram in Figure 1.11 shows two different approaches
43) The full explanation of generalized cone will be in the next section.
44) See details in "Analysis of Occluding Contour" by David Marr, MIT Al Memo 372,
1976.
45) See Vision, pp.270-271
46) Hoffman and Richard's condon representation will be explained fully in the next
section.
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clearly.4 7
Part detection and description are an essential part of
algorithmic level theory. A computational theory, when it gets into
any detail at all, must come to grips with the issue of three
components of algorithmic level theory. They are input and output
representational format with transform algorithm inbetween.
Representational format refers to data structure, that is, what
information about a planar shape should be made explicit.4 8
Transform algorithm refers to the actual information change from
input representational format to output representational format. In
a computer analogy, if transform algorithm is about programs,
representational format is about the nature of the internalized data
structure on which the programs operate.
It is important to appreciate the distinction between output
representational format and transform algorithm. What is to be
processed? What is the format of the information that the
transform algorithm produces? It is a methodological mistake to
attempt to formulate a transform algorithm without an adequate
characterization of what the transform algorithm produces, that is,
the formulation of output representational format. 49 However, to be
sure, the transform algorithm can affect the formulation of
representational format if a universal segmenting rule is found.
47) See Perceptual Organization and Visual Recognition, by D.G. Lowe, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, 1985, pp.8-15. See also "Aspects and Extensions of a Theory of Human
Image Understanding" by Irvin Biederman, in Computational Processes in Human Vision,
edited by Zenon Pylyshyn, 1989.
48) Marr distinguishes representation from description as follows. "A representation is
a formal system for making explicit certain entities or types of information, together
with a specification of how the system does this. And I shall call the result of using a
representation to describe a given entity a description of the entity in that
representation." This distinction is crucial in a computational approach. However, in
general, we use a representation to stand for both meanings. Thus, I use
'representational format' for what Marr means 'representation' when the distinction has
to be made. My usage of the term representation is a little bit confusing because I use it
to denote Marr's representation or normal undifferentiated meaning as it suits my
argument. See , Vision, pp. 20-22
49) In his book Vision, David Marr makes a forceful point within the theory of vision,
showing that theories of visual information processing have repeatedly failed because
there was no underlying theory of the data structure of the information the visual
system must compute in order to carry out the task it does.
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It is proper to consider input representational format of
silhouette outline drawing as the structure of bitmap
representation. Bitmap representation is a two-dimensional array
or grid, which contains a 1 in locations where a line is present and a
0 in locations where a line is absent. Within the limits of resolution
imposed by the imaging system, the bitmap representation in
principle contains the complete shape information of a drawing.
Consequently, even though the information explicit in a bitmap
representation is not directly suitable for recognition, the
information which is pertinent to recognition exists implicitly in a
bitmap image. Therefore, our goal is to bring up that pertinent
information from the bitmap representation.
There are two different ways of describing planar shapes, by
using either contours or regions. In other words, output
representational format may have either contour primitives or
region primitives. However, both requires 'structural
representation'. A structural representation is a data structure that
can be thought of as a list of propositions whose arguments
correspond to part elements and whose predicates correspond to
properties of the parts and to spatial relations among them. The
important point is that structural representation factors apart the
information in a shape without losing information in the process.
Because structural representation subserves shape identification, it
is widely believed that the representation for recognition has to
take this form of data structure.50
Marr and Nishihara proposed three criteria for judging the
usefulness of a representation for shape recognition and three basic
design choices that have to be made when formulating a
50) Structural representation has other advantages for shape recognition. Let me refer
to two important advantages. First, by representing the different parts of a shape as
separate elements in the representation, the recognition process can be broken up into
simpler subprocesses. Second, nonvisual information about objects can be easily
associated with parts of structural descriptions because many theories hold that
nonvisual knowledge is stored in a propositional format that is similar to structural
descriptions. See "Visual Cognition: An Introduction" by S. Pinker, in Visual Cognition,
edited by S. Pinker pp.11-13. Also see "Differing Approaches to Two-Dimensional
Shape Recognition" by P. T. Quinlan, in Psychological Bulletin, 1991, Vol. 109, No 2,
pp.224-241.
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representation. 51 The three criteria are as follows. The first
criterion is 'accessibility'. This issue concerns the feasibility of
deriving descriptions in the representation from input information.
This criterion can be extended such that, other factors being equal, a
representation which requires less computation is preferable. The
second criterion is 'scope and uniqueness'. This issue of scope
concerns the range of shapes that can be described effectively by
using the representation. For example, a shape representation which
is designed to describe straight lines and their acute junctions
would have a square within its scope but would be inappropriate for
describing a circle. The issue of uniqueness concerns a unique legal
description for the same shape. In other words, a shape should have
a 'canonical description' in the representation. Consider bitmap
representation. Because the coordinate system of a bitmap
representation is fixed by the frame of the bitmap image and not by
the shape to be described, the same shape could give rise to very
different descriptions, for example a square and a rotated square.
The third criterion is 'stability and sensitivity'. This paired issue
concerns the similarities and dissimilarities between shapes. The
representation should be able to capture the similarities between
shapes within its scope while simultaneously noting important
subtle differences.
The three basic design choices are coordinate system,
primitives, and organization. Coordinate system is an important
design issue because the uniqueness criterion can be satisfied by the
type of coordinate system used in the representation. Marr and
Nishihara made the distinction between viewer-centered and object-
centered coordinate systems in consideration of the connection
between 21/2-D sketch and 3-D volumetric representation. Marr's
choice for his 3-D model representation is the frame of a shape's
principal symmetric axis by which the adjunct relations of its
51) Marr and Nishihara originally proposed this idea of three criteria and three design
choices for the representation of three-dimensional shape recognition. I here extend it
to the representation of planar shape recognition as Marr suggested in his book. See
Vision, pp.295-302, 309-313. See also Representation of the Spatial Organization of
Three Dimensional Shape for Visual Recognition, by H.K. Nishihara, MIT Ph.D. thesis,
1978.
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secondary axes are specified. Because we deal with planar shapes in
which information is viewer independent, viewer-centered
coordinate system is out of our concern. However, an object on
which a coordinate system is anchored can be either the image as a
whole or a discrete shape feature of the image. In other words, a
frame of reference can be determined by a shape feature of the
image or fixed by the image frame. The former is called a shape-
based coordinate system and the latter is called a frame-based
coordinate system. Because what is described is not the shape of an
image, a shape-based coordinate system must be used in a
representation for planar shape recognition.
Primitives are the most elementary units of shape information
available in a representation. For example, in a bitmap
representation a primitive is the information at each point, that is
both its location and its value 0 or 1. Among representations
intended for recognition two basic types of primitives have been
proposed: 'region based' and 'boundary based'. A region-based
primitive makes explicit properties of the area occupied by the
shape. The most common region-based primitive is the axis. A
boundary-based primitive makes explicit properties of bounding
contours of a shape.
The third design dimension is the way shape units are
organized by a representation. Two types of organization are
distinguished: 'homogeneous organization' and 'modular organization'.
When no organization is imposed by the representation, all shape
units in a description have the same status. This is the type of
homogeneous organization which makes absolute difference explicit.
The other type of modular organization is to make explicit
differences relative to subcollection of shape primitives. The
primitive elements of a description can be organized into modules
consisting of adjacent elements of roughly the same size, in order to
distinguish certain groupings of the primitives from others.
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1.2.2 Review of Five Shape Representations
In the following section, we will examine some of the previous
investigations on representing planar shapes in order to clarify the
issues specified in the last section. Geometric-template
representation is included primarily because it has historical roots
in architecture. Three axis-based representations are included
because the representation for a space scheme should have an area
primitive. Condon representation has a boundary primitive.
Geometric Template
Geometric templates refer to a small number of regular
geometries: circle, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle, right-
angle triangle, square, rectangle, and regular polygons. A
geometric-template representation has a library of a small number
of geometric templates, each of which is used as a parametric area
template. The function of a geometric-template representation is to
describe a planar shape as a composite of the geometric templates
in its library. The basic technique is to segment a given shape into
pieces by partial boundary matching.
Aside from the restrictions caused by the geometric templates
and the techniques of segmentation, a shape within the scope of this
representation does not have one legal description but multiple
descriptions. A shape does not have a canonical description in this
representation. For example, a shape can be decomposed into
different sets of parts as shown in Figure 1.12. Because a shape has
not one but multiple descriptions in the representation, a shape can
be viewed as either similar or dissimilar to another shape. It is
obvious that shape discrimination or classification based upon the
descriptions of the geometric-template representation is of no
objective value because a shape can have different descriptions. In
order to be an objective tool, a representation should satisfy the
'uniqueness' criterion, that is, a shape should have a unique legal
description in the representation.
Despite this fatal defect as a descriptive tool, geometric-
template representation has been dominant in architectural
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discourse when the shape of an architectural plan has to be analyzed.
The primary reason for this is that the importance of the objective
tool in describing the shape of an architectural plan is simply
overlooked. However, I also want to point out the fact that the
geometric templates have been believed to be associated with the
normative values of the idealized beauty or truth and that architects
have continuously used those shapes in a conscious manner. This
representation may be reinforced in the design field as computer
aided design systems normally facilitate the manipulation of regular
geometries.
Symmetric Axis Transform
The Symmetric Axis Transform (SAT) is proposed as a
representation especially for biological shapes.52 Blum argues that
congruence geometries such as Euclidean or projective geometries
are too rigid, while topology is too general, to provide a proper basis
for both the classification and discrimination required by biological
shape problems. He points out that conventional geometry describes
shapes using as information the boundary edges of objects; his
alternative is a representation which originates in the internal
center of the shape. Blum's work was based on the observation that
most biological shapes have strong natural axes of symmetry which
might be used to characterize each shape's structure. Axis-based
representation seems especially appropriate for biological shapes
because of the metaphoric resemblance between the center of a
shape and an embryo in light of the inherent biological concept of
growth. Blum discovered the concept of axis-based representation.
One method of SAT is the use of a circular disk. The
symmetrical axis (SA) can be defined as the locus at the center of
maximal disks contained completely within the borders of the shape
described, and not contained within any other disk, as shown in
52) See Harry Blum and Roger N. Nagel, "Shape Description Using Weighted Symmetric
Axis Features", in Pattern Recognition, Vol. 10, pp.167-180, 1978. See also Harry
Blum, "Biological Shape and Visual Science (Part 1)", in J. Theor. Biol. (1973), 38,
pp.205-287. See also "A transformation for extracting new descriptors of shape" in
Models for the Perception of Speech and Visual Form, edited by Walther Dunn, MIT
Press, 1967.
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Figure 1.13. And each point at the SA has its own disk whose radius
is called a radius function. The area of a shape can be described as
the union of all its maximal disks. Another SAT method is the
'grassfire' technique. Imagine a shape whose border is set on fire.
As Blum describes it, "The subsequent internal quench points of the
fire" forms the SA and "the time of quench for unit velocity
propagation" becomes the radius function as shown in figure 1.14.
The SA of a two-dimensional shape can be viewed as a one-
dimensional 'planar graph'. That is, the end points and the branch
points of the SA are the vertices and the intervals of normal points
between vertices are the connecting edges on one plane as shown in
Figure 1.13 and 1.15. Thus, the SA of a shape is naturally broken up
into 'simplified segments', none of which contains a branch point. A
shape description of SAT representation is an arrangement of the
simplified segments accompanying the area bounded by two side
edges. SAT representation is closely related to my idea of field of
enclosing balance which will be introduced in Part 2.
Blum's SAT representation has two conspicuous problems. One
is that the SA is very sensitive to small changes in a shape. A
minute change can lead to profound changes in the arrangement of
simplified segments. For example, the SA of the rectangle with a
small notch is drastically different from that of a plain rectangle as
shown in Figure 1.13. Therefore, the similarity between two shapes
would not be obvious from the comparison between two markedly
different SAT descriptions. The other is that the simplified
segment does not comply with our intuitive notion of the space
region of a shape. For example, the corner of a rectangle is a
simplified segment. However, the corner of a rectangle should not
be a separate space region but a 'sector' in one space region. Blum's
SA representation may be used as a tool for analyzing the internal
area of a shape in terms of sectors corresponding to the detailed
outline of the shape as shown in Figure 1.15.
In light of the criteria set forth in the above, SAT
representation satisfies the accessibility criterion as the SA can be
derived easily from the image, and its scope is wide enough to
encompass with all planar shapes with closed bounding contours.
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Because the SA is invariant under rotation, translation, and uniform
scaling, and can provide an object-centered coordinate system, the
SAT representation also satisfies the uniqueness criterion.
However, as noted above, SAT representation severely violates the
stability/sensitivity criterion.
It must be noted that because an SAT description of a planar
shape is an arrangement of 'decomposed' elements, an SAT
description is unmingled and complete in the sense that its part
elements constitute a unique set resulting from one decomposition,
not a collection of several sets of parts resulting from different
decompositions as shown in Figure 1.19. On the contrary, in the
following two axis-based representations, a planar shape is
described by an arrangement of 'detected' elements. Thus, a
description is intermingled and incomplete because it is essentially
a collection from several sets of parts resulting from different
decompositions.
Generalized Cones
Generalized cone representation was developed to model the
shape of a three-dimensional object for computer vision systems.53
The representation has also been used for two-dimensional planar
shapes because its underlying theory can be reduced to two-
dimensional plane. A generalized cone is defined by an axis normally
called a spine and the cross sections normal to the spine. The spine
must pass through the corresponding points (e.g., the centers of
gravity) of the cross section. In a two-dimensional shape, the cross
sections are the lines which connect two boundary points and the
center of gravity is its midpoint.
Note that this definition of a cone is too loosely constrained to
determine a cone in a given shape. For example, any point inside a
rectangle can be the point of the spine because there is always a
straight line which has that point as its midpoint. The constraints
have to be imposed on both the change of spine direction and that of
53) See R. Nevatia and T. Binford, "Description and Recognition of Curved Objects" in
Artificial Intelligence 8, 1977, pp.77-98
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cross sections. Binford, who originally introduced this
representation, imposed the constraints such that cones should be
'smooth', i.e., spine direction and length of cross sections should
change continuously and incrementally. The rationale of
constraining the formation of a cone in terms of the locational point
of a spine in a shape seems intuitively correct because the
perceptual saliency of an elongated shape is likely to be traced
incrementally as the spine is extended while checking that its cross
sections fit to the boundary.
Within this characterization of generalized cones, deriving the
spines of a planar shape is an exhaustive search by connecting every
point to its adjacent points. In order to make the derivation process
tractable, further constraints have to be placed on the method of
finding generalized cones. Nevatia developed a projection technique
for finding generalized cones. In eight directions, local cones are
first derived by using evenly spaced parallel cross sections if the
direction change of the spine is within 22.5 degrees as shown in
Figure 1.16a and b. Then each local cone is extended at its end to
cover a larger part of the shape. Any generative process of finding
generalized cones, like the one described above, should result in
several cones which overlap each other as shown in Figure 1.16c.
Thus, there must be another process of sorting them into a
part/whole structure. Nevatia and Binford consider each local cone
as a possible segmented part. And they aim to choose a small
number of segmentations with the subparts in one segmentation
being mutually compatible. The choice is based on the preference of
elongated parts.
A representation whose primitives are generalized cones has a
scope restricted to the shape which has elongated parts such as the
human body because the uniqueness of a generalized cone description
of a shape depends on the consistent identification of its spines.
This process of sorting essentially leads to not a single but to
multiple descriptions when part elongation is not evident.
Generalized cone representation theoretically covers the class of
shapes which has complex and curved spine paths and varying
widths. However, since the process of deriving generalized cones is
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generative, generalized cone representation normally allows very
restricted 'sweeping rules' despite expending much effort on the
problem. For example, generalized cones in the ACRONYM vision
system are always symmetric trapezoids because they are
restricted to having a straight axis, symmetric width function, and
linear change in width. In consideration of the difficulties caused
by the generative method, it is fair to say that the accessibility
criterion is not fully satisfied in generalized cone representation.
Smoothed Local Symmetries (SLS)
The Smoothed Local Symmetry (SLS) representation is
formulated on the basis on the notion of a 'local symmetry' between
two boundary points.54 A point of local symmetry is defined as the
midpoint of a chord connecting two points on a contour, such that
the angles between the chord and the normal to the contour at the
point of intersection at both ends of the chord are equal. In
consideration of deriving SLS from the contour points, two boundary
points A and B have a local symmetry if the angle between the line
AB and the outward normal at point A is the same as the angle
between the line AB and the outward normal at point B and the
midpoint of line AB is a point of local symmetry as shown in Figure
1.17.
The SLS description of a shape is very distinct from the SAT
description of the same shape because of the following reasons. In
SA representation, any boundary point except the convex
discontinuity point is only one SA point while a convex discontinuity
point is an interval of points. On the contrary, in SLS representation
a convex discontinuity point is not a point of local symmetry while
the other points may be more than one point of local symmetry as
shown in Figure 1.17. Thus, the results is that an SA description is
an arrangement of connected axes while an SLS description is a
collection of broken axes scattered around. This confusing scene
will be ordered by the process of subsumption.
54) See Michael Brady and Haruo Asada, "Smooth Local Symmetries and Their
Implications", MIT Al Memo 757, 1984
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Subsumption is when the cover of an axis (the area covered by
an SLS axis) is wholly contained in the cover of another axis, the
axis within the contained cover is subsumed by the axis within the
containing cover. For example, the short, diagonal axes are
subsumed by the horizontal and vertical axes which are the global
symmetries, as in the case of the rectangles shown in Figure 1.18.
The method of subsumption works in a convex shape because all
local axes are subsumed by the global SLS axes. However, in a
concave shape whose parts are not strongly elongated, there is not
normally one SLS global axis and the subsumption process cannot
lead to the identification of shape part. Brady, who invented this
representation, proposes a method of determining shape parts which
uses contour information rather than SLS. And he emphasized the
role of 'negative SLS' to assert the concavity of the contour when
concavity is not clear for various reasons.
Let me use the L-shape in Figure 1.19 to illustrate the fatal
defect of SLS representation in relation to its subsumption process.
The point here is this. The confusing broken SLS axes can be sorted
into four different sets of parts, each of which results from its own
segmentation as shown figure 1.19. However, what the subsumption
process actually does is to overlap all the parts which result from
different segmentations. Furthermore, the subsumption process
does not keep the axis which is perceptually salient. For example,
part al subsumes part b1 and part b2 subsumes part a2. It is
obvious that parts b1 and a2 have to survive rather than parts al and
b2. When the subsumption process ends, parts al, b2, and c3 will
survive. Can those three subshapes be the parts of a whole shape?
It is obvious that the answer is negative.
This exercise clearly shows that SLS representation is far
closer to generalized cone representation than to SAT
representation despite the fact that SLS axes are derived in a
transformative rather than a generative method. It seems probable
that if the projection technique is used to find the spines of
generalized cones, it is very likely to end up like the four
segmentations in Figure 1.19. Here again, we can challenge what
Nevatia means by favoring elongated and cylindrical parts. It seems
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clear that the choice is essentially ad hoc because two independent
factors are competing with each other. Although SLS representation
is meant as an attempt to combine generalized cone representation
and SAT representation in order to get the best of both, it still has
the disadvantages of generalized cones and does not have the real
merit of SAT representation, that is, the decomposition of a shape
by segmenting its axis into parts.
Contour Condon
The idea of contour condon is simple, elegant, and very
powerful. 55 The main idea is that the contour of a planar shape is
naturally decomposed at the points of local minima of curvature. It
uses the geometric basis that a one-dimensional continuous curve
has two important point types: inflection and extrema of curvature.
The points of those two types are independent of rotation,
translation, and scale so that the points, like the axes of bilateral
symmetry, can be used to impose a unique object-centered
coordinate system on a given shape. Hoffman's inspiration comes
from the observation that the extrema of curvature shifts back and
forth from maxima to minima as the direction of a curve traverse
alternates. He then connects his rule of decomposing contours into
their natural parts at the points of local minima of curvature to the
perceptual phenomenon of figure-ground reversal as shown in Figure
1.20. He argues that "only minima of curvature, not maxima or
inflections, be used to segment a curve into parts since
segmentation of the image at minima of curvature immediately
encodes in a straightforward manner an important property of the
natural world which is not captured by maxima or inflections."56
Because the interval between two adjacent points of local
minima of curvature can be categorized in relation to the inflection
55) See Representing Shapes for Visual Recognition, by D.D. Hoffman, MIT Ph.D. Thesis,
1983. See also "Parts of Recognition" in Visual Cognition edited by S. Pinker, MIT
Press, 1985. See also "Representing Smooth Plane Curves for Recognition", "Encoding
Contour Shapes by Curvature Extrema", "Inferring 3D Shapes from 2D Silhouettes" in
Natural Computation, edited by W. Richard, MIT Press, 1988. See also "The
Interpretation of Visual Illusions" in Scientific American, Dec. 1983.
56) See Representing Shapes for Visual Recognition p.29
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point in that interval, Hoffman formulates five qualitatively
different types of contour parts which are named as 'condons' as
shown in Figure 1.21. Contour condons are viewer independent
because two boundary points of local minima of curvature as well as
inflection points inbetween are viewer independent. It must be
noted that the points of cusps where the first derivative is not
continuous are also included in condon representation in such a way
that minima of curvature extends to cover concave cusp and that
maxima of curvature extends to cover convex cusp.
Condon representation satisfies the accessibility criterion
because the points of local minima of curvature and inflection
points can be easily found in a bitmap image. Condon representation
is formulated to deal primarily with curved contour in terms of its
curvature change. A straight line is peculiar because of the constant
0 value of curvature at all its points. If a straight line is located
between two points of convex cusp and/or positive curvature, all
points in the straight line have the same minima of curvature. In
this case, the representation should have multiple descriptions
because a particular point of straight line is not designated to play
the role of a segmenting spot. In order to overcome this problem,
Hoffman suggests the straight line as a peculiar condon type called
an infinity condon. These six condons may encompass all planar
shapes because condon representation satisfies the uniqueness
criterion for the entirety of planar shapes.57
The last criterion is stability/sensitivity. Hoffman proposes
that a part/whole hierarchy be constructed by using different
resolutions on the curve image. At one level of resolution a curve
may appears only a handful of condons, but on closer inspection
reveals a handful of smaller condons nested within larger condons.
57) It must be pointed out that proposing a straight line as a new condon type is not a
good amendment from a methodological point of view because an infinity condon does not
match the five condons but must be treated different. The boundary of an infinity condon
is indicated by the pair of end points of a straight line. Because the problem is to
designate a particular point in a straight line when it has to be segmented, it seems to me
that an appropriate and natural solution is to add a simple rule designating the midpoint
of a straight line as its segmenting point. My amendment makes condon representation
more stable in matters of partitioning consistency, for example rounded rectangle and
rectangle as shown in Figure 1.22.
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Of course, controlling the resolution has its own limits. Thus,
Hoffman argues that a hierarchy of condon string descriptions is a
useful means of satisfying the stability/sensitivity criterion, at
least in part.
Condon representation is very different from the three axis-
based representations discussed above because in condon
representation the problem of describing parts is separated from the
problem of finding parts. Inflection and extrema of curvature
reliably indicate only the boundaries of contour parts first, that is,
determining the existence of parts before describing what parts look
like. The premise is that the decomposition of a planar shape into
parts should precede the description of each part. This premise is
directly opposed to the approach of generalized cone representation
in terms of both the mode of detecting parts and the subsequent
character of the part/whole relation. In generalized cone
representation, parts are detected through reconnaissance, not
through decomposition. The parts in generalized cone representation
are matched features, each of which is scooped out because of its
preexisting lexicon. On the contrary, the parts in condon
representation are segmented portions which result from breaking
up a whole into pieces.
Another conclusion derived from the observations on condon
representation is that segmenting the boundary contour of a shape is
one thing while partitioning the internal area of a shape is another.
Consider the three shapes shown in Figure 1.23. According to condon
representation, each shape is decomposed into the same condon
parts. Certainly, we can see condon similarities in the three shapes
when we trace their outlines. However, segmenting the internal
area by connecting two points of minima of negative curvature
seems to make sense only in shape C.58 In terms of the division of a
shape's internal area, it seems quite obvious that shape B should be
closer to a rectangle so that it should not be divided while shape A
has to be divided into three parts. This inference is obvious when
58) Segmenting contours at the point of minima of negative curvature is called
transversal regularity by Hoffman and Richard.
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the shapes are seen as architectural plans. How could one use the
space given three such different room plans? This question led me
to formulate the transform algorithm of enclosing balance.
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Schematization of Architectural Plan
What can we do when things are hard to describe? We start by sketching out
the roughest shapes to serve as scaffolds for the rest; it doesn't matter very
much if some of those forms turn out partially wrong. Next, draw details to
give these skeletons more lifelike flesh. Last, in the final filling-in, discard
which ever first ideas no longer fit.
Marvin Minsky, Society of Mind
From the antique (a world of form) to the programme (a local fragment of
social pattern): this suggests a swing in the architect's psychological
orientation almost too violent to be credible. Yet, in theory at least, it has come
about; and how it has come about could very well be demonstrated historically.
First, the rationalist attack on the authority of the antique; then the
displacement of the classical antique by the medieval; then the introduction into
medievalist authority of purely social factors (Ruskin); then the evaluation of
purely vernacular architectures because of their social realism (Morris); and
finally the concentration of interest on the social factors themselves and the
conception of the architect's programme as the source of unity -- the source
not precisely of forms but of adumbrations of forms of undeniable validity.
John Summerson, "the Case for a Theory of 'Modern' Architecture"
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Part 2
2.1 Architectural Space and Plan
Architectural space is three-dimensional volume of a
particular kind in that it necessarily sanctions the vertical
direction. This premise is of course postulated from the fact that
people live on the floor surface of an architectural space. On that
surface, gravity usually determines the frame of the vertical axis
and the horizontal plane. In the horizontal plane, no preference is
given to any particular orientation. The sanctioned vertical
direction has to be incorporated as an essential factor into any
theory of describing the shape of architectural space. In other
words, the shape of architectural space has to be described
differently than the shape of a volume which does not contain this
sanctioned vertical direction. For example, if the three hexahedron
volumes of Figure 2.1A are the shapes of three blocks, it is correct
to describe the three shapes as identical. However, if they are the
shapes of architectural spaces, it is correct to describe them as
different.
The sanctioned vertical direction is also critical when a
continuous space of complex shape is partitioned into its space
parts. For example, it may be reasonable to partition the Volume-B1
of Figure 2.1 into the two parts of Composition-1 because of the
seclusion in the horizontal plane and the significant difference in
vertical height caused by the depressed roof surface. However,
Volume-B2 cannot be partitioned into the space parts of
Composition-2 simply because the Part-K, without its own floor
surface, cannot make an architectural space. In consideration of the
fact that the sanctioned vertical direction and its horizontal plane
are inherent in architectural space, it seems natural that architects
traditionally use architectural plans and sections in order to
describe the built environment.
In terms of graphic techniques of pictorial representation,
both architectural plans and sections can be classified as drawings
of orthographic section in the sense that they are the result of
orthographic projection onto the sectional plane. Orthographic
section is different from orthographic elevation, which has only
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projectional lines. On the contrary, an orthographic section contains
both projectional lines and sectional lines. Sectional lines are
normally thicker because they demarcate the border between empty
space and solid material in sectional plane; projectional lines are
thinner because they indicate surface edges.
It is very important to differentiate the shape information
constituted by sectional lines from the shape information
constituted by projectional lines, not only because sectional
information is planar and definite while projectional information is
three dimensional and arbitrary but also because sectional lines are
indispensable while projectional lines are optional in orthographic
section. Architectural plans and sections may or may not have
projectional lines but they must have sectional lines. Projectional
lines may not appear in an orthographic section when surface edges
are either absent or insignificant. It is normally assumed that
projectional lines are occluding contours. However, a discontinuity
in surface orientation such as the starting line of a ramp or slope is
usually indicated by projectional lines on a plan. On the other hand,
when a small floor split is aligned with door, the split is sometimes
not indicated in a plan. What type of surface edges should appear in
orthographic sections are not normally specified explicitly so
reviewers generally have to guess through implicit knowledge. In
conclusion, the orthographic section is based on sectional
information alone although projectional information can be added.
Plans and sections describe the shape of a built environment in
complementary cooperation. However, these two drawings do not
have equal footing in describing the shape of a built environment
because of the sanctioned vertical axis. A built environment is
normally perceived as a stack of stories because human activity
unfolds horizontally on continuous floor surface. In contrast, a
section is considered as a tool for describing the material construct
from the ground to the top because the material in a built
environment has to stand up vertically against gravity across all
stories. A set of plans constitutes a complete system of horizontal
layers by which the shape of a built environment is depicted
coherently floor by floor. On the contrary, sections do not
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constitute a complete system of vertical layers. Due to the plan's
layer system, the sectional plane of a section is indicated in a plan
but not the other way around. A section cannot be fully understood
outside of its relation to a plan. In contrast, the sectional plane of a
plan need not be indicated in a section. The shape information
conveyed by a plan becomes independent and constitutive while the
shape information conveyed by a section remains contingent and
fragmentary.
In addition to the plan's independence, it plays a principal role
in describing the shape of architectural space while the section
plays an auxiliary role, supplementing the plan's description through
implicit assumptions of material surface and conventional signs of
plan drawing.
Two explicit conventional signs are used in architectural
plans. First, the crossing of centering lines is used to indicate level
difference in floor surface. There is an implicit assumption of flat
continuity of floor surface. Thinner lines in a plan normally indicate
the edges of small vertical splits between two floor surfaces in one
level. Level difference, that is a large vertical split between two
floor surfaces, normally accompanies the crossing of centering lines
which means the floor surface in the crossing belongs to a lower
level plan. Second, dotted lines are used to indicate significant
edges on roof surfaces as shown in Figure 2.2. Of course, Volume-A
(B) is an instance of one possible volume that can be inferred from
Plan-A (B) because the information of vertical height is not
available in a plan. Roof surface is normally assumed to be
continuous and to have no abrupt height change without dotted lines.
In consideration of the graphic technique of orthographic sections,
plans are quite peculiar because the projectional lines are made not
from unidirectional projections but from bi-directional projections.
In terms of the locational relation of material surface to the
occupant of empty space, architectural space is normally confined
by three different kinds of material surfaces. They are 'wall
surface' which confines space sideways, 'floor surface' which
confines space upward and 'roof surface' which confines space
downward. Each of these three material surfaces has common shape
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property in a very general sense. Wall surface is vertical, floor
surface is flat and continuous and roof surface has few alternative
ways of covering. Due to these overall common surface properties
of architectural space, it is possible to infer the space mass of a
story in terms of surface configuration from a plan without the help
of a section although the inferred space mass may be somewhat
vague and indeterminate. Because of this implicit assumption of
tripartite horizontal division in the vertical dimension of
architectural space, the two explicit conventional signs pointed out
above can play their roles in depicting the shape of architectural
space.
It is legitimate to argue that each of three material surfaces
(i.e., floor, roof, and wall surfaces) is capable of defining an
elementary unit of architectural space independently. An
architectural space is defined by elevated or depressed floor
surface, for example stage space on an elevated platform and
audience space on a depressed floor in a performing theater. We see
a space defined by elevated or depressed roof surface, for example
side aisles and nave in Gothic church. We also see a space defined by
the surrounding wall surfaces, for example, an alcove in a room.
These three different types of spaces may rightfully be named as
shown in Figure 2.3.
It is obvious that the vertical dimension is the critical
information in defining a space by floor or roof surface. The
absolute difference in floor height may be more critical in defining a
space by floor surface because the physical accessibility from one
level to another, which has to be determined by the absolute
dimensions of human anthropometry, is an important issue. In
contrast, the relative difference in space height may be more
critical in defining a space by roof surface because perceptual ratio
rather than physical size is likely to be an important issue. Of
course, the relative difference in space height has to be considered
in relation to the overall shape of roof surface in case that roof
surface is not flat.
On the other hand, when a space is defined by wall surface,
what matters is not one-dimensional measure but two-dimensional
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shape. It is not the comparative differences of particular horizontal
dimensions but the collective relations of all infinite horizontal
dimensions that confine a certain area of a plan as a discrete space
unit.
By definition, the vertical dimension of architectural space is
indefinite. Because both absolute and relative height differences
are not expressed in a plan, it is quite unreasonable to propose that
discrete space units in a plan be determined by floor or roof
surfaces. In other words, projectional lines are irrelevant in
determining discrete space units in a plan because of the indefinite
vertical dimension. Note also that sectional lines are indispensable
while projectional lines are optional. Therefore, it is very
appropriate to propose that discrete space units in a plan are
determined by wall surfaces, that is the sectional lines of a plan.
Two things must be noted in relation to the meaning of
architectural space in a plan. First, a space is not a transient entity
as its boundary changes according to the movement of an observer.
A space is a permanent entity in the sense that it is defined by the
relation between a void and its enclosing solid. Second, a space
differs from a room in a plan. A room is fully circumscribed by wall
surfaces. On the contrary, a space is identified as such when it is
enclosed' by wall surfaces. A room can be a composite of spaces.
Strictly speaking, information about the existence of roof
surface is always implicit in architectural plan. In this study, it is
assumed that the information about whether roof surface is present
or not is given in an architectural plan. In other words, the
distinction between outdoor and indoor space is given in a plan. This
is not only because the distinction between outdoor and indoor is the
essential information for plan understanding but also because a plan
usually reveals that information in a very definite way. The
distinction between outdoor and indoor naturally specifies the space
property, 'adjacency to outdoors'.
Because of indefinite height information, projection lines
cannot positively determine elementary space units in a plan.
However, the information of height difference can be used to
differentiate space units. In this sense, a projectional line is a
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'negative space property'. In Section 2.5, these two space properties
will be used as grouping factors by which space units are grouped in
the process of coalescing space units into larger space modules.
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2.2 Field of Enclosing Balance
2.2.1 Centered Symmetry
In shape representation, spatial relations between parts
cannot be specified in absolute terms but only in relative terms of
some coordinate system. By definition, properties such as distance,
angle, and orientation are only meaningful within a coordinate
system. In Section 1.2.1, I argued that the representation for planar
shape recognition necessarily adopts a shape-based coordinate
system which is determined by the shape to be described rather than
the shape's picture frame in order both to achieve economy of
storage and to avoid multiple descriptions of a shape. In order to
adopt a shape-based coordinate system, a representation must have
a method of anchoring a coordinate system to a given shape by using
salient features of the shape which are invariant to rotation,
translation, and scaling. Because the axis of symmetry is a salient
feature of a shape's internal area which is invariant to rotation,
translation, and scaling, the axis can be used not only for describing
parts of a shape but also for anchoring a shape-based coordinate
system to a shape. The point here is this. The notion that region
representation for planar shape recognition is likely to be axis-
based is due to the fact that the axis of symmetry resolves both the
problem of anchoring a shape-based coordinate system and the
problem of describing part elements.
Two things must be noted in relation to the concept of
symmetry. First, although all three representations that I reviewed
in Section 1.2.2 are 'symmetric' axis-based, one symmetry is not
exactly identical with another. Each axis of symmetry is defined
differently. Compared with the exact reflection of 'bilateral'
symmetry, what the three axes constitute may be called
approximate symmetries. Each symmetry may be specified further
by using different adjectives.59  'Elongated symmetry' is
59) Symmetry in a narrow sense denotes bilateral symmetry, that is reflective
congruence of left and right. However, symmetry is also used to denote well-
proportioned and well-balanced geometry. Thus, we also use the term by adding
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appropriate for generalized cones, 'local symmetry' describes SLS
and 'medial symmetry' works for SAT. The point here is that each
symmetry axis is a particular construct. The axis of approximate
symmetry is natural and canonical only in the sense that it can be
located independent of the rotation, translation, or scaling of a
given shape.
Second, the axis of approximate symmetry is not the only
salient and invariant feature of a shape's internal area. Consider the
'center of gravity' in the internal area of a triangle. The center of
gravity in the internal area of a triangle is a feature which is
invariant to rotation, translation, and scaling. The saliency of the
center of gravity is supported by experimental data which shows
that the human visual system has a "spontaneous fixation tendency"
to look toward the center of gravity. 60 In the internal area of a
triangle, the centered spot of gravimetric balance is geometrically
salient and invariant as much as the equipoised axis of approximate
symmetry is. The point here is that different centers of balance can
be constructed by extending the concept of gravimetric balance in
the same manner as different axes of symmetry can be constructed
by extending the concept of bilateral symmetry, and that those
constructed centers can be used to anchor shape-based coordinate
system like approximate axes.
The term centered symmetry is coined to denote a sort of
concordance between the center and the periphery in an individual
shape entity. This idea of centered symmetry will be concretely
established in relation to the field of enclosing balance which will
be introduced in the next section.61 Here, I want to note the absence
of centered symmetry in SAT representation.
adjectives like 'translatory symmetry', 'rotational symmetry', 'ornamental symmetry'.
Excellent explanations and illustrations are given in the book Symmetry, by Hermann
Weyle, Princeton University Press, 1952.
60) See W. Richard, and L. Kaufman, "'Center-of-Gravity' Tendencies for Fixations and
Flow Patterns, and Spontaneous Fixation Tendencies for Visual Form", Perception &
Psychophysics, Vol. 5(2), pp.81-88, 1969. See also "Spontaneous Fixation
Tendencies for Visual Form", by the same authors in the same journal pp.85-88.
61) Although the idea of centered symmetry may not attract visual perceptionists'
attention, the idea is implicitly known to art theorists who are conscious of inherent
perceptual tendencies. Gombrich wrote, "If terms are needed to describe these familiar
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In Section 1.2.2, the sensitivity of a symmetrical axis (SA) in
SAT representation is illustrated by comparing the SA of a rectangle
and that of a notched rectangle as shown in Figure 1.13. I pointed
out that the natural segment of an SA does not comply with our
intuitive perception of the space region of a shape. I also argued
that the other two axis-based representations (SLS representation
and generalized cone representation) are worse in their capacity for
natural part decomposition because multiple descriptions of a shape
are always possible as shown in the part decomposition of the
shape-L in Figure 1.19. An alternative to part decomposition in
three axis-based representations is to adopt 'heuristic rules' which
are improvised criteria for making decisions about whether to
decompose a shape one way or another.6 2 In using heuristic rules,
SAT representation has to be differentiated from the other two
axis-based representations because SAT representation provides
two genuine features which need to be analyzed in depth because of
their relation to part decomposition. They are 'ligature' and 'medial
center'.
Ligatures are formed when a single boundary point of a concave
corner is represented by an interval of SA points. There are two
kinds of ligatures, full-ligature and semi-ligature, as shown in
Figure 2.4. The ligature C in shape-Ts is a full-ligature while the
others in Figure 2.6 are all semi-ligatures.63 When one examines the
SA of a non-convex polygon (a polygon which has at least one
effects of the 'field of force', I would suggest 'positional enhancement' for the move into
the privileged center, and 'positional attenuation' for the opposite device. Language
acknowledges this distinction in describing one matter as of 'central importance' and
another as merely 'marginal' or 'peripheral'." See Sense of Order, p.155.
62) Saund discussed the difficulties encountered in formulating those heuristic rules in
the absence of any principled grounds for choosing them. He characterized the result of
using these heuristic rules as the descriptive instability of part segmentation. See
Section 3.2.3 "Segmentation and Descriptive Instability" in The Role of Knowledge in
Visual Shape Representation. by Eric Saund, MIT Ph.D. Thesis, 1988. His thesis also
gives a very concise and lucid explanation about two different approaches to the
representation for shape recognition: template based and building-block based.
63) For further details see Harry Blum and Roger N. Nagel, "Shape Description Using
Weighted Symmetric Axis Feature", in Pattern Recognition, Vol. 10, pp.172-173,
1978. See also Harry Blum, "Biological Shape and Visual Science (Part 1)", in J. Theor.
Biol. (1973), 38, pp.255-256.
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concave corner) such as the shape-Ls or shape-Ts of Figure 2.6, he
can easily notice that ligatures deserve close investigation because
of their relation to concave points. It appears that ligature areas
(the area covered by ligature axis) of shape Li and T1 are intuitively
perceived as a connective zone. However, when one observes the
transformation of ligature area according to shape transformation
as illustrated in Figure 2.5, it is obvious that ligature area cannot
make a connective zone, that is a determinant of part decomposition.
As shape L1(T1) is transformed into a rectangle by extending
w to the length of L, ligatures proliferate and their areas increase,
as shown in shapes-L2, L3, T2, and T3. As a shape becomes more
rectangular, it is less probable that the ligature area can be a
connective zone. In other words, the possibility of segmenting a
shape in a ligature area diminishes as it becomes more rectangular.
On the other hand, in the process of both shape-L1 and T1 being
transformed into rectangles by shortening I, the ligature area is
largely unaffected. In order to comply with our intuitive perception
of the connective zone between parts, the ligature area has to
somehow reflect the diminishing possibility of decomposition as a
shape becomes more rectangular. From this observation, we can
safely conclude that ligatures cannot be a definite determinant for
part decomposition.
Blum raised the question of 'parceling', that is where the
dissecting line should be placed in the area of ligature.64 Blum
suggests one method of parceling. When one moves along a ligature
from a smaller disk to a larger one, for example from left to right in
the shapes of Figure 2.5, the ligature ends when the disk touches the
third point, a non-contiguous part of the boundary. In order to avoid
arbitrarily long distances associated with ligatures at the segment
end, he suggests that the dissecting line should be placed between
important boundary points, for example two concave points. This is
actually the same method of area segmentation which is used in
condon representation. In Section 1.2.2, I raised serious questions
64) See Harry Blum and Roger N. Nagel, "Shape Description Using Weighted Symmetric
Axis Feature", in Pattern Recognition, Vol. 10, pp.174-176,
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regarding this method of area segmentation in relation to the shapes
in Figure 1.23. The most valuable function of ligatures is not in
determining part decomposition but in detecting wrong part
segmentation.
My point here is this. The ligature cannot be a determinant of
decomposing the internal area of a shape. In other words, it is
impossible to determine whether a ligature can lead to part
decomposition or not. Nevertheless, the ligature allows us to
formulate the rule of 'non-segmentation' in such a way that part
segmentation cannot be done in a non-ligature area. In other words,
the existence of ligatures does not determine part decomposition of
a shape, but a ligature area can help detect implausible
segmentation. For example, the shape in Figure 2.7 should be
segmented by connecting two concave points if we follow Blum's
parceling rule and condon segmentation rule. However, ligature
areas do not give assent to this segmentation. My argument is that
ligature's preclusion of implausible segmentation rather than
condon's suggestion of part segmentation complies with our
perceptual intuition of segmenting the internal area of a shape.
Blum defines 'directed symmetric axis' in such a way that
arrows are inserted in the SA in the direction of increasing radius
as shown in shape-L1, L2 of Figure 2.8.65 The directed symmetric
axis is the upward ridge tracing in the static three-dimensional
surface formed by a grassfire technique as illustrated in the
leftmost diagram of Figure 2.8. It is possible to define the 'medial
center' in SAT representation such that it denotes the point or group
of points on SA which has the value of local maximum in its radius
function. 66
When shape-L1 changes incrementally to shape-L2 in Figure
2.8, the SA does not change abruptly but the directed SA does. This
65) See also Harry Blum, "Biological Shape and Visual Science (Part 1)", in J. Theor.
Biol. (1973), 38, pp.217-241.
66) I use the adjective 'medial' to describe both the concept of 'symmetry' and 'center' in
SAT representation because Blum originally called symmetric axis as medial axis. See
"A transformation for extracting new descriptors of shape" in Models for the Perception
of Speech and Visual Form, edited by Walther Dunn, MIT Press, 1967.
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abrupt change results from the shift of medial center. The SA spine
of the larger rectangle in shape-L1 does not have a direction because
the whole SA is a medial center. But the SA spine of the larger
rectangle suddenly takes a direction when a new medial center
appears in shape-L2. The small change in the outline contour leads
to a large change in the directed SA because of the sudden shift of
the medial center. The problem is caused by two related factors.
First, the medial center should not be buried in the spine in shape-
L1. Second, the medial center, like the SA, should not be determined
only by small portions of outlines. Note also that extending the
dimension of the smaller rectangle leftward in shape-L1 or shape-
L2 does not affect the direction of the directed SA.
In brief, SAT representation is descriptively unstable in terms
of its medial center. This idea of formulating a descriptively stable
center by using all surrounding portions of the outline is the key
drive in constructing the transform algorithm of enclosing balance.
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2.2.2 Transform Algorithm of Enclosing Balance
The idea of 'enclosing balance' (EB) starts from the premise
that an observer can sense the 'directional inclination' at each void
point on an architectural plan through the imaginary visual
perception of the enclosing solid wall surfaces. When a person
projects himself into an architectural plan in order to visually
perceive the imaginary environment that the plan projects, the point
of observation from which he chooses to look around is the void
point. Any location in the empty space area of an architectural plan
can be a void point. Solid points refer to the wall surfaces of solid
materials which are normally indicated by the black marks on an
architectural plan. What bounds the lines of sight radiating from a
void point are the wall surfaces which enclose the void point
directly. Only those enclosing surfaces should be responsible for the
perception of the directional inclination at the corresponding void
point. The enclosing wall surfaces can be represented by the
collection of the solid points which constitute those surfaces as
shown in Figure 2.9. It seems fair to say that the idea of directional
inclination originates from the architect's location-centric
perception of plan drawing.
Diagram 2.9-1 Diagram 2.9-2
Figure 2.9 Void point and its directly enclosing solid points
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The EB is distinct from directional inclination in the following
sense. The EB denotes a quantitative measure which is objectively
calculated at each void point in an imaginary physical environment,
that is enclosing wall surfaces. The directional inclination denotes
the visual perception which I assume is caused by the EB. In other
words, the EB is an imaginary stimulus and the directional
inclination is the response to that stimulus. The idea of positing the
EB as physical information distinguished from the psychological
information of directional inclination is based upon the simple
notion which underlies the psychophysical method, that is,
perceptual response arises from physical stimulus. 67
In normal perceptual use of the psychophysical method, a
stimulus is specified and assumed to be directly perceived. The
purpose of investigation is to understand how a change in the
stimulus affects our perception of the stimulus. On the contrary, in
the relation between EB and directional inclination, what is known
are the variables by which a stimulus is formulated but not the
stimulus itself; the stimulus is assumed to be perceived indirectly
through the imagination. The purpose of investigation is to infer, by
combining given variables, a plausible underlying algorithm for
constructing the stimulus in consideration of some commonly shared
samples of imaginary perceptual experiences, that is directional
inclination.
The EB should be constructed in compliance with directional
inclination. Nevertheless, the algorithm of EB, once formulated, is
independent of directional inclination in the sense that the EB can
always be used as an explicit tool of characterizing the void point
because the variables of EB algorithm are physical properties. The
67) The psychophysical method originated from studies investigating the relation
between properties of physical stimulus and 'sensory' response to that stimulus. Because
physical science permits accurate measurements on a physical scale of the magnitude of
a stimulus, it is possible to catalogue the differences in sensation, that is the different
experiences that we can distinguish within each sensory modality. However, the
psychophysical method is used to measure not just sensitivity but 'perceptual' responses
arising from stimuli. It is in this perceptual use of the psychophysical method that the
relation between EB and directional inclination is to be understood. For further
information, refer to Perception, by J. Hochberg, 1976, pp.13-20 and "Psychophysics
and the concept of the threshold", in Theories of Visual Perception, by 1. Gordon, 19??.
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important point here is that the algorithm of EB, as an explicit tool
for characterizing each void point on an architectural plan, is
independent of visual information processing.
As the term EB is composed of the two words enclosing and
balance, the meaning of each word contributes to the idea of EB. The
EB at a void point is determined by the solid points which enclose
that void point directly. The directional inclination disappears at
the location of 'pointal symmetry' because the enclosing
environment is entirely balanced at that center point. In other
words, the magnitude of the EB at this balanced point must be zero.
At the other void points, an observer feels inclined to a certain
degree in a certain direction because the enclosing environment is
unbalanced as such. The EB at a void point is normally the resultant
vector determined by the directly enclosing solid points of the void
point.
This idea of EB is systematized by analogy with gravitational
force. The analogy is such that a solid point radiates 'visual
influence' into the area of void points like a unit of mass radiates
gravitational force into the space. However, the visual influence is
different from gravitational force in the following two respects.
First, the ray of visual influence does not penetrate through the
solid point in the way while the ray of gravitational force does
penetrate the mass in the way. In this sense, the ray of visual
influence propagates like the ray of light except that the ray of
visual influence does not penetrate through nor reflect from the
solid point in the way. The ray of visual influence simply dies out
when it hits a solid point. Second, the ray of visual influence
carries two kinds of influence at the same time. One is the 'vector
visual influence' (VVI) and the other is the 'scalar visual influence'
(SVI).
As suggested in the names Vector-VI and Scalar-VI, the
magnitude of VVI is exactly the same as SVI, but only VVI has the
direction from the originating solid point to a void point. In other
words, the scalar function of VVI is identical with the function of
SVI. Let me call this function 'influence function'. Because all solid
points are identical in the sense that each of them radiates the same
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intensity of visual influence at its origin, the magnitude of VVI is
determined only by the distance between a solid point and a void
point. In other words, influence function has only one variable: the
distance between a solid point and a void point.
Both VVI and SVI converge into a void point in all ambient
directions. The 'total vector visual influence' (TVVI) refers to the
vector addition of all VVIs which converge into a void point in all
ambient directions. And the 'total scalar visual influence' (TSVI)
refers to the addition of all SVIs which converge into a void point in
all ambient directions. The EB at a void point is defined as the
division of TVVI by TSVI.
EB6=TVVI(6)EB(9) = I(O
TSVI(O)
Figure 2.10 The consistency of EB in two squares
I have a specific reason for defining the EB in this way. The
reason is to keep the consistency of EB in a two-dimensional shape.
Let me take a simple example as shown in Figure 2.10 to explain
this. Assume that the three points in the larger square are
locationally identical with the three points in the smaller square.
What I mean by the consistency of EB in a shape is that the same
locational point in a shape has the identical EB value. For example,
the EB values of points 1, 2, and 3 in the larger square are identical
with the EB values of points 1, 2, and 3 in the smaller square. When
the consistency of EB is kept in a shape, the field of EB (a field
formed by the EBs of all void points) in a two-dimensional shape is
invariant to the scale changes of the shape.
The condition of EB consistency is imposed because the same
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plan in two different scales should have an identical field of EB.
However, it must also be noted that this condition complies with our
normal use of the term shape. A miniature version of a statue
scaled down from the original also has the same shape. Absolute
size is an independent property of a shape. In fact, the human visual
system is very good at scale magnification and reduction.
The TVVI values of the three points in the larger square is
always respectively identical with those of their corresponding
three points in the smaller square if the influence function is a
constant. However, if the influence function is a constant, the
visual influence from a solid point to the void point has nothing to
do with the distance between those two points. The three points in
the square also have to have the same EB value because all of them
are fully enclosed by solid points. However, because the three void
points do not have the same enclosing environment, the EB values of
the points should be different from each other. Because none of the
points is the balanced center of pointal symmetry, their EB
magnitude cannot be zero. If EB is defined just as TVVI like the
gravitational force, the consistency of EB cannot be kept in a shape.
Therefore, the EB is not defined only as the TVVI.
r1I!r4
Figure 2.11 Visual influences at same locational points
The idea of defining the EB by the division of TVVI by TSVI
comes from the comparison between two TVVI values of the same
locational points in two identical shapes in different scales. As
shown in Figure 2.11, each visual influence from a solid point to a
void point has a corresponding counterpart in the other shape. The
relation between two corresponding visual influences is that one's
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variable, that is, the distance from a solid point to a void point, is in
direct proportion to the other's variable: R(O)=kxr(O). In order to
make two TVVI values comparable, the scale ratio k has to be
separated from the influence function: f(kxr(6))=f(k)xf(r(6)). Under
this condition of influence function, two TVVIs differ only in
magnitude but both have an identical direction because f(k) is
independent of integration as shown below:
f"f(k x F(&)). d6o = f(k) x f(F(6)). do = f(k) x f )
Now, the task is narrowed down to eliminating f(k). This can
be achieved by contriving TSVI and dividing TVVI by it. Note that
TSVI fits in the concept of accumulating the converging ambient
visual influences. The EB at a void point is represented in
mathematical terms as follows.6 8 (Refer to diagram 1 in Figure 2.9)
21r
TVVI(o) f do
EB(O) = = 27ronly if f(k x r(O)) = f(k) x f(r(O)).
TSVI(6) f f(r(O)) e do
EB is defined to sustain the consistency of EB in the same
shape. In other words, the EB is formulated to be independent of
scale changes in a shape. One additional elegance achieved by
dividing TVVI by TSVI is that the magnitude of EB is always between
0 and 1.
In order to complete the theory of EB, the influence function
must be determined. Of course, it is not possible to find the right
influence function as such because the EB cannot be measured like
gravitational force or the velocity of movement because neither
TVVI nor TSVI is physical force but imaginary influence. However,
this does not mean any mathematical function will do for the
influence function. The influence function is already conditioned
narrowly such that f(kxr(O))=f(k)xf(r(O)). Any simple monomial
68) One may legitimately ask about the relation between the comprehensive ocular
system and the 360-degree visual field assumed in perceiving directional inclination.
My answer to this is that the imaginary perception of directional inclination is defined
as the total accumulation of every view of visual field for a full turn. See Appendix 1 for
details and mathematical explanations.
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function satisfies this condition: f(x) = x" where x !O. Common
sense may provide a clue for organizing the strategy of selecting a
desirable influence function. It may be wise to divide the search
space into two sections, depending on whether the relation of the
influence function to its variable distance is in proportion or in
inverse proportion: the function of proportion means f(x) = x", where
x 0 and n > 0 and the function of inverse proportion means
f(x)=1/x", where x 0 and n>0.
Intuitively, the influence function should be in inverse
proportion to its variable distance because the directional
inclination seems to decrease as the location of a void point moves
away from the enclosing solid surface. This superficial intuition is
completely false because even if the influence function is in
proportion to its variable distance, the EB value in a circle
decreases as the location of the void point moves from the edge to
the center. The logical inference is that the influence function
should be in inverse proportion to its variable distance because the
visual influence from the nearest solid point should be most
responsible for the directional inclination.
The intuitive perception of directional inclination in the
infinity corridor demonstrates that this inference is correct. The
directional inclination at each void point on the center line in the
infinity corridor should be zero because the enclosing environment
is completely balanced on the center line. As the location of a void
point approaches the infinity wall from the center line in a
perpendicular direction, the magnitude of directional inclination
should increase because the enclosing environment is getting more
unbalanced. However, if the influence function is in proportion to
its variable distance, the EB value cannot comply with this change of
directional inclination along the perpendicular path from center line
to infinity wall because the EB value in any void point inside the
infinity corridor is zero. This is due to the fact that the TSVI
always has the value of infinity while the TVVI has a definite value.
On the contrary, if the influence function is in inverse
proportion to its variable distance, the EB value does comply with
this change of directional inclination. Thus, it is correct to infer
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that the influence function is in inverse proportion to its variable
distance. One may try many different monomial functions, each of
which is in inverse proportion to its single variable distance.
Because of the technical simplicity, the following three influence
functions are considered: 1/r, 1/r2 , 1/r3 . Note that the coefficient
of influence function does not make any difference in the EB value
because the coefficient is eliminated by the division between TSVI
and TVVI. The EB formulas resulting from the above three influence
functions are as follows.
2 )/r (62 ,
EB1= 0 2;, influence function is 1/r
S (6)/r(6)*edG
E 2=1//(O2.do, influence function is 1/r21/ r ( ) ,3
JB f(6)/r(6) e dOEB2= 0 21r , influence function is 1/r3
f1/r(0) * d6
In order to select the proper influence function, one has to
investigate and compare the three fields of EB which result from
these three different influence functions. Each field of EB can be
made explicit by its FEB surface (the magnitude surface of the field
of EB). The FEB surface can be drawn by level lines, each of which is
a line of the same magnitude of EB. Three FEB surfaces of a square
plan shown in Figure 2.12 are made by the above three EB formulas
respectively. 69 By observing them, one may easily notice that the
three FEBs form similar FEB surfaces because of the following
characteristics.
First of all, the EB value at the center is minimum 0 and the EB
values at the edges are maximum in their magnitude so that each FEB
surface caves in at the center. However, the EB magnitude does not
increase uniformly from the center to the periphery. The EB
69) The FEB surfaces which appear in this thesis were drawn using mathematical
software package, MAPLE. All MAPLE codes for each type of shape were programmed by
me. The exemplary MAPLE cods are in the Appendix 2.
1 02
Plan of FEB1 surface Section of FEB1 surface
Drawings of FEB1 surface in a square
Plan of FEB2 surface Section of FEB2 surface
Drawings of FEB2 surface in a square
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Plan of FEB3 surface Section of FEB3 surface
Drawings of FEB3 surface in a square
Figure 2.12
Axonomertric of FEB2 surface
Axonomertric of FEB3 surface
Comparisons of three different FEB surfaces of a square
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Axonomertric of FEB31 surface
magnitude increases most slowly from the center outwards in four
diagonal directions while the EB magnitude increases most rapidly
from the center outwards along both horizontal and vertical
directions. The difference between rapid and slow increases is not
significant in the first half so that each FEB surface resembles a
cone occupying almost half of the square at the center. Each corner
valley becomes very distinct only in the periphery.
Despite the overall similarities as described above, the FEB1
surface of a square has to be distinguished from the other two FEB
surfaces of a square because of the following respects. In the
horizontal section of FEB surfaces as shown in the middle column of
Figure 2.12, the sectional contour line of the FEB1 surface is
significantly different from those of the other two FEB surfaces.
The former contour is a concave curve while the latter two contours
are the composite of both concave and convex curves. The slope of
the former contour is zero at the center point and it continuously
increases as the point moves from the center to the edge. The slope
is maximum at the edge. On the other hand, the slopes of the other
two sectional contours are very different. In each contour, the slope
is zero at the center point. However, as the point moves from the
center to the edge, the slope increases only up to about halfway and
then it decreases in the remaining half to the edge. The slope at the
edge becomes zero again. The maximum slope lies around the middle
between the center and the edge.
T0. 3 .
2 0 0. 0 . 0..26 .
0.4 0.6 0.4 0.6,
1'1, 08 FDEB1 , FDEB2 0. . FDEB3
Figure 2.13 Three FDEB surfaces of a square
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The slope at each point on this sectional contour represents
the magnitude of the directional derivative of vector EB in the EB
direction. The vector resulting from the differentiation of the
vector EB in the direction of EB is abbreviated as DEB. Each field of
EB has its own field of DEB. Like the FEB surface, the field of DEB
can be made explicit by its FDEB surface (the magnitude surface of
the field of DEB). Figure 2.13 shows three FDEB surfaces, each of
which is derived from FEB1, 2, and 3 respectively. The difference
discussed in the comparison of sectional contours of three FEB
surfaces can be easily observed when their corresponding FDEB
surfaces are compared.
It is obvious that the FDEB2 surface is very similar to the
FDEB3 surface while the FDEB1 surface is very different from the
other two FDEB surfaces. In the periphery of both FDEB2 and FDEB3
surfaces, four outer areas whose slopes are facing outward can be
distinguished from the remaining inner area of the square as shown
in the right diagram of Figure 2.14. The DEB value at the edge is
zero. In the remaining inner area, four corner chasms and a hollow
place at the center can be distinguished. The DEB value at the apex
of the corner and at the center is zero.
Diagram 2.14-1 Diagram 2.14-2
Distinctive areas of FEB1 surface Distinctive areas of FEB2 surface
2.14 Distinctive areas of square FDEB1 and FDEB2 surfaces
On the other hand, no segregation can be made in the periphery
of the FDEB1 surface. When the FDEB1 surface is cut off by the
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horizontal plane of proper height, four corner depressions and the
center hollow can be distinguished as shown in the left diagram of
Figure 2.14. However, the corner depression of the FDEB1 surface
can be distinguished clearly from the corner chasm of the FDEB2
surface because of its depth, especially at the apex of the corner.
The DEB value at the apex of the corner is not zero. Figure 2.15
shows two contours which result from the diagonal sections of both
FDEB1 and FDEB2 surfaces. The point here is this. If the square
corner of the FDEB1 surface is made distinctive by horizontal
slicing, the proper height of the horizontal slicing plane is very
limited as indicated at the left side of Figure 2.15. In contrast, the
proper height of the horizontal slicing plane in the FDEB2 surface is
much wider as indicated at the right side of Figure 2.15. In brief,
the identification of four corner spines is certain in the FDEB2
surface while the identification of four corner spines is dubious in
the FDEB1 surface. It must also be noted that the FDEB2 surface
carries the information by which four peripheral bands flanking four
side edges can be segregated distinctively while the FDEB1 surface
does not. Because four corners and four peripheral side bands are
crucial and indispensable information for the identification of
square, 1/r2 is preferred to 1/r for the influence function.
FDEB2
FDB FDEB1 FDEB2
corner center corner
2.15 The comparison of two diagonal contours
The difference between FEB2 and FEB3 surfaces is negligible.
The EB2 is chosen as my algorithm of EB for its simplicity. It is
worth noting that the algorithm of EB2 is similar to the law of
gravity as the visual influence is in square inverse proportion of the
distance.
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Three points must be noted. First, the algorithm of EB2 is a
'formal theory' in the sense that the EB2 formula cannot be verified
nor falsified. The algorithm of EB2, as I described the process of
formulating it, is not an arbitrary but a deliberate construct.
Second, despite the simplicity and the contingency embedded in the
EB2 algorithm, the combination of both fields of EB2 and DEB2
actually carries sufficient information by which we can
characterize planar shapes in a very specific way. Third, the
difference between the field of EB2 and the vector field of natural
forces has to be comprehended. The EB2 algorithm is contrived by
analogy with gravitational force and the choice of the influence
function in formulating the EB2 algorithm also resembles the law of
gravity. However, the actual character of the field of EB2 is very
different from that of natural force. A closed natural vector field
makes a 'conservative field'.70 However, the field of EB2 does not
normally make a conservative field in a precise sense except the
inside area of a circle. The shape of a circle is the exceptional case
because its field of EB2 always makes a conservative field.
Nevertheless, most area in the FEB2 of a square makes a
conservative field such as around the center, and along the four axes.
I shall call FEB2 simply FEB unless otherwise specified, because I
chose EB2 to be my algorithm of EB.
70) For detailed information on conservative field of natural force, see "Vector Fields"
in Calculus: An Introduction to Applied Mathematics, by H.P. Greenspan, D.J. Benney,
J.E. Turner, pp.665-675, 1986
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2.3 Observations on FEB Surface
The problem of planar shape recognition is presented as the
information processing problem of deriving region representation
from bitmap representation. If formulating the derivation algorithm
between region representation and bitmap representation is
ungraspable in one step, we can break the problem into two
processes by inserting an intermediate representation in between.
Each axis-based transform algorithm (SAT, SLS or generalized cone),
can be understood more easily when the algorithm is broken up into
two processes, necessitating a two step procedure. One is to
produce a symmetric axis and the other is to produce a part/whole
hierarchy by using heuristic rules. For example, the SAT algorithm
initially produces connected axes for each closed planar shape, and
the SLS algorithm initially produces scattered local axes as shown
in the second and third rows of Figure 2.16. Both connected axes and
scattered local axes have to be transmuted into region
representation by identifying parts and describing their shapes and
spatial relations. Thus, it is very sensible to consider the
representation of connected axes or scattered local axes as an
intermediate representation separate from axis-based region
representation.
The point here is that the concept of process, that is two
representations with a transform algorithm in between, has to be
understood as an elastic band rather than a fixed stick.71 Of course,
when the two successive transform algorithms on both sides of the
intermediate representation are fully specified we can consider
those two processes as one derivation procedure. What the EB
transform algorithm produces from bitmap representation is not
71) This idea of 'stretchable process' is actually the essence of the computational
approach. For example, Marr's algorithm of deriving primal sketch from image is
stretched into three representations of 'zero-crossings', 'raw primal sketch' and 'full
primal sketch'. See Vision, pp.51-53. However, considering a process as stretchable is
also a very familiar concept in design process research. For example, Simon conceives
design process as a sequence of 'factorable' component actions. See The Sciences of the
Artificial, 1981, pp.142-144. Habraken describes design process as a stretchable
string of appearances. See "Designing" in The Appearance of the Form, 1985, pp.45-
76.
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region representation but an intermediate representation which may
be called 'FEB representation'. The purpose of interposing FEB
representation between bitmap and region representation is to
provide a principled ground for part decomposition.
Before constructing the transform algorithm of EB, I chose
three probative shapes against which the competence of FEB
representation for part decomposition could be tested. They are
shape-L, shape-T, and shape-i as shown in Figure 2.16. As I
explained in Section 2.2.2, FEB surface is the magnitude surface of
FEB which is one aspect of FEB representation. Figure 2.17 shows
the FEB surfaces of three probative shapes.
The FEB surface of each probative shape is a topography which
consists of two different basins connected through a canyon. The
smaller basin is shallower in the sense that the EB height at its
lowest point is not zero but stays around 0.2. On the contrary, the
larger basin is deeper because the EB height at its lowest point is
near zero. The canyon between two basins has a hill with a height of
around 0.3.
The competence of FEB representation for part decomposition
is self-explanatory in the topography of FEB surface. Local basins of
FEB surface can be used as a natural determinant of part
identification. It is obvious that the part decomposition which is
suggested by local basins of FEB surface accords with our visual
cognition of space regions in the same shape plan.
One way of knowing whether or not the FEB representation
actually reflects our visual cognition of space regions in a plan is to
get a general overview about how the basins of FEB surface behave
according to the incremental transformation of a shape. Let me
start with the transformations of shape-L as shown in Figure 2.18.
When shape-L incrementally changes in the direction to shape-L2 via
shape-L1, the smaller basin is disappearing by merging itself with
the larger basin as shown in Figure 2.19. As the transformation
moves toward square, basin merging accords with our intuitive
visual cognition. The smaller basin has already disappeared in
shape-L1.
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When the transformation moves in the direction from shape-L2
via shape-L3 to shape-L4, the basin becomes elongated and two new
elongated basins eventually appear separated from the original
central basin as shown in Figure 2.20. Note that the relation
between the elongated basin and the central basin in shape-L4 is
different from the relation between the two basins in shape-L. The
EB height at the lowest point in an elongated basin is near zero as in
the central basin. The EB height of the hill in the canyon between
central and elongated basins is very low, less than 0.1. This FEB
surface transformation accords with our perceptual cognition of
part decomposition. Shapes-L2, 3, and 4 look especially cognate
because each has similar boundaries with the same bilateral
symmetry. However, shape-L2 is seen as an areal entity like a
square while shape-L4 is seen either as a collage of two wings or as
a bent ribbon. The low EB height of canyon hills in shape-L4
naturally explains why the shape can be seen in both ways.
When the transformation moves from shape-L3 through shape-
L5 to shape-L6, an elongated basin breaks up into two separate
basins as shown in Figure 2.21. In shape-L5, both basins have
elongated central cores. The smaller basin's bottom whose EB height
is around 0.1 is a little shallower compared with the larger basin's
bottom whose EB height is near zero. The canyon hill between the
two basins has an EB height of around 0.2. In shape-L6, the smaller
basin's bottom whose EB height is 0.2 is much shallower compared
with the larger basin's bottom whose EB height stays near zero. The
canyon hill between the two basins has an EB height of around 0.3.
Basin configurations of FEB surfaces clearly show the robust
perceptual experience that shape-L6 looks similar to shape-L while
shape-L5 looks similar to shape-L4.
When the transformation moves from shape-L6 through shape-
L7 and shape-L8 to shape-L9, two basins are elongated as shown in
Figure 2.22. This transformation move is very similar to the
transformation move from shape-L through shape-L5 to shape-L4. In
shape-L7, the EB height of the more elongated basin's bottom stays
between 0.1 and 0.05 while the EB height of the less elongated
basin's bottom is near zero. The canyon hill between the two basins
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has an EB height of around 0.2. In shape-L8, the elongated basin on
the left looks dominant because the other basin is off-center in
relation to its covering area. Both basins' bottom are near zero. The
canyon hill between two basins has an EB height of around 0.1. The
FEB surface of shape-L9 was created to closely investigate the
conditions of separating a 'wing basin' from a 'central basin'.
Between Figures 2.22 and 2.20, we can see how the FEB surface of
shape-L8 is transformed into that of shape-L4. The FEB surface of
shape-L9 clearly shows that the separation of an elongated wing
basin from the central basin results from the proportional relation
between width and length of the wing. To be more specific, when
shape-L8 is transformed into that of shape-L9, the new formation of
a wing basin is caused by the relation between dimensions a, b, and
c, not by the relation between dimensions A and B as shown in
shape-L9 of Figure 2.22.
Shape-T and shape-i in Figure 2.17 are closely related in the
sense that one is derived directly from the dimensional boundary
transformation of the other. Three shapes in Figure 2.23 are of the
same kind in this sense. The change in topographical contours of FEB
surface among these five shapes is self explanatory. Thus, it seems
unnecessary to describe basin emergence or disappearance by its
specific details. It is obvious from the observation of the FEB
surfaces of these five shapes that the formation of basins is
perceptually agreeable as much as the results of the previous shape-
L transformation.
The additional transformations of both shape-L and shape-T
are made in Figure 2.24 and 2.25 in order to solidify my argument of
the perceptual agreeability of basin formation. The shapes are made
to resemble actual plans more closely. The intention was to build a
partial wall between two basins in order to segregate them more
clearly. The basin formation of FEB surface complies with our
perceptual expectations both by elevating the EB height of the
canyon hill and by lowering the EB height of the smaller basin's
bottom. Note also the apparent interference or rupture in the FEB
surface around the openings between newly built walls. In shape-L-
B and shape-L-C of Figure 2.24 as well as in shape-i-B of Figure
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2.25, a little 'opening basin' is apparent in the opening between
newly-built walls although it is impossible to tell whether shape-L-
A and shape-i-A has a little 'opening basin' or not from Figure 2.24
and 2.25 because the FEB surface is too roughly drawn. 72 The
opening basin is a particular basin type which will be explained
shortly.
Based upon our observations on the FEB surfaces, it seems
necessary both to introduce and to clearly define some
morphological terms which denote FEB surface configurations by
distinctive tectonic properties. The term 'basin' normally denotes
any depressed area. The meaning of a basin is ambiguous because it
can signify either area-a, area-A of shape-L or area-c of a rectangle
as shown in Figure 2.26. In this thesis, a basin should be understood
with the concept of drainage and its covered area. In other words,
area-A is defined as a basin. In this precise sense, the FEB surface
of an individual shape is composed of basins. For example, the FEB
surface of shape-L is composed of two basins and the FEB surface of
a rectangle is made of one basin as shown in Figure 2.26. The term
'nadir' is used to indicate the basin's bottom point. The term 'nadir
height' refers to the absolute EB height of a nadir.
Two distinctive areal features can be observed in an FEB
surface. One is a 'valley' and the other is a 'scarp'. The bounding
contour from which a scarp starts downward is very much like the
monoclinal ridge in geomorphology. 73 Area-d is valley and area-e is
scarp in a rectangle as shown in Figure 2.26. Valley and scarp may
72) Two technical problems must be noted in relation to Figures 2.24 and 2.25.
Although two little basins appear to form in shape-L-B, shape-L-C and shape-i-B, only
one basin should exist in that location. The problem is due to the fact that the wall is
treated without any width in the simulation of FEB surface formation in order to achieve
calculation simplicity. Second, although shape-L-B does not seem to have an 'opening
basin' in Figure 2.25, it actually has one. The problem is due to the inherent
approximation in the line drawing procedure of MAPLE program. Of course, we can
always investigate further by magnifying the opening basin area in order to check the
existence of the opening basin as I did in Figure 2.27.
73) Although I borrowed the terms valley and scarp from the topology of landform, what
each term signifies has nothing to do with endogenic forces but purely with shape
information of tectonic forms. Valley and scarp do carry endogenic connotations in
geomorphology. For further information, see "Geomorphology--definitions and
approaches" in An Introduction to Theoretical Geomorphology, by Colin E. Thorn, 1988.
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extend across the boundary of basins. For example, scarp-e and
valley-d extend across two basins of shape-L as shown in Figure
2.27.
When a valley connects two basins, it is called a 'passageway'.
A passageway has a hill whose height is of particular importance as
shown in Figure 2.27. There are two different ways of indicating the
height of a passageway hill. One way is by measuring the absolute
EB height of the hill. This is called as 'passageway hill height', in
short 'hill height'. The other way is by measuring the EB height from
the hill's summit to the nadirs of the adjacent basins, like
measuring wave height. This is called as 'passageway height'. Of
course, there may be two significantly different passageway heights
for a passageway if it connects two significantly different basins
like the two basins in shape-L.
It is very important to note that the distinction between
central core and outskirt periphery in a basin is not made by the
contour line of hill height, which is only significant in a purely
topographical sense. Note also that if the core/periphery distinction
in a basin were made by the contour line of hill height, the FEB
surface of a rectangle could not constitute the distinction because
the outskirt periphery is not connected into a single piece. As I
pointed out in Section 2.2.1, the differentiation of central core from
outskirt periphery is proposed as a common cognitive tendency in
perceiving space regions in a plan. The term 'basin core' is used to
denote the central core of a basin which is the area around the nadir.
The boundary of the basin core is not confined directly by the
contour line of hill height. The term 'basin periphery' is used to
denote the outskirt periphery of a basin which is the rest of the
basin core in a basin.
The second group of FEB surface transformation study focuses
on the relation of protuberance and notch to rectangle. The initial
purpose was to demonstrate the stability of basin formation in FEB
surfaces in contrast with the sensitivity of axis formation.
However, we can also observe other aspects of FEB surfaces such as
converging EB magnitude at the end of corner valleys and three
different basin types.
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Protuberance and notch are two different types of boundary
irregularities in planar shape. Figures 2.28, 2.29, 2.30, and 2.31
show the FEB surface of a rectangle which has an angular
protuberance. The basin formed by the protuberance in shape-P1 of
Figure 2.18 has particular characteristics. At the corner end, the
protuberant basin has a nadir whose EB height is around 0.6. Of
course, the passageway hill height is around 0.7 higher than the
nadir height of the protuberance basin. Note that the nadir height of
the protuberance basin is exactly the same as the converging EB
height of corner valleys in a square. The corner angle of the
protuberance is 90 degrees.
When the depth of protuberance is increased while keeping the
width of its mouth as shown in shape-P2, the nadir height of the
protuberant basin comes markedly down to around 0.4. The
passageway height becomes enlarged while the passageway hill
height remains almost unchanged. The distinction of the
protuberance basin from the major square basin becomes apparent in
shape-P2 in comparison with the distinction in shape-P1. There are
two different ways of making the protuberance basin less apparent.
One is to decrease the depth of the protuberance while keeping the
width of its mouth. The other is to increase the size of the
protuberance as a whole. In both cases, a protuberance no longer
forms a basin but only a corner valley at some point in the
transformation process. For example, the protuberance of shape-P3
in Figure 2.29 does not make a basin but a corner valley. Note that
two original corners of the square which are adjacent to the
protuberance became basins in shape-P3. When the same
protuberance changes its location in relation to the square as shape-
P4, there is no protuberance, but only corners.
No one can deny the robust fact that the basin in an FEB
surface is a natural determinant in identifying perceptually
distinctive areas in a planar shape. However, it is also obvious that
whether a protuberance is considered a 'peripheral sector' like the
corner in a square or an 'adjoining region' like the alcove in shape-L
cannot be determined exclusively by the existence of a passageway.
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The shapes in Figures 2.30 and 2.31 also show some additional
variations. Observation of protuberance variations leads me to point
out two findings. First, the EB height at the end of angular corners
converges to particular values. When a corner has a 90-degree
angle, the EB height at the end is around 0.6. When a corner has a
53-degree angle, the EB height at the end is around 0.4. When a
corner has a 28-degree angle, the EB height at the end is around 0.2.
Second, in terms of perceptual prominence, the size of the basin
core is more significant than the passageway height because a very
small protuberance which has an acute angle still has a very deep
passageway height.
A protuberance adds a new basin while a notch breaks off an
existing basin. In shape-N1 of Figure 2.32, the notch transfigures
one scarp of the square's FEB surface. However, four corner valleys
are still prominent. The FEB surface below the EB height of 0.4
stays almost unchanged. Shapes-N2, N3, N4, and N5 in Figures 2.32
and 2.33 show the division of a basin by the formation of an 'opening
basin' in between. Note the slight irregularities around the nadir in
shape-N2 which is visible in the horizontal x-section of Figure 2.32.
The division actually starts from shape-N2 because the notch is
positioned on the exact bilateral symmetry line of the rectangle. As
the notch gets deeper, three basins becomes more distinctive. As
shown in the transformation from shape-N2 through shape-N3 to
shape-N5, both passageway height and hill height increase as the
notch's depth increases. On the contrary, the comparison between
shape-N3 and shape-N4 shows that a change in the notch's width
does not contribute significantly to a change in the passageway
height.
It can be argued that the opening basin of an FEB surface may
actually reflect our perceptual experience of an intermediate space
zone between two spaces. Note also that the term 'space' can be
interpreted more widely in the sense that it may indicate in between
area as well as enclosed area. Extending the perceptual meaning of a
space is not our concern here because this thesis only considers
enclosed area in a plan as space. Thus, it is necessary to devise an
objective measure by which an opening basin is differentiated from
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other normal basins. The first step toward this goal is to draw our
attention to the other aspect of EB, that is the direction of the EB.
In consideration of EB directions around the nadir, it is
possible to classify basins into three categories. The EB directions
in the basin of a rectangle as well as the major basin of shape-L are
heading into the nadir. They are called 'afferent basins' because the
EB directions in the basin converge in the nadir. In contrast, the
term 'efferent basin' is used to denote a basin in which two opposing
EB directions diverge away from its nadir along the center line of
the 'backbone valley'. The opening basin is an efferent basin. Note
that an efferent basin is always elongated. The last kind is a
'transitional basin' in which the EB direction does not change along
the center line of the valley at the center of which the nadir is
positioned. The alcove basin in shape-L and the protuberance basins
in Figures 2.23 to 2.31 belong to the transitional basin type.
It is necessary to differentiate the type of efferent basin
which I called an 'opening basin' from another type of efferent basin
which I will call a 'channel basin' as shown in Figure 2.34, because
the area of an opening basin cannot be considered an enclosed space
but an indication of an opening while the area of a channel basin has
to be considered as an enclosed space, not as an indication of an
opening. In consideration of the inherent transformational
continuity, it is obvious that the distinction between these two
basins cannot be made by a natural determinant. Whether an
efferent basin is a channel or an opening has to be determined by a
chosen standard, e.g., whether a basin is a region, or a sector has to
be determined by a chosen standard.
The third group of FEB surface study is done on four regular
geometric planar shapes: rectangles, circle, triangles, and
trapezoids. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate fundamental
differences in shape classification between Euclidean geometry and
the shape representation which is constituted based on the FEB
surface information. Euclidean geometry is based on the boundary
information of planar shape. Thus, shape primitives of Euclidean
geometry are side and in between angle. A rectangle is a particular
kind of parallelogram. A parallelogram belongs to the category of
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quadrilateral, like a trapezoid. On the other hand, a triangle is a
different category which consists of equilateral, isosceles, right,
scalene. Needless to say, regular planar shapes are identified and
named in terms such as sides and in between angles.
When a shape representation is constituted based on the FEB
surface information, shape primitives are likely to be area units
rather than sides and in between angles because basins can be
differentiated and classified in terms of the basin core. The basin
core of an oblong is a legitimate category because of its common
characteristics, such as a dominant backbone valley, subsidiary
corner valleys, and elongated central core which can be observed in
each rectangle of Figure 2.35. The basin core of a square is more
similar to the basin core of a circle, as shown in Figure 2.36. The
corner valleys of a square which meet at its nadir have direct
convex center lines. The shortest line from the edge to the center on
the FEB surface of a circle is convex. Both circle and square exhibit
rotational symmetry. The two triangles in Figure 2.37 are right-
angled triangles while two triangles in Figure 2.38 are isosceles.
Triangle-B and triangle-C cannot be categorized into a group in
terms of Euclidean geometry. On the contrary, triangle-B and
triangle-C can be grouped together in terms of FEB surface
configuration because the basin core of triangle-B is very similar to
the basin core of triangle-C.
In Figure 2.39, the basin core of trapezoid-A or trapezoid-B is
similar to the basin core of a triangle. On the contrary, the basin
core of trapezoid-D is similar to the basin core of an oblong. In
Euclidean geometry, trapezoid is defined as a particular kind of
quadrilateral in that two sides of a trapezoid are parallel. However,
it is obvious that a trapezoid should not be defined as a single
category when shapes are described not in terms of boundary lines
but in terms of internal area. The FEB surface study of various
trapezoids clearly illustrates the robust fact that various
trapezoids can hardly be perceived as a single category.
The FEB surface study of more planar shapes may be needed in
order to formulate a comprehensive classification of area
primitives in terms of basin cores. However, it already seems
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possible to infer two distinctive basin categories from the above
observations. First of all, the basin core of an oblong can be
characterized as an 'elongated core' in that the nadir is at the center
of a concave 'backbone valley'. The basin core is linear and roughly
symmetrical along both horizontal and vertical center lines because
of the 'backbone valley'. Trapezoid-D as well as the larger basin of
shape-L belong to this basin category.
On the other hand, the basin core of square, triangle, circle and
trapezoid-A and B can be characterized as 'furcated core' in that all
convex 'branch valleys' are converging into the nadir in the basin
core. The basin core of a triangle is trifurcated while the basin core
of a square is quadri-furcated. The basin core of a circle is non-
furcated in the sense that no valleys are apparent. A furcated basin
core may be further divided into two categories of 'symmetrically
furcated' and 'asymmetrically furcated'. The basin cores of circle,
equilateral triangle, and square are symmetrically furcated in that
identical valleys are converging into the nadir which is the point of
rotational symmetry. In contrast, trapezoid-B and the triangles
except for equilateral triangles are not symmetrically furcated in
that the branch valleys which are not identical are converging into
the nadir which is not the point of rotational symmetry.
In FEB surface study of regular geometric planar shapes, one
can also observe a very interesting aspect in closed contours of FEB
surface topography. My point here is that the schematized version of
planar shape outline is repeated as closed contours in the middle of
the FEB surface topography. A planar shape which has an elongated
core like an oblong or trapezoid-D has the most similar schematized
version of closed contour at around the EB height of 0.4. A square
also has the most similar schematized version of closed contour at
around the EB height of 0.4. However, an equilateral triangle has the
most similar schematized version of closed contour at around the EB
height of 0.3. The FEB surface of isosceles triangles shows that the
EB height for the most similar schematized version of closed
contour gets lower as an isosceles triangle recedes from an
equilateral triangle. The schematized version of successive closed
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contours leads me to formulate 'balloon representation' which will
be explained in the next section.
The last group of FEB surface studies is done on 'open' planar
shapes. The FEB surface formed by a straight line illustrates three
properties as shown in shape-01 of Figure 2.40. First, EB magnitude
is 1.0 at the pointal end of a line. Second, EB magnitude is
approaching 1.0 when it draws away from the line. Third, the lowest
EB height is around 0.85 along the side of a line. Shape-03 shows
that until the depth is half of the width, the FEB surface of enclosed
area does not form a common basin. Note that the EB magnitude is
the lowest at the corner in shape-03. As the depth gets larger as
shown in shape-04 and 05, the FEB surface of enclosed area becomes
similar to a rectangle's FEB surface. The FEB surface between two
parallel walls as shown in shape-P1 of Figure 2.41 is also similar to
a rectangle's FEB surface. The area between two parallel lines of
shape-P1 is an efferent basin which may be considered a channel
basin rather than an opening basin. The efferent basin formed in
shape-P2 is definitely an opening basin.
When the placement of four columns makes a square, the FEB
surface inside the square forms one afferent basin at the center and
four efferent basins between two columns each as shown in Figure
2.42. Note that passageway hill height is around 0.2. If the four
columns are very large relative to the square area (Consider shape-
C3 of Figure 2.42 as four blocks and the crossing of two
perpendicular roads in between), passageway hill height increases a
little bit. When the square between four columns is changed to an
oblong by the displacement of two columns, a central afferent basin
and two efferent basins are merged into one efferent basin as shown
in shape-C5 of Figure 2.43.
In Figure 2.44, the placement of two columns and a wall
simulates the plan of a simple colonnade. Two opening basins are
formed symmetrically at the sides and one basin is formed at the
central front in shape-C7. If the columns are very small compared
with their distance to the wall as shown in shape-C6, the basin at
the center disappears. When the depth of the colonnade is doubled as
shown in shape-C8 of Figure 2.45, two columns form an opening
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basin in between and two previous side opening basins are merged
into a single opening basin. The primary purpose of FEB surface
studies of open planar shapes is to show that FEB representation is
not confined to closed planar shape but covers all planar shapes. It
is obvious that more systematic FEB surface exploration of open
planar shapes is needed in order to formulate a comprehensive
characterization of open planar shapes.
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2.4 Primitive Balloon Representation
This research started from my simple intuitive conviction that
a space in a plan can be distinguished as a perceptual primitive, not
as a conceptual element. In other words, a space in a plan can be
identified as an atomic region by shape information alone without
any associative intervention of additional semantic knowledge such
as use, material construct, meaning, familiar cultural settings, etc.
The comparison between primitive identification in shape
representation and element identification in map making may clarify
the distinction between 'perceptual primitive' and 'conceptual
element'.
In map making, it is presupposed that there are different types
of physical elements. For example, churches, roads, rivers, ponds,
and districts, etc. are defined as different types of physical
elements when they are indicated by different key symbols in a map.
Of course, there should be no interference of key symbols with each
other because the utility of a map is in jeopardy if such interference
exists. However, physical elements of a map cannot be identified
solely by shape information alone. For example, the identification of
map elements is hardly possible from a satellite photograph if one
is not familiar with the environment of the satellite photograph.
The main point here is that element identification in map making is
driven by previously acquired semantic knowledge and not by the
differences of shape information alone. In other words, because the
distinction between different types of physical elements is
formulated at the level of semantic knowledge in map making,
physical elements cannot be identified as independent entities based
solely upon shape information. A map element is a conceptual
element in the sense that its identification depends on shared
semantic knowledge rather than on received shape information
alone.74
74) The comparison between map making and plan describing may sound a little bit odd
because map making is involved with direct experience of the real environment while
plan describing is posed as the problem of planar shape representation through
imaginary experience. However, the comparison may be understandable easily because
map and plan has to be represented somehow in our cognitive mind. 'Cognitive plan', like
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In contrast, the primitives of a shape representation have to
be derived from received shape information without the intervention
of acquired semantic knowledge. As I discussed in section 1.2.1,
primitive is one of three issues in designing a representational
format for shape recognition. And primitive identification is the
central task in previous investigations on derivation algorithms as
reviewed in section 1.2.2. Consider for example the plan of Figure
2.46 which carries planar shape information alone. If one knows the
building in the plan, he may identify space units based upon his
semantic knowledge. However, it is still possible to describe the
plan in terms of space arrangement solely from its planar shape
without any semantic knowledge about the building in the plan, that
is functional aspects and actual dimensions of the building. In other
words, describing a plan in terms of space arrangement can be posed
as the problem of planar shape representation. Identifying space
primitives is a necessary step in describing the planar shape of a
plan in terms of space arrangement. A space primitive of a plan is a
perceptual entity in the sense that its identification depends solely
upon received shape information alone without the intervention of
acquired semantic knowledge.
Two things must be noted in the distinction of perceptual
primitive from conceptual element. First of all, the distinction is
constituted by two different ways of identifying elementary units.
In map making, the identification of conceptual elements is made by
the information flow from semantic knowledge toward given planar
shapes. Proper semantic knowledge is necessary before conceptual
elements are visible in reconnaissance. Thus, the identification of
conceptual elements is the process of detection not of derivation.
On the contrary, a primitive has to be identified in shape
representation without the intervention of semantic knowledge.
Only after primitives are identified, can semantic knowledge be
'cognitive map', has to be a representation of a two-dimensional picture. It may be
worth noting that the underlying intention is to compare my cognitive plan (primitive
balloon representation) with Lynch's cognitive map which has five formal types of image
elements: path, node, district, landmark and edge. See The Image of the City by Kevin
Lynch, MIT Press, 1960
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associated with identified primitives. Thus, the identification of
perceptual primitives must be the process of derivation not of
detection.
Second, the separation of shape information from semantic
knowledge is neutral to the distinction between perceptual
primitive and conceptual element. The argument that the planar
shape of a plan can be separated from the semantic knowledge which
one may attach to the plan is normally accepted as a robust fact not
because introspective analysis of human visual cognition of a plan is
statistically supportive of this separation but because no one would
argue that bitmap representation of a plan carries any semantics.
Following the same logic, I would argue that the separation of
perceptual space primitives from conceptual space elements in plan
recognition can be accepted as a robust fact when space primitives
are derived reliably from bitmap representation without the
intervention of semantic knowledge and at the same time the
derived primitives are agreeable to the common characterization of
space primitives.
A space primitive of a plan is commonly assumed to have the
following three characteristics. First of all, a space is identified in
a plan not by complete enclosure of wall surface. When an area is
perceived as a space in a plan, the area need not be fully enclosed by
wall surface. For example, it is legitimate to consider area-A of
Figure 2.46 as a space. Of course, area-A is still identified as a
space if area-A is fully circumscribed by additional partitions. The
point here is that full enclosure is not a determinant of identifying a
space primitive in a plan. The critical observation is that a space
primitive is distinguished rather than segmented in a plan. When a
area-A is perceived as space primitive, the boundary line of the
space is ambiguous. A Space primitive is distinctive not in the
sense that it is cut off by explicit boundary edges but rather in the
sense that the central area of a space primitive is somehow
identifiable against its periphery.
Second, two different types of void areas can be distinguished
in a plan. One is here named a region and the other is a sector.
Space is a region while sector is a part of a region. In other words,
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the relation between sector and region is that of part/whole. For
example, area-Al can be distinguished as it is confined by the
angled corner while area-A is distinguished as a space in the plan of
Figure 2.46. Sector-Al is a part of region-A. I would argue that the
distinction between region and sector is commonly accepted in
planar shape description in light of the normal use of the term
'corner'. It is commonly accepted that a square has four corners
although the boundaries of four corner sectors are ambiguous.
Third, a space primitive is identified as an individual based
not upon ad hoc rules but upon commensurable measure. In other
words, the identification of a space primitive has to be explained in
equitable and comprehensible sense. The idea of supposing the
existence of commensurable measure in identifying space primitives
comes from introspective analysis of intuitive perception of a plan.
For example, when one reads the plan of Figure 2.46, he may consider
area-C as a space. In that case, it seems obvious that areas-D, E, F
should be considered spaces. On the other hand, whether areas-H and
A can be considered spaces is ambiguous and problematic because
areas-H and A are bounded more loosely compared with areas-C, D, E
and F. On the other hand, if one considers area-B6 as a space
segregated from the corridor area-B5, it seems obvious that area-H
and A should be considered as spaces although whether areas-B1 and
B2 can be considered as individual spaces may be ambiguous because
the separation between them is visually less distinctive. The point
here is that the identification of space primitive should be governed
by objective determinant not in the sense that space primitives are
identified as individuals in terms of absolute natural law but in the
sense that space primitives are identified as individuals in terms of
accepted standard of commensurable measure.
It must be noted that my characterization of space primitives
of a plan may not be agreed upon universally. One may consider that
full enclosure should be the determinant of identifying space
primitives in a plan due to the importance of direct physical
accessibility. Another person may consider that convexity should be
the determinant of identifying space primitives in a plan due to the
importance of direct visual accessibility. One may oppose my
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characterization of space primitives because they are identified in a
scale-independent condition. He may argue that architectural space
cannot be perceived without the association of human scale. Of
course, each argument has its basis. Nevertheless, I would argue
that my characterization of a space primitive is more sensible than
the other three suggested characterizations for the following
reasons.
No one will deny that full enclosure should be an important
property in understanding the space arrangement of a plan. At the
same time, no one will agree to the notion that the identification of
space primitives in a plan should be solely determined by full
enclosure. For example, the total interior area of the plan in Figure
2.46 is identified as a single space if full enclosure is accepted as
the determinant for identifying space primitives. Aside from the
common notion of space in the discipline of architecture, it seems
obvious that full enclosure is not a useful measure for identifying
space primitives if the main purpose is to compare space
arrangements of plans.
When convexity is accepted as the determinant of identifying
space primitives, shape-L2 of Figure 2.18 has to be described as an
arrangement of two spaces. However, it is very likely that shape-L2
is perceived as one space much like a square. Aside from the
common notion of space in the discipline of architecture, the real
problem in accepting convexity as the determinant of identifying
space primitives lies on the fact that there is no unique way of
identifying space primitives. One can divide a non-convex planar
shape into several different compositions of convex units. As I
pointed out in the review of geometric shape representation in
section 1.2.2, the uniqueness criterion cannot be satisfied without
improvising ad hoc rules.
The issue of human scale is fundamental in architectural
design. No one would deny that many qualities of architectural
design are closely related to human scale. However, it seems to me
that human scale, that is absolute size reference, should be dealt
with separately from space arrangement. My argument is based on
the observation that the inference of absolute size in a plan has to
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rely on semantic knowledge if there is no scale index. For example,
when perceiving the plan of Figure 2.46, the experienced may
normally infer the absolute size from several possible door
locations and their sizes. Without the semantic category of door, it
is impossible to infer absolute scale. And what if the plan is not of
a normal house but handicapped facility. It appears to me that more
than a 40 percent change of actual size does not affect the
identification of space primitives nor the formation of space
arrangement.
The idea of enclosing balance is invented to provide a platform
of commensurable measure from which an acceptable standard of
identifying space primitives in a plan can be determined. As I
explained in section 2.2.2, the topography of a FEB surface is to
reflect the magnitude of 'directional inclination' in imaginary space
perception of a plan. As I have shown in the previous section, the
basin configuration of an EB surface generally accords with my
characterization of a space primitive in a plan. A basin is formed
when an area is not fully enclosed by wall surfaces and two
different sectors of valleys and scarps can be distinguished in the
region of a basin. By including planar shapes of transformed
Euclidean geometries such as protuberance and notched rectangles, I
also implicitly suggested that the EB analysis may extend into the
representation of planar shape in general beyond plan shapes.
The main task of this thesis is to propose a transform
algorithm by which a description of space scheme is derived from
the planar shape of a plan. When I introduced the idea of stretchable
process in the previous section, I argued that FEB representation is
formulated as an intermediate representation between the bitmap
representation of planar images and the representation of space
schemes. In the same way, space primitive representation, which is
here named 'primitive balloon representation', is formulated as an
intermediate representation between FEB representation and space
scheme representation which is here named 'hierarchic balloon
representation.'
FEB representation is very similar to bitmap representation.
Primitives in FEB representation are small regular grids like those
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of bitmap representation. Thus, both representations may have a
grid-frame coordinate system and homogeneous organization. The
only difference is that each regular primitive of FEB representation
does not have a binary value but a vector value whose magnitude
varies between 0 and 1. On the other hand, primitive balloon
representation is significantly different from FEB representation
because its primitives are not uniform grids but non-uniform
individuals. The primitives are not the segments cut by the
imposition of regular grids but they are the individuals identified
through the derivation algorithm. Thus, like the representation for
recognition, primitive balloon representation may have a shape-
based coordinate system rather than a grid frame-based coordinate
system. However, because of its homogeneous organization, that is
one-level part/whole hierarchy, primitive balloon representation
has a unique shape-centered coordinate system by which all space
primitives are registered rather than a set of nested shape-based
coordinate systems in which the parts of each level of a part/whole
hierarchy are registered. In sum, primitive balloon representation
cannot be used for recognition because of its homogeneous
organization. Primitive balloon representation is formulated as a
preparatory step toward hierarchic balloon representation which is
used for recognition.
There are two different ways of identifying space primitives
from an FEB surface. One way is to make the boundary edge explicit
by using the line of watershed. This may be a natural method if the
purpose is to segment topographic surfaces into divided pieces. If
one consider a FEB surface as land topography, then the task is to
figure out the system of drainage basin. A depressed area which
holds drained water stagnant may be defined as a basin of space
primitive. The segmenting line of a watershed can be uniquely
drawn on a FEB surface without any additional constraint. The other
way is to make explicit the basin core around the nadir by slicing
the FEB surface horizontally. Of course, the identification of space
primitive depends on the EB height of a horizontal slice which has to
be determined. This is a sufficient method if the purpose is not to
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segment the surface but to identify area primitives, that is
determining the existence of area primitives.
The method of using the segmenting line of watersheds to
identify space primitives has to be rejected because of the
following two reasons. First of all, space primitive is distinguished
not by a sharp boundary edge but a nebulous central core. The
fundamental essence of this thesis is that the planar shape of a plan
should be described by two alternative ways which complement each
other. One is in terms of the line composition of exact wall
surfaces and the other is in terms of area arrangement of nebulous
space units. It must be noted that FEB was invented to reflect the
positional change of 'directional inclination' from unbalanced
periphery to balanced center, not to reflect any exact physical value.
The sharp boundary edge of watersheds does not comply with the
inherent nature of FEB surfaces.
Secondly, space identification in terms of basin cores seems
much closer to human intuitive space perception compared with
space segmentation in terms of watershed. For example, three
planar shapes in Figure 2.47 look similar each other because each
shape has a square alcove attached to a corner of a main rectangle
whose proportion is 2 to 3. As the main rectangular space gets
larger relative to the square alcove, it appears to become more
prominent and rectangular in the sense that the intersection
between the square alcove and the main rectangle becomes less
significant relatively. Imagine that one moves in and out of the
alcove from the main space. The dotted line in the second row
indicates the segmenting line of watershed. Note that the
intersection gets larger relative to square size while it does not
shrink significantly relative to rectangle. The intersection is
getting more significant relatively as the square gets smaller
relative to the rectangle. It seems obvious that the alcove area
bounded by watershed division does not reflect our space perception
of the plans. In contrast, the descriptions in the third row reflect
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our intuitive space perception of the plans more closely.7 5 The
intersection does not change significantly relative to square so that
the intersection becomes far less significant as the square
decreases relative to the rectangle.
If the EB height of the horizontal slice is determined in terms
of the relation between passageway hill height and nadir height, for
example the median between those two heights, the method of using
basin cores may identify the same space primitives in a plan as the
method of using watershed dividers. Of course, what is described as
a space primitive is another matter. Based upon basin cores, the
description of a space primitive cannot be made of the exact
boundary lines of wall surfaces but of the approximate extension
from basin core in consideration of the band width of outskirt
periphery. On the other hand, it is also possible to consider that
horizontal slice is determined by a definite EB height. In this case,
the resulting space primitives in a plan may not be identical with
the space primitives identified by using EB median in the same plan.
It must be noted that the method of using a single plane of a definite
EB height has its own merits and demerits as does the method of
using a mosaic of segmented planes each of which has a different EB
height like EB median.
From a purely methodological viewpoint, the method of using
EB mid-height is superior to the method of using a definite EB height
due to the following two respects. First, the latter method requires
additional constraints in order to determine a definite EB height.
Different EB heights may result in different identifications of space
primitives. On the contrary, the former method does not require any
additional constraints and the identification of space primitives is
unique. Second, the former method subsumes the latter method in
the sense that the space primitives identified by the former method
75) The descriptions in the third row are made by using a central core. Because of
relatively low spatial resolution in the smaller the square, the nadir height of square
basin appears to be getting higher as the square is getting smaller in Figure 2.48.
However, it must be noted that the actual square basin is largely independent of the size
of the rectangle as shown in the diagrammatic explanations in Figures 2.49 and 2.50.
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can always be described as a composition of the space primitives
identified by the latter method but not vice versa.
Despite the above merits, the method of using EB mid-height
cannot be accepted without modification because the identification
of space primitives resulting from the method of using EB mid-
height does not always accord with our common perceptual cognition
of space primitives in a plan. For example, no one will agree to the
proposition that a straight wall bounds a space in front of it, which
is true according to the method of using EB mid-height because a
straight wall has an anterior basin as shown in shape-01 of Figure
2.40. As illustrated in Figures 2.28 and 2.29, protuberances make
basins. However, those protuberance basins are mostly perceived as
corner sectors rather than space regions in a plan. The point here is
that the distinction between region and sector cannot be
meaningfully made just by the distinction between valley and basin
in FEB surface. What is needed is additional constraints on the
identification of space region distinct from corner sectors. My
proposition of additional constraints for this demand is to set a
definite EB height of 'nadir upperbound' in such a way that if nadir
height is higher than nadir upperbound, the basin is not identified as
a space region.
In contrast to nadir upperbound, a definite EB height of
'passageway lowerbound' is also needed in order to enable a
'corridor' identified as a singular space primitive in a plan. For
example, it seems to be appropriate to assume that the areas B3, B4
and B5 in Figure 2.46 are a single corridor space. However, the FEB
surfaces of corridor shape-Ls in Figure 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22, have
three basins rather than one. What I mean by corridor refers to any
winding ribbon of a width. The same problem occurs in the FEB
surfaces of in-notched shapes in Figures 2.32 and 2.33. Three basins
are distinguished by a small passageway hill height. What is needed
is the additional constraint of passageway lowerbound so that the
passageway hill height which is lower than passageway lowerbound
is not accepted as separating space primitives. In conclusion, basin
cores should be identified by the EB mid-height rule within the
vertical intervals between nadir upperbound and passageway
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lowerbound as shown in Figure 2.51. Figure 2.51 shows four possible
cases of deriving basin core in FEB surfaces. If nadir height is
higher than nadir upperbound or passageway hill height is lower than
passageway lowerbound as shown in Figure 2.52, basin-A cannot be a
space primitive.
It is obvious that the passageway lowerbound should be set
above 0.1 EB in consideration of known FEB surface behaviors of
various corridor spaces. The FEB surfaces of shape-L3, L4, L8 and L9
show that all passageway hill heights are below 0.1 EB. The FEB
surfaces of infinity corridor variations were also investigated.
Figure 2.53 shows three variations of angularly folded infinity
corridor. When the fold angle is 90 degrees as shown in the middle
infinity corridor, the passageway hill height is around 0.08. When
the folded angle is 60 degrees as shown in the right infinity
corridor, the passageway hill height is around 0.14. However, it
must be noted that the corridor width at the fold point is two times
larger than the standard corridor width. If the corridor width at the
folded point is kept at the standard corridor width, the passageway
hill height of 0.14 EB should decrease. The FEB surface of the 180
degree folded corridor as shown in Figure 2.55 allows us to conclude
that the passageway hill height of folded corridor space is below
0.12 EB.
On the other hand, when corridors are met by making T or cross
junction like the shape-T1 in Figure 2.23 and the shape-C3 in Figure
2.42, each corridor cannot be described as an independent entity if
all passageway hill heights around the juncture are lower than the
passageway lowerbound. In other words, corridor junction should be
decomposed in such a way that a linear corridor can be described as
a space unit rather than the grid cross or T shape as a space
primitive. As shown in Figure 2.42, the passageway hill height
which separates the basin at the grid crossing from four other
corridors is over 0.2. The FEB surface of shape-T in Figure 2.54
shows that the passageway hill heights at the T junction are around
0.16. Because a folded infinity corridor is to be identified as a
singular space primitive at the same time a T junction of infinity
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corridor is to be described as a composition of linear corridors, the
0.15 EB height is chosen as the passageway lowerbound.
To set the EB height of nadir upperbound may be more arbitrary
than to set the EB height of passageway lowerbound because there is
no particular angle or alcove which necessarily constrains the
formation of a space primitive in a plan. The EB height of nadir
upperbound has to be chosen somewhere along the continuous alcove
variations as shown in Figure 2.40. It seems reasonable to locate
nadir upperbound between shape-03 whose proportion is 1/2 and
shape-04 whose proportion is 1/1. Note also that the protuberance
angle can be considered in a similar way. As I pointed out in section
2.3, the EB at the angular corner converges into a definite value. A
0.35 EB height is set as a nadir upperbound in consideration of the
corner of an equilateral triangle, that is, 60 degree angular corner.
When an alcove has the proportion of 0.7/1, its nadir height is
around 0.35 EB.
The idea of describing space primitives from FEB surface is a
two-step procedure. First, the existence of a space primitive is
determined by its basin core. Second, the space primitive is
described by extending its basin core outwards up to the boundary.
Because a FEB surface is continuous and smooth, it seems possible
to draw the extrapolation algorithm which naturally extends the
basin core outward up to its boundary. However, the boundary of a
space primitive is ambiguous and blurred by definition. Thus, a
rough proportional approximation of horizontal extension may
suffice to describe a space primitive.
The basin core resulting from a angular corner has its nadir
not at the center but at the end. It is obvious that the method of
describing a space primitive from this eccentric basin core must be
different from the method of describing space primitive from a
normal concentric basin core. Because most architectural space is
not formed by angular corners, only the method of describing normal
a central core is considered in this thesis. Further detailed study is
necessary for describing space primitives.
The outline contour of a basin core must have an EB value
between 0.15 passageway upperbound and 0.35 nadir upperbound and
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it resembles its wall boundary roughly. Thus, the outward extension
is simply to add the wrapping band of a periphery width. Because we
can use the FEB surface of a rectangle as an exemplary case, it is
always possible to derive a proportional approximation of outward
periphery band extension from the given information of an identified
basin core, that is the EB height of the outline contour of a basin
core and the area of a basin core. For example, if the area of a basin
core has the proportion of 1 to 1 and the EB height of a basin core's
outline contour is 0.2, the wrapping band width can be inferred as 3
by using the square's FEB surface as shown in Figure 2.56.
Primitive balloon representation is named after the process of
extending the basin core outward which resembles the process of
inflating a balloon. The underlying connotation is that as the
original balloon rubber has the seed of the inflated balloon, an area
primitive has to be derived from a basin core which is the seed of a
planar shape.
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Figure 2.46 The Plan of a Usonian House
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Figure 2.47 The comparison between space identification and space segmentation
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Figure 2.56 A derivation of periphery band width from a squarely basin core
2.5 Hierarchic Balloon Representation
The main issue in primitive balloon representation is the
algorithm of deriving space primitives from FEB representation. In
formulating the algorithm for deriving space primitives, two
premises have to be accepted. One is the notion of the area
primitive in shape representation, that is the essential necessity of
the existence of the most elementary unbreakable atomic area unit.
The other is the autonomy of the area primitive in relation to its
equivalent contour primitive. An area primitive is not derived from
the representation of a contour primitive but directly from bitmap
representation as a contour primitive is derived directly from
bitmap representation. In other words, the identification of area
primitives is constituted by nebulous centers not by the composition
of sharp edges.
On the other hand, the main issue in formulating hierarchic
balloon representation is the algorithm for deriving space modules
which may be described as an aggregate of space primitives in
primitive balloon representation. As I pointed out in section 1.1.3,
the primary reason for constructing a part/whole hierarchy in the
description of a space scheme is the efficiency of retrieving and
comparing space scheme descriptions. In other words, space
primitives have to be organized successively into larger modules in
order to make space scheme description subserve recognition.
One may conceive the method of deriving space modules
directly from primitive balloon representation by establishing rules
for coalescing space primitives in terms of unifying shape
arrangement very much like the laws of organization in Gestalt
psychology.76  For example, the rule of 'smooth alignment' may be
76) The laws of organization in Gestalt psychology normally follow these five headings:
area, proximity, closedness, symmetry, and good continuation. The laws of organization
are an explanation for our perceptual tendency of visualizing certain part of the visual
field in the foreground andd the rest in the background, that is figure/ground distinction.
The idea of figure/ground is based on the perceptibility of sharp edge. Hochberg argues
that the laws of organization may really only be cues as to which part of the optic array
represents an object's surface, and which is farther away.(See Perception p. 134-141)
His argument that the laws of organization should be considered as 'local depth cues'
seems to me correct. Thus, it may be theoretically wrong to use them as the examples
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postulated in such a way that adjacent space primitives are
coalesced into an organized module when they are smoothly aligned
and their boundaries are largely lined up. This method will
necessarily fail due to the following two reasons. First of all, the
dimensions of space primitives are indicative rather than absolute
by definition. Not just the central core but its subsequent
extension, that is space primitive is nebulous because the
dimensions which demarcate their boundaries are uncertain and
probabilistic. The rules of coalescing space primitives in terms of
unifying shape arrangement must rely on the dimensions by which
space primitives are described at the algorithmic level. Formulating
a derivational algorithm is not to choose an ambiguous terminology
such as 'smooth alignment' but to set the variables for establishing
the concept of smooth alignment and to specify the bounding values
which determine the status of smooth alignment. It is obvious that
coalescing space primitives in terms of unifying shape arrangement
is not supported because the dimensions of space primitives are not
absolute.
Second, the rules of coalescing space primitives in terms of
because space primitives do not have sharp edges. However, I believe that the Gestalt
laws of organization are normally understood in a much wider sense in architectural
discipline. In this thesis, the Gestalt laws of organization refers to the underlying
mechanism which enable a certain arrangement of planar shape elements to be perceived
as a unified single whole.
It may be worth quoting Marr' account of Gestalt theory not only because I share
his view but also his insight is far reaching. Marr wrote, "They [Gestaltists] had the
idea of an attraction among elements that bound them into wholes and governed the
interaction between successive frames, but they were unable to see how much such an
approach could account for the complexity that they saw in the correspondence process.
--- They reasoned, movements of wholes are of critical importance, and the
phenomenon cannot possibly be explained in a purely local way. In large measure, this
type of argument killed the school, because the Gestaltists viewed the problem of the
formation of wholes as intractable. There are two fundamental misconceptions here, and
I shall make a point of them in order to draw a moral. The first is the point of basic
mathematical ignorance. --- The second misconception was that the Gestaltists lacked
the idea of a process. They thought of grouping as being subject to various types of rules
- the principles of closure, good continuation, regularity, symmetry, simplicity and so
forth (See Koffka, 1935, p.110) -- which were summarized as the Gestalt law of
Pragnanz. This law was to them like a physical law. If they had the idea of embodying
such principles in a number of grouping processes -- for example, as constraints on
what should or should not be grouped together -- they might not have abandoned the
other half of their endeavor, the systemization of the formation of wholes. See Vision,
p.184-188
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unifying shape arrangement is formulated in an ad hoc manner. Thus,
those rules cannot be commensurate with each other. In addition to
'smooth alignment', one may postulate the rule of 'compactness' in
such a way that adjacent space primitives are coalesced into an
organized module when the organized unit is convex and getting more
compact. Aside from the complexity inherent in finding applicable
rules for given space arrangements, when an applicable rule is not
singular but multiple, the rules cannot be combined into a single
measure because each is formulated based upon different variables.
The main point here is this. If the question of whether or not
an aggregate of space primitives should be coalesced into an
organized module has to be answered in terms of the overall shape
configuration of the organized module, what is essential is not ad
hoc rules of unifying shape arrangement, but a common measure.
Lessons from the Gestalt laws of organization tell us that the scope
covered by ad hoc rules of unifying shape arrangement is very
narrow because the rules almost always conflict with each other
and the resulting determination is almost always arbitrary. The
same problem occurs if the identification of space primitives is
attempted not from bitmap representation but from the combination
of line segments.
It is proposed in this thesis that a space module be formed not
from primitive balloon representation alone but from both a
primitive balloon representation and original bitmap image by an
overlaying the former representation on the latter. The process of
forming a space module by coalescing space primitives needs two
successive operations. First, space grouping is initiated in terms of
'space properties', rather than 'shape properties'. Adjacent space
primitives of the same property are grouped tentatively in the
primitive balloon representation.
Second, the possibility of space coalescing is determined in
terms of overall shape property. The key idea is that whether the
grouped spaces can be coalesced into a space module or not is
checked in the bitmap representation by using the same technique of
identifying space primitive. The void areas which cover those
adjacent space primitives of common space property are determined
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and the solid materials between those void areas are deleted
temporally in order to make them merge in the bitmap image.
Subsequently the possibility of space coalescing is determined in
the FEB representation of the temporally transformed bitmap image.
Analogous dimension, outdoor adjacency, vertical split, or
physical accessibility can be used as an axis of space properties.
Adjacent space primitives may be considered to have the space
property of an analogous dimension if the ratio of corresponding
dimensions does not exceed a critical value. Of course, a critical
ratio depends on which dimension of a space primitive is used for
size comparison. Although a space primitive is described by both
periphery band width and a basin core, the outline contour of basin
core is not determined by a fixed EB value. Thus, it seems
reasonable to compare the total dimensions rather than part
dimensions respectively. Although the critical ratio of analogous
dimension has to be decided empirically, it seems reasonable to
accept ratio 2 at least as a tentative standard. 77 To be more
specific, two adjacent space primitives are considered to be of
analogous dimension if the ratio between the dimension of any cross
section which cuts across the nadir of each space primitive is
within 2.
Outdoor adjacency refers to the distinction between 'inward
space' and 'outward space'. The distinction depends on whether a
space is located adjacent to the outside or not. The space property
of outdoor adjacency is of primary importance in exploring the
distribution of specific use in a plan because the possibility of
natural light and air ventilation depends on this space property. As I
argued in section 2.1, information on outdoor adjacency is normally
77) It must be noted that this ratio is a standard not for constraining but for initiating.
Whether the initiating attempt is acceptable or not is determined afterwards by another
measure. The point here is that initiating standard may not necessarily be tested as
rigorously as constraining standard. In the discipline of architecture, there is always
the issue of proportion. I simply pick the most conspicuous and basic ratio in arithmetic
proportions which is normally defined comparatively with geometric proportions. For
further discussions about proportion, see the following articles and book. "The Changing
Concept of Proportion" and "Brunelleschi and Proportion in Perspective" in Idea and
Image: studies in the Italian Renaissance by Rudolf Wittkower, and his famous book, the
Principles in the age of humanism
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available in a plan.
In grouping adjacent space primitives, physical accessibility
can be used in two different ways. First, it is natural that adjacent
spaces can be grouped if they are physically accessible from each
other. For example, space B6 and C in Figure 2.46 be grouped because
of the physical accessibility between them. However, spaces F, G
and H can also be grouped because all three are accessible from the
space of area B1 plus B2. They are not accessible from each other
but they have the space property of the same accessibility order.
Unlike the above three space properties, vertical split of floor
and/or roof surface plays the role of grouping space primitives not
as an initiator but as an inhibitor. Even if other space primitives
suggest adjacent space primitives grouping, such a grouping may be
negated because of vertical split of floor and/or roof surface.
Three things must be noted in relation to space property and
subsequent space grouping. First of all, 'space property' has to be
differentiated from 'space attribute' in the following important
sense. A space property refers to a particular sector allocated in an
independent property axis. When the axis is formulated, not only
both ends but also all space properties in the axis are settled
altogether. A space property is not defined actively and
continuously in its relation to another space property. Rather a
space property occupies some of the ready-made slots in its axis.
On the contrary, space attribute refers to the characteristic which
is defined independently like the meaning of a normal word whose
definition is inherently ambiguous. A space attribute can be clearly
understood only in its relation to other space attributes. A new
space attribute can always be introduced but all space attributes
cannot be put into an axis of common measure. Most importantly,
the boundaries between existing space attributes has to be resettled
continuously whenever a new space attribute is added. In this
respect of immutability, space property may be seen as permanent
and universal semantics while space attribute may be seen as
transient and normal semantics.
Second, a new space property axis can be added. For example,
the distinction of 'serving space' from 'served space' may be added.
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Spaces may be categorized according to the existence of water
supply and/or drainage pipe. One may also consider a staircase as
serving space. The point here is that space properties can be added
as long as they is defined in terms of universal semantics. Of
course, space properties should be able to be determined by the
information available in the plan. It seems to me that space
property axes introduced so far are important aspects of
architectural spaces not only because they are analogous to
permanent material construct but because they are fundamental and
essential constraints in exploring the distribution of specific use.
Third, space grouping may depend on the purpose at hand, that
is, on the space property axes chosen as important aspects.
However, it is necessary to differentiate analogous dimension and
outdoor adjacency from other space properties such as vertical split
and physical accessibility because those two space properties are
available directly in primitive balloon representation without the
bitmap image underneath. The information of vertical split is not
available in primitive balloon representation unless it is indicated
explicitly. Furthermore, vertical split lacks complete information
because height difference is not available in a plan. Physical
accessibility is crucial information for actual living in a building.
However, not physical accessibility but space adjacency matters at
the early stage of the architectural design process. Note that the
boundaries of space primitives needs not be all material boundary
lines in bitmap image. Due to these reasons, I would argue that
analogous dimension and outdoor adjacency should be used as
primary space property axes while vertical split and physical
accessibility should be used as secondary space property axes.
Because the possibility of space coalescing is determined by
the same methods as identifying space primitives, a space module
can be described in the exactly same way as space primitive is
described. That is, space module is also described by its central
core and its enclosing band. The same representational format of
space elements (space primitive and space modules) is actually not
an accidental by-product but the essential cause of devising space
module formation as two successive processes of space grouping and
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space coalescing. In other words, the binding of universal semantics
is the ground for space grouping and the modularity of shape unity is
the ground for space coalescing.
The plan of Figure 2.46 may be described in primitive balloon
representation as a space arrangement shown in Figure 2.57.
Vertical split is inferred at line-s in consideration of the roof line
as indicated in Figure 2.57. The proposed algorithm of forming space
module in primitive balloon representation is constructed solidly
enough to be followed reliably step by step. However, different
space modules may emerge due to different procedural paths of
space grouping. Let me describe the process of forming space
modules in the plan of Figure 2.46 with particular attention to
different procedural paths of space grouping and their subsequent
multiple part/whole hierarchies.
In Figure 2.57, all space primitives except space-H are
outward spaces. At the start, it is obvious that analogous dimension
and physical accessibility is the space property of initiating space
grouping. It is natural that space grouping of analogous dimension
should proceed from smaller spaces up to larger ones not the other
way around. Spaces F and G may be grouped and coalesced into space
module-FG because of outwardness, analogous dimension as well as
identical accessibility order. Spaces H and A3 may be added to
space module-FG because of analogous dimension, forming space
module-FGHA3. Space B6 and C may be grouped because they are of
analogous dimension as well as of mutual accessibility. It seems
pretty clear that they will be coalesced into space module-CB6 as
shown in Figure 2.58.
A space primitive may have more than one space property axis,
as four space property axes are used in the above exercise. If more
than two space property axes are used for space grouping, two
different strategies have to be distinguished. One strategy is of
using each space property exclusively for each space grouping. The
other is of using more than two space properties for each space
grouping. In the latter strategy, the priority of space grouping lies
on adjacent space primitives which share multiple space properties.
The latter strategy is adopted in forming space module-FG. If the
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former strategy is adopted, space primitives-F, G, H and A3 are
coalesced at once without isolating space module-FG from space
primitive-A3 and H. In contrast, the former strategy is adopted in
forming space module-FGHA3 by combining space primitives-A3, H
with space module-FG. If the former strategy is adopted, space
module-FG and space primitives-B1iB2 have to be grouped first
because they share the space properties of outwardness, mutual
accessibility and analogous dimension. Space module-FGB1B2
cannot be formed because the area-B1 makes an alcove. However,
the space grouping has to be attempted at least.
The second round of space grouping may occur among space
primitives-D and E and space module-CB6 because they share the
space properties of outwardness and analogous dimension as well as
accessibility order. Space primitive-B1iB2 may not be added to the
group because of vertical height difference. It is pretty obvious that
space module-CB6 cannot be coalesced with space primitives-D and
E because of the bottleneck in between. In other words, the area of
space module-CB6 stays as an alcove in the area-EDB6C. Thus, only
space primitives-D and E are coalesced into space modules-DE.
Space primitive-B1iB2 and space module-FGHA3 may be grouped
because of analogous dimension. Note that space module-FGHA3 is
neither exclusively inward nor outward space and that the space
property of accessibility cannot be assigned to space module-FGHA3.
Space primitive-B3B4B5, space module-ED and space module-
CB6 may be grouped because of outwardness, analogous dimension
and mutual accessibility. According to the general knowledge gained
in the observation of the FEB surface behavior in section 2.3, space
module-ED and space primitive-B3B4B5 can surely be coalesced into
space module-EDB3B4B5. On the contrary, whether space module-
CB6 and space module-EDB3B4B5 can be coalesced or not is unclear.
Although detailed FEB surface study is needed, it is assumed that
they make space module-EDB3B4B5CB6 in Figure 2.59. Because of
the vertical split, space-A and space module B11B2FGHA3 may be
coalesced first into space module-AB1B2FGHA3 before space
module-EDB3B4B5CB6 is added to make space module-
AB1B2FGHA3EDB3B4B5CB6 as shown in Figure 2.60.
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It must be noted that space properties get more ambiguous as
spaces are successively coalesced into larger modules. In other
words, whenever a new space module is formed from a group of
smaller spaces, the new space module is likely to lose some
information of space properties. For example, space-FGHA3 is
neither inward nor outward space while each of its components is
either inward or outward space. The space property of accessibility
cannot be assigned to space module-FGHA3 because space primitive-
A3 is not accessible from other space components. Space module-FG
and space module-CB6 may keep accessibility order and outwardness
at the same time. The above exercise of deriving space modules
makes it clear that the strategy of space grouping should be
specified concretely. Although the basic principle of space grouping
strategy is clear, it is obvious that more detailed specification has
to be worked out for complex situations.
If space module formation in the above exercise is charted into
a tree structure, the result should be like diagram-A in Figure 2.61.
However, different part/whole hierarchies can also be constructed
due to different procedural paths of space grouping. For example,
space module-AB1B2FGHA3 may be dismantled if the vertical split
of roof surface is not accepted as a significant space property. Note
that the components of space module-B1iB2FGHA3 are not likely to
have a unique space height. The vertical split which differentiates
space primitive-B1iB2 from space primitives-B3B4B5 and E do not
have to be considered as significant space property at this abstract
level. Thus, a different part/whole hierarchy may be constructed as
shown in diagram-B of Figure 2.61. On the other hand, if the
accessibility order of space primitives-F, G and H is considered to
be more significant, they are grouped and subsequently coalesced
into space module-FGH. And then space primitive-A3 and space
module-FGH are grouped because of analogous dimension and
subsequently coalesced into space module-FGHA3. Thus, a different
part/whole hierarchy may be constructed as shown in diagram-D of
Figure 2.61.
The above observation on the tree structures subsequently
leads to the robust fact that not a single but multiple part/whole
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hierarchies can be constructed in a plan according to different
strategies of space grouping. More diverse and numerous part/whole
hierarchies can be constructed in a plan if the set of space
properties that is adopted in space grouping is altered. However,
this should be considered as another problem because weighing the
relative significance of space properties has to be tackled after the
set of space properties is chosen. If a space module derivation
algorithm allows the space organization of a plan to be described as
multiple part/whole hierarchies, hierarchic balloon representation
violates the uniqueness criterion and the representation becomes
deficient for recognition. The main point here is that space modules
of a part/whole hierarchy are not as solid and discrete as phrases in
the syntactic structure of a sentence.78
78) The syntactic structure of a sentence is a very important parallel to the part/whole
hierarchy of space organization in a plan. This is not only because the cognitive
revolution of 'representational theory of mind' was initiated and largely lead by
Chomskyian Universal grammar of syntactic analysis of a sentence but also because
syntactic structure of a sentence is now accepted as a robust fact. The differentiation of
the strategy of space grouping from the set of space properties is conceived in the light
of two different kinds of ambiguities in syntactic analysis. One ambiguity arises when
words are assigned to different word category labels (Noun, Verb, Adjective, etc.). For
example, in the sentence "Time flies like an arrow.", time may be interpreted either as
noun or as verb. In this case, words, that is the primitives, are assigned to different
property categories exactly space primitives are assigned to different space properties
because of different sets of space properties. The other ambiguity arises when a modular
phrase component can take different niches in syntactic structure without changing its
primitive word category label. For example, in the sentence of "One witness told the
commissioners that she had seen sexual intercourse taking place between two parked
cars in front of her house.", between two parked cars can be interpreted either as a
modifier or as a role-player although a modifier seems more appropriate. Note that
each word belongs to same word category label and that both a modifier and a role-player
is a prepositional phrase (PP). In this case, the primitives are assigned to same
property categories exactly in that one set of space properties are chosen. The
ambiguity is due to the different course of forming its tree structure. ( For further
detailed explanation of syntactic analysis, see The Language Instinct by Steven Pinker,
especially the chapters of "How Language Works" and "Talking Head".)
It must be noted that the parallel of two distinct ambiguities between syntactic
structure and part/whole hierarchy is to make the distinction easily understood. Like
any other parallel, parallel itself cannot be used for any justification. This is especially
so because the latter ambiguity is very rare in syntactic analysis. As Pinker described
it, one interpretation may be normal version and the other twisted one. In syntactic
structure, phrases are assigned to universal categories as well as they are tightly
interwoven by their combining rules such as the role of a head in phrase formation, the
distinction between role-player and modifier, and the role of a subject in a sentence. On
the other hand, the latter ambiguity is very probable in part/whole hierarchy formation
because there are no 'space module categories' and compositional rules between them.
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There are two different methods of enhancing the autonomy of
a space module. One is that only a single space property is used for
space grouping. Because various paths of space grouping are no
longer needed, it is most efficient to arrive at a single part/whole
hierarchy. This may suffice if space organization analysis is
concerned with a particular space property. However, it is obvious
that a more general analysis of space organization is necessary
because all space properties have to be considered not separately
but altogether.
The other method of resolving the ambiguous autonomy of
space modules is to impose commonly acceptable constraints on the
structure of the part/whole relation. Two constraints are proposed
in this thesis. One is concerning the number of space components in
a space module. It is widely believed that a 'span of part/whole
relation' has a natural constraint because of human memory
capacity.79 In other words, the number of branching twigs at the
node of a tree structure is inherently constrained. In this thesis,
the maximum number of the components of a space module is set at
three if the components of a space module are not arranged in a
repetitive manner. A repetitive arrangement does not have the
maximum limit for component number because the components after
the second component need not be specified repetitiously. The
number 3 is chosen in consideration of the number of spatial
relations to be specified in a space module.
As shown in Table 1, the number of total spatial relations
which have to be specified in a space module markedly increases
from 3 to 6 as the maximum number of space components increases
from 3 to 4. Each spatial relation between two space components
cannot be specified by a single variable but by multiple variables
such as orientation, the angle in between and distance. Thus, the
actual number of total variables may approach 9 when three spatial
relations in a space module is specified. 80  For the same reason, 6
The core difference lies in the autonomy of space module.
79) Marr and Nishihara's 3D model of shape representation, Marvin Minsky's frame
idea, Herbert Simon's argument of chess masters.
80) It is well known that short term memory may be bounded by the magic number 7
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spatial relations may have 18 variables. In comparison with 5 or 6
variables required for the spatial relations of a repetitive
arrangement, 18 variables are too large in number. It is very
unlikely that the memory slots which are specifically allocated for
the description of spatial relations are designed to accommodate
such a wide range of variable differences because heavy and
constant demands necessarily require the economical use of memory
slots.
This maximum limit of branching numbers can resolve the
ambiguity of multiple part/whole hierarchies in two different ways.
First of all, if a space module has more than three branches such as
in diagram-C in Figure 2.61, this part/whole hierarchy is simply
deleted because of 'twig span' constraint. Second, if two
corresponding part/whole hierarchies conflict with each other as
diagram-x and y of Figure 2.62, the part/whole hierarchy of
diagram-y should be preferred unless relative size constraint, which
will be explained shortly, is violated. The preference is made, based
on the general principle that economy favors less hierarchical depth.
For example, the part/whole hierarchy of diagram-B in Figure 2.61
has to be chosen over its corresponding part/whole hierarchy in
diagram-A.
The other constraint concerns the relative size between space
module and its components. Relative size constraint is different
from analogous dimension initiator which is used for space grouping
in the following two respects. First, relative size is the relation
between space module and its components while analogous
dimension is the relation between a space components. Second,
relative size is the ratio of total area between a space module and
one of its components. In contrast, analogous dimension is the ratio
between the dimension of any cross section which cuts across the
nadir of one space component and that of another space component.
It must also be noted that analogous dimension, like any other
space property is devised as excitatory catalyzer to promote space
coalescing. Space modules have not been formed when analogous
plus or minus 2. See Herbert Simon, the Science of the Artificial.
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dimension is activated to initiate space grouping. Thus, analogous
dimension has nothing to do with the part/whole hierarchy. On the
other hand, relative size constraint concerns the part/whole
structure of a space module. The idea comes from the common sense
notion that when an aggregate of adjacent elements is coalesced
into a larger whole, not every element forms a constituent part. In
other words, the differentiation of constituent part from
fragmentary part in a space module is considered as a natural
process of perceiving space organization.
When a space module is formed, any component may become
fragmentary part if its size is insignificant in comparison with the
size of its space module. For example, space primitives-F, G H in
Figure-2.57 can be coalesced into a space module. Although a space
module is formed, it does not seem perceptually right to give
equivalent status to all three space primitives because one
component is relatively small in size. Consider the extreme cases.
Theoretically speaking, a space module will be formed although
space primitive-G is infinitely thin. It seems obvious that the
distinction between constituent part and fragmentary part must be
made by imposing a relative size constraint on the part/whole
relation.
The minimum ratio of a relative size constraint should be set
through careful empirical studies regarding the actual significance
in normal plans. However, I am here tentatively setting the
minimum ratio of relative size constraint as 1/7 in consideration of
rough arithmetic proportions between three components of a space
module. The underlying essence is that when three components of a
space scheme are evenly sized in such a way that the area ratio of
the largest component to the medium component is same as the area
ratio of the medium component to the smallest component, the
identical ratio should not exceed 2. Within a one seventh relative
size constraint, a space component is constituent part if it is not
more than six times smaller than the other space components in a
space module. If a space module has three components, the limit is
the ratio of 1:1:5 and 3:3:1 as illustrated in Figure 2.63.
By using relative size constraint, it is possible to resolve the
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ambiguity of multiple part/whole hierarchies. For example, space
primitive-G in Figure 2.57 can make a constituent part of space
module-FG. However, space primitive-G cannot make a constituent
part but a fragmentary part in space module-FGH. Thus, it is obvious
that the part/whole hierarchy of diagram-D has to be rejected in
Figure 2. 58.
It must be noted that both twig span and relative size
constraints are not applicable to the part/whole hierarchy of
repetitive space arrangement. A space module which consists of
repetitive components may have a much wider span of part/whole
hierarchy.8 1
My main argument on hierarchic balloon representation is this.
Conflicting space modules may be formed from a plan in the process
of space coalescing because the strategy of space grouping may
allow different paths of space coalescing. However, the ambiguity
caused by those conflicting space modules can be substantively
resolved by the constraints imposed on the part/whole hierarchy. In
other words, multiple part/whole hierarchies that are tentatively
constructed by the process of space coalescing can normally be
reduced into a single part/whole hierarchy because of the commonly
acceptable constraints imposed on the part/whole hierarchy. This
normally derivable single part/whole hierarchy of the space
organization of a plan is designated as 'morphological structure of
architectural space'. For example, the plan in Figure 2.46 has the
morphological structure of architectural space as shown in Figure
2.64.
Boundary line perception of planar shape is normally accepted
as a robust fact because figure/ground distinction, subjective
contour, and virtual lines are commonly observable as well as
reliably describable. 82 In the previous section, I argued that space
81) See further elaboration of hierarchic structure, "the Architecture of Complexity"
op. cit., The Science ofthe Artificial
82) Subjective contour refers to the imaginary line which marks the continuous and
smooth extension from the end point of an actual line. The triangle edges in the left
drawing of Figure 2.65 are subjective contours. Virtual line refers to imaginary
connection between actual dots as shown in the converging or swerving patterns. Virtual
lines can be observed in the right drawing of Figure 2.65
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perception of a plan should also be accepted as robust fact because a
primitive balloon representation can also be commonly observable as
well as reliably describable. Primitive balloon representation is
formulated on the premise of the modularity of space area
perception. The perception of space primitives stands alone without
the interference of boundary line perception.
Hierarchic balloon representation is also formulated on the
premise of the modularity of space area perception because it is
built upon primitive balloon representation. However, hierarchic
balloon representation also includes the premise of combining space
area perception and boundary line perception in such a way that the
former perception dominates the latter. Erasing certain parts of
boundary lines in the process of forming space modules actually
assumes that space area perception prevails over boundary line
perception. My point here is that in comparison with primitive
balloon representation, hierarchic balloon representation should be
narrow in the scope of its applicability because hierarchic balloon
representation has more premises. I would argue that primitive
balloon representation may be used for describing planar shapes in
general while hierarchic balloon representation should be restricted
to describing the space organization of a plan.
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Figure 2.57 Space arrangement of primitive balloon representation
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Figure 2.58 The first round of space module formation
Figure 2.60 The third round of space module formation Figure 2.59 The second round of space module formation
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Tree diagram-A
Tree diagram-C
Tree diagram-D
Figure 2.61 Tree diagrams of different part/whole hierarchies
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Number of
components 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total
spatial 202=1 3C2=3 4C2=6 5C2=1 0 6C2 =1 5 7C2=2 1
relations
Table 1. The number of total spatial relations in a space module
Diagram-X
Figure 2.62
Diagram-Y
An alternative to the ambiguity of a space module
Figure 2.63 Three space modules which have minimum ratio to relative size
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Figure 2.64 Morphological structure
of architectural space
Tree diagram of part/whole hierarchy
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The demostration of virtual lines
The dot arrangement of the left column A forces us to see
the virtual lines which are shown in the right colum B.
e ) AI
The demostration of subjective contour
The smooth alignment of end points with outline segments forces us to see
an imaginary occluding surface which is bounded by subjective contours.
Figure 2.65 Virtual lines and subjective contours
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A
2.6 Implementation
David Marr argues that an information processing device has to
be explained at three different levels in order to make it understood
completely. 83 At the top level is the abstract computational theory
of the device. At this level, the underlying nature of the device's
information processing is characterized. At the middle level, the
representations to be used are chosen and the transform algorithms
which operate between representations are constructed. At the
bottom level lies the detailed mechanisms of how the
representations and algorithms are realized physically, that is a
practical demonstration that the algorithms can be successfully
embodied in the physical medium to deal with the tasks at hand.
It seems quite reasonable to consider hardware
implementation as a separate level because this separation
facilitates understanding the competence of the human vision
system thoroughly in comparison with the computer vision system.
A computation that underlies an aspect of visual perception can be
realized in a network of neurons or in a network of silicon chips.
Because of material properties, building a physical system must
involve issues and mechanisms that are independent of the middle
level. Thus, there should be a wide choice available in this level.
However, Marr's three level explanation can be understood as an
extension of the more general distinction between 'theory' and
'implementation' because both middle and bottom levels can be
considered as different implementations of a computation. 84
The point here is that the middle level is symbolic software
implementation while the bottom level is physical hardware
implementation. Both levels specify how. On the contrary, the top
level, that is, the theory of computation, answers what and why.
The title of this section, implementation, has to be understood in
83) See Vision p.24-29.
84) My use of the term 'implementation' is my interpretation of the text of his book
Vision and his article "Artificial Intelligence". Despite an explicit table, the text of his
book is less explicit about the distinction of those three levels. Marr rather suggests my
theory/implementation distinction by considering the middle level as an intersectional
zone between two polar extremes of computational theory and hardware implementation.
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this more inclusive sense. This section concerns achieving practical
approximation of the EB algorithm. Although the approximation
algorithm is a necessary step to hardware implementation, it does
not involve silicon chip design.
The first part of this thesis is concerning the computational
theory of plan schematization. Plan schematization is characterized
as visual information processing for deriving space schemes from
architectural plans. In the first half of Part 1, I argued that the
process of understanding an architectural plan should encompass
plan schematization because a space scheme cannot be derived
elsewhere. Because a space scheme can be used as a starting
alternative in architectural design process, plan schematization is
an especially a demanding perceptual process for architects.
Another key component of my argument is based on widely accepted
premises about the human visual recognition system such as if a
visual image cannot be described as a part/whole hierarchy of
discrete elements, the human visual system cannot store or retrieve
the visual image. In the second half of Part 1, I formulated plan
schematization in a much wider scope so that it could be a modular
process in planar shape recognition. I also reviewed relevant
research so far.
The six sections of Part 2 concerns Marr's middle level.
Formulating representations and transform algorithms involves
issues and variables that are rather independent of the upper
computational level. Thus, numerous choices are necessary at this
middle level as I suggested in the exploratory course of constructing
the EB algorithm, primitive identification algorithm and the
algorithm of part/whole hierarchy construction. However, the
exploration of constructing the EB algorithm in Section 2.2.2 is
rather more theoretical rather than practical because bitmap grid is
actually assumed to be infinitely small. The EB algorithm is defined
as an integral function of enclosing wall lines. In other words, it is
assumed that the wall lines can be described as a continuous
mathematical function, not a collection of dots. It must be noted
that the topographical MAPLE drawings of FEB surfaces are a
demonstration of this theoretical version of the EB algorithm.
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There are several reasons for approximating EB algorithm in
order to make it a normal part of plan schematization. First, some
curved wall lines in a plan may not be easily described in terms of
mathematical functions. Second, the complexity of calculating the
EB value increases exponentially as the number of line components
which interact with each other increases. For example, the FEB
surface of a square's internal area which is constituted by the
interaction of four line components makes a single zone while the
FEB surface of the interposed area between two nested squares
which is constituted by the interaction of eight line components can
make 28 zones. Consequently, the Maple CPU time needed for
calculating 50 by 50 spatial resolution points of the interposed area
of shape-A of Figure 2.66 is almost a thousand times longer than the
Maple CPU time needed for calculating the same spatial resolution
points of a square. Third, not the exact EB value itself but the
topographical configuration of the FEB surface determines space
identification. Remember that the boundary of the basin core is
premised to be not exact but nebulous. Although the exact EB may be
desirable, the approximate EB should normally suffice to identify
space primitives.
The approximation of EB algorithm lies in constructing an EB
algorithm which works in the binary digital image of a plan. The EB
at a void pixel is determined by the 'visible distances' which refers
to the traveling lengths of converging visual influences. Thus, the
approximate EB algorithm is divided into two parts. One is to find
those visible distances of each void pixel. The other is to calculate
the EB of each void pixel by using those visible distances.
The key trick of calculating visible distances which is used in
my approximate EB algorithm is not to think of the visible distances
for each void pixels but to think of the visible distances for all void
pixel in a particular direction. 85 In other words, consider the rays
85) See "The Skeleton Sketch: Finding Salient Frames of Reference" by Brian Subirana-
Vilanova in Proceedings of the Image Understanding Workshop 1990, and also see
Brian's Ph.D thesis at MIT, Mid-Level vision and Recognition of Non-Rigid Objects,
1993. I did not invent this trick but borrowed from Brian's source code. I do not know
whether he originally invented this trick or not. After spending three years to end up
with my poor original code, I cannot help marveling at the ingenuity embedded in this
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of visual influence which propagate from each solid pixel in one
direction rather than consider the rays of visual influence which
converge into a void pixel from all directly enclosing solid pixels.
Once the rays of visual influence propagate from all solid pixels in
all directions, the visible distances of each void pixel can be
collected.
Two things must be noted in relation to calculating visible
distances of void pixels. First, the direction is constrained by the
possible route of pixel by pixel propagation in the bitmap grid not by
the division of 360 degrees. Thus, horizontal (0 and 180 degree),
vertical (90 and 270 degrees) and diagonal directions (45, 135, 225,
and 315 degrees) are possible. However, 22.5 degree direction is not
possible because the direction cannot be formed by the propagation
from pixel to pixel. The directions whose slopes are 2, -2, 0.5 and
-0.5 are certainly possible. Second, the degree of approximation can
be controlled by choosing the number of propagating directions. The
more propagating directions calculated for the ray of visual
influence, the more visible distances are collected so that the EB
gets closer to the true value. Of course, it is statistically much
safer to distribute the propagating directions as evenly as possible.
The EB approximation proposed in this thesis takes sixteen
propagating directions whose slopes are 0, 0.5, -0.5, 1, -1, 2, -2,
infinity.
Not every visible distance of each void pixel is collected, but
only the visible distances of chosen propagating directions are
available. Thus, the other visible distances have to be guessed in
order to calculate the EB of each void pixel. The procedure of
calculating the EB for each void pixel is as follows. First, the solid
pixel which is responsible for each visible distance of chosen
propagating directions is first identified. Then whether that
trick. However, I have came to know that writing efficient and economical LISP code
which works in digital image is more like refining a craft. For thinning algorithms see
"Distance Transformations in Digital Images" by Gunilla Borgefors in Computer Vision,
Graphics and Image Processing 34, 344-371, 1986, "From Local Maxima to Connected
Skeletons" by C. Arcelli et al. in IEEE Transactions on PAMI-3, No. 2, March 1981,
"Euclidean Distance Mapping" by Per-Erik Danielsson in Computer Vision, Graphics and
Image Processing 31, 227-248, 1980.
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responsible solid pixel has an adjacent solid pixel or not is checked
in the order from the adjacent solid pixel nearest the void pixel to
the adjacent solid pixel farthest from the void pixel. If an adjacent
solid pixel is present, it is assumed that the responsible solid pixel
is connected continuously and linearly in that direction to its
adjacent solid pixel. Of course, the connection of solid pixels is
continuous only up to the middle towards two adjacent propagating
directions as shown in Figure 2.67. Because 16 propagating
directions are used in this thesis, the EB of each void pixel is
calculated in terms of 32 line segments each of which is a surmised
extension from its visible distance line sideways. 86
The three shapes ( Al B1 Cl) were tested by the LISP program
(Appendix 3 contains a sample of LISP code.) Shapes A2, B2 and C2
show the FEB surfaces by their approximate EB magnitudes at each
void pixel. Note that each EB magnitudes has been multiplied by a
hundred in order to make it easier to recognize. Shapes A3, B3 and
C3 show the approximate the EB magnitudes in the area of basin
cores are replaced by C (under 0.15 EB) and B (under 0.35 EB). It
must be noted that the area of the basin core looks coarse in shapes-
A and B because the spatial resolution is relatively coarse. If the
binary image has the normal spatial resolution of my MAPLE
drawings, the area of the basin core has a better result. The test of
shape-C, which has the spatial resolution of 50 by 50, is to show
this aspect. Although further refinement of the program may be
necessary, it appears that the proposed approximate EB algorithm is
correct and working.
86) See the actual LISP code in Appendix 3 for further details.
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Shape-A
Figrue 2.66 MAPLE CPU time comparson between two different shapes
Figure 2.67 16 propagating directions and 32 line segments
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Square
(progn
(setf test1
(make-array '(15 25)
:initial-contents
'((0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
(0000000000000000000000000)
(0 0 1 11111111111111111111 0 0)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0010000000000000000000100)
(0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0)
(0000000000000000000000000)
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0))))
(setf dal (make-array (list 15 25 16)))
(16-propagate testi dal)
(setf foel (foe-surface-16 testi dal)))
Shape-Al
((81 87 90 89 86 85 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 85 86 88 91 95 97 97)(50 81 90 86 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 85 88 95 97 97)(95 97 SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 97 95)(91 90 SS 67 69 69 79 77 81 79 81 80 82 80 81 79 81 77 79 69 69 67 SS 90 91)(89 89 SS 79 55 56 64 59 70 65 72 67 72 67 72 65 70 59 64 56 55 79 SS 89 89)(88 89 SS 84 57 60 47 48 52 45 54 47 54 47 54 45 52 48 47 59 57 84 SS 89 88)(86 89 SS 85 62 64 36 44 30 33 29 22 29 22 29 33 30 43 35 64 62 85 SS 89 86)(85 89 SS 86 64 66 32 43 15 27 07 15 00 15 06 26 13 43 31 66 64 86 SS 89 85)(86 89 SS 85 63 65 36 44 30 33 29 22 29 22 29 33 30 43 35 64 62 85 SS 89 86)(88 89 SS 84 58 60 47 49 51 44 53 46 54 46 53 45 52 48 47 59 57 84 SS 89 88)(89 89 SS 80 56 56 63 59 69 64 71 66 71 66 70 64 69 59 64 56 55 79 SS 89 89)(91 90 SS 68 68 69 78 76 80 78 80 79 80 79 80 78 80 76 78 69 69 67 SS 90 91)(95 97 SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 97 95)(97 97 95 88 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 88 95 97 97)(97 97 95 91 88 86 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 86 88 91 95 97 97))
Shape-A2
((0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
(0 0 S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S S O O)
(0 0 S o O o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S o O)
(0 O S o O O O o o o o o o 0 0 o o o o o o o S o O)
(o o S O o O O o o o o o o o o o o 0 o o o o S o 0)
(0 O S O o o o o B B B B B B B B B O O 0 0 0 S O O)
(0 O S O o o B O B B C B C B C B C O B O O o S O O)
(0 0 S O 0 0 0 B B B B B B B B B O O 0 0 0 S O O)
(0 O S O o o o o o o o o o o O o o O O o O o S o 0)
(0 O S O o o o o o o o o o o o o o 0 o o o o S o O)
(0 O S O o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o S O O)
(OOSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSOO)
(0000000000000000000000000)
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0 0 0 0 0))
Shape-A3
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(progn
(setf test2
(make-array '(30 30)
:initial-contents
'((0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
(000000000000000000000000000000)
(000000000000000000000000000000)
(000000000000000000000000000000)
(0 0 0 0 0 1 111111111111111111 1 1 0 0 0 0)
(00000 1 00000000000000000011 0000)
(00000 1 000000000000000000 11 0000)
(000001 000000000000000000 11 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(00000 1 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(0 0 0 0 0 111111111111111 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(00000 1 00000000000000000011 0000)
(00000 1 00000000000000000011 0000)
(00000 1 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(00000 1 00000000000000000011 0000)
(000001 00000000000000000011 0000)
(0 0 0 0 0 111111111111111111111 0 0 0 0)
(000001 11111111111111111111 0000)
(000000000000000000000000000000)
(000000000000000000000000000000)
(000000000000000000000000000000)
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0))))
(setf da2 (make-array (list 30 30 16)))
(16-propagate test2 da2)
(setf foe2 (foe-surface-16 test2 da2)))
Shape-B1
((72 81 85 87 89 90 90 89 88 86 85 85 85 84 83 83 83 85 86 86 86 88 90 91 93 95 97 97 97 97)(62 70 81 86 89 90 90 88 86 85 85 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 85 86 86 88 90 93 95 97 97 97 97)(98 50 66 81 87 90 89 86 85 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 85 86 88 91 95 97 97 97 97)(98 96 98 50 81 90 86 84 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 85 88 95 97 97 98 96)(97 95 97 95 97 SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 97 95 97 95)(96 93 96 91 90 SS 67 68 70 78 78 81 80 81 81 81 81 80 81 78 79 70 69 67 SS SS 90 91 96 93)(96 91 90 89 89 SS 79 54 56 63 60 69 67 70 69 70 71 68 69 62 65 57 56 80 SS SS 89 89 90 91)(90 90 90 88 89 SS 84 56 59 45 48 49 48 52 51 50 55 50 52 51 52 61 58 84 SS SS 89 88 90 90)(90 89 89 86 89 SS 85 62 64 33 43 26 33 27 28 27 30 36 34 46 42 66 65 86 SS SS 89 86 89 89)(90 88 89 85 89 SS 86 64 66 31 43 10 26 02 16 12 03 25 13 44 36 69 69 86 SS SS 89 85 89 88)(89 88 89 85 89 SS 85 63 65 36 44 30 33 26 25 26 23 27 17 41 30 71 70 87 SS SS 89 85 89 88)(89 88 89 85 89 SS 84 58 60 47 48 48 47 51 50 49 50 45 40 36 26 70 71 87 SS SS 89 85 89 88)(89 86 89 85 89 SS 80 56 56 62 60 67 66 68 68 69 70 66 68 43 24 66 71 87 SS SS 89 85 89 86)(89 85 89 85 89 SS 68 68 69 77 77 79 79 80 80 80 80 81 83 74 37 70 75 88 SS SS 89 85 89 85)(89 85 89 85 89 SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 52 82 76 88 SS SS 89 85 89 85)(89 85 89 85 89 SS 67 68 70 78 78 80 80 81 81 81 81 81 83 74 37 70 75 88 SS SS 89 85 89 85)(89 85 89 85 89 SS 79 55 56 63 60 68 66 69 69 69 70 66 68 43 24 66 71 87 SS SS 89 85 89 85)(89 86 89 85 89 SS 84 57 60 47 48 49 47 51 50 49 50 45 40 36 26 70 71 87 SS SS 89 85 89 86)(89 88 89 85 89 SS 85 62 64 36 44 30 33 26 25 26 23 27 17 41 30 71 70 87 SS SS 89 85 89 88)(89 88 89 85 89 SS 86 6466 32 44 11 27 02 16 12 03 25 13 44 36 69 69 86 SS SS 89 85 89 88)(90 88 89 85 89 SS 85 63 65 34 44 26 33 26 28 27 30 36 34 46 42 66 65 86 SS SS 89 85 89 88)(90 89 89 86 89 SS 84 57 60 45 49 48 48 51 50 49 54 50 52 51 52 61 58 84 SS SS 89 86 89 89)(90 90 90 88 89 SS 80 55 56 62 60 68 66 69 68 69 70 66 68 62 65 57 56 80 SS SS 89 88 90 90)(96 91 90 89 89 SS 68 68 69 77 77 79 79 80 80 80 80 79 79 77 78 70 69 67 SS SS 89 89 90 91)(96 93 96 91 90 SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 90 91 96 93)(97 95 97 95 97 SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 97 95 97 95)(98 96 98 97 97 95 88 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 88 95 97 97 98 96)(98 97 97 97 97 95 91 88 86 85858585858585858585 85 85 85 86 88 91 95 97 97 97 97)(97 97 97 97 97 95 93 90 88 86 86 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 85 86 86 88 90 93 95 97 97 97 97)(97 97 97 97 97 95 93 91 90 88 86 86 86 85 85 85 85 85 86 86 86 88 90 91 93 95 97 97 97 97))
Shape-B2
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Part 3. Applications
When tools are new (as the computer still is) they often seem strange and are
understood in contrast to their predecessors. The automobile was first seen
as a horseless carriage, the radio as a wireless telegraph, and the designer's
computer as a nonmanual drafting device. But with time, as use becomes
commonplace and more mature understanding develops, the old locutions
sound increasingly quaint and eventually are discarded. The technology
becomes transparent.
W. Mitchell and M. McCullough, Digital Design Media
The essence of computer technology is that it performs logical functions of its
software instructions.
The Greek column was a masterpiece of stone cutting. Palladio's columns are
usually brick and plaster affairs, requiring a different skill to be honed to
perfection. Later, carpenters in the United States would produce those Doric
and Corinthian columns in wood and we are once more impressed with the
mastery over the material used. The point here is not the relative merit of
crafts or honesty in the use of materials -- the stone column painted into an
abstract shape, the plaster column imitating marble, the wood worked smooth
as plaster -- but the tenacity of the image independent of its materialization.
N. John Habraken, The Appearance of The Form
The tenacity of the image can be rigorously examined in terms of mental
processes and their representations.
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3.1 New Geometry for Architectural Research
Hillier and Hanson introduced 'space syntax' to refer to a set of
techniques by which topological space structure of a built
environment is described and different topological space structures
are compared. 87 The topological space structure of a built
environment is determined by physical accessibility between spaces.
Hillier and Hanson's thesis crosses several realms. They proposed a
methodology for describing topological space structure of a built
environment. They also proposed two useful topological distinctions
by which different topological space structures can be compared. At
a more abstract and theoretical level, they argued that the
topological space structure of a built environment should be an
autonomous social variable rather than a determinative subservience
to other variables. Here we are interested only in the methodology
of describing the topological space structure of a built environment.
Topological space structure is normally depicted in such a way
that a node indicates a space while a link indicates physical
accessibility between spaces as shown in Figure 3.1. It is apparent
that the identification of a space unit must be made before physical
accessibility between space units is determined. Thus, there must
first be a method of identifying 'space cells' in a built environment
in order to describe the built environment in terms of topological
space structure. 88 In other words, describing topological space
structure hinges on a comprehensive method of identifying space
87) See The Social Logic of Space, by Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson, 1988. "Ideas are
in things: an application of the space syntax method to discovering house genotypes" by
Hillier et al., in Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, 1987, volume 14,
p.363-385, "Space Syntax: A different Urban Perspective" by Hillier et al., in
Architectural Journal no. 30, November 1983.
88) Cell is frequently used to denote the unit of interior space by Hillier and Hanson
because of the obvious connotation that interior space of a built environment can be
universally identifiable like cell of an organism. It must be noted that their suggestive
association between cell and space is false because what Hillier and Hanson considers as
space cell is not a room but something else. Whether topological space structure is
experienced as conceptual or spatio-temporal, one has to specify how to identify space
cells in order to describe topological space structure. Hillier and Hanson did not provide
a comprehensive specification of how to identify interior space units in a plan.
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units in a built environment. If the space units of a built
environment are not identified in a commonly agreeable manner, it is
always possible to question the validity of comparing built
environments in terms of their underlying topological space
structures.
Hillier and Hanson took it for granted that interior space
identification can be made without ambiguity. Although they did not
specify explicitly how to identify interior spaces, they use two
different methods of identifying them. One is to identify an interior
space unit by its specific use.89 In this case, interior space units
are identified in terms of semantic knowledge. Thus, they are
'conceptual elements' as I pointed out in section 2.4. It seems very
reasonable to identify an interior space unit in terms of its specific
use, especially when seeking the actual social pattern of an existing
built environment rather than the apparent physical pattern of an
imaginary built environment.
The other method is to rely on our intuitive perceptual ability
to distinguish interior space units in a plan. Space identification in
the plans of Figure 3.1 may be very obvious intuitively. The same
opening width may be a sufficient cue for a door so that we can
identify space units confidently in those two plans. However,
various opening widths pose a serious problem in identifying space
units in the plans of Figure 3.2. Reviewing four plans in Figure 3.2,
one may think that the key determinant of identifying space units is
the existence of an opening between two protruding wall ends.90
89) As far as I know, Hillier and Hanson use this method to analyze topological space
structure of a built environment such as farm houses in Normandy (see "Ideas are in
things: an application of the space syntax method to discovering house genotypes"), and
some English house and two large African ethnographic complexes. (see The Social Logic
of Space p.155 and p.175)
90) Hillier and Hanson theorize the direct experience of 'transpatial system' which
refers to topological space structure of interior space organization in comparison with
that of outdoor space organization. They wrote, "In such a system (transpatial system)
the nature of our spatial experience is different from our experience of a spatially
continuous system. We enter a domain which is related to others not by virtue of spatial
continuity, but of structural comparability to others of its type. We experience it as a
member of a class of such interiors, and we comment on it accordingly. The relations
between interiors are experienced as conceptual rather than spatial entities, and the
mode of organizing global experience out of local observations is transpatial rather than
spatial." One may need a creative interpretation of what he means by 'structural
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However, one may soon notice that the alignment of two protruding
wall ends may not be enough to determine the existence of an
opening if the distance between those two wall ends is too large.
Note that the opening between area-6 and 4 in plan (c) of Figures 3.2
looks very different from the others. It is also a robust perceptual
fact that one protruding wall can make an opening if opening width
is narrow enough, like opening-a in Figure 3.3. Thus, it is wrong to
assume that the existence of an opening is determined only by the
alignment of two protruding wall ends.
The problem of identifying an opening becomes far more
complex and problematic in the plan of Figure 3.3. Without
protruding wall ends, can be perceived as an opening. It seems to me
that the perceptibility of opening-b is much stronger than that of
opening-c. It seems that not particular wall elements and their
dimensions but the whole surroundings are responsible for the
perception of an opening. I would argue that the experiential
concept of an opening cannot be explained coherently and
comprehensively in terms of particular wall elements and their
dimensions. My point here is that interior space identification is
the heart of the problem which cannot be avoided if one wants to
describe relations between interior spaces.
Hillier and Hanson did not employ the latter intuitive method
of interior space identification for analyzing the existing built
environment although they implicitly used it for four hypothetical
plans of Figure 3.2.91 However, as for continuous open space which
refers to the outdoor space between buildings and houses, the
inherent problem of space identification is pertinent because space
units cannot be identified in outdoor open space in terms of specific
use. Thus, Hillier and Hanson specified a method of identifying
comparability' especially when specific use is the determinant of a type. I believe that
the essence of transpatial experience cannot be defined correctly if only shape
information is given in a plan as in Figure 3.3.
91) Of course, I can certainly agree to the robust fact that eight space units are
perceived in each plan of Figure 3.2 despite the ambiguity of opening-a. However, it
must also be noted that deliberate efforts are made to make those plans look casually
drawn. It is a rare case in which the determinant of identifying space units can be
specified in a clear terms as in the case of Figure 3.1. Unfortunately, the simplification
seems to disguise the sheer difficulties of space identification.
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space units in outdoor open space.92 They wrote,
In fact it is quite easy to make a convex map. Simply find the
largest convex space and draw it in, then the next largest,
and so on until all the space is accounted for. If visual
distinctions are difficult, then the convex spaces may be
defined in two stages; first, by using a circle template to
find where the largest circles can be drawn in the y-space,
and second, by expanding each circle to be as large a space as
possible without breaking the convexity rule and without
reducing the fatness of any other space.
The first method specified in the above quote does not have
any substantial content because the task of space identification is
to specify what they mean by 'visual distinctions'. The second
method also fails to deliver the specification of space identification
simply because a coherent and complete procedure of segmenting
space units cannot be derived from their statement. Let me take a
simple example of a crossroad to illustrate the incoherence
imbedded in the second method.
Locating the largest circle into a plan may not be easy but is
possible. The largest circle should be at the center of the cross as
shown in Figure 3.4. The next step is to expand as large as possible
without breaking the convexity rule and without reducing the
fatness of any other space. Note that the second conditional phrase
is irrelevant because no other space is yet identified. If the second
conditional phrase is interpreted as nuisance to be disregarded, the
diamond center is first segmented. And successive segmentation
leads to the space identification as shown in Figure 3.5. Although
the procedure resulting from this interpretation does not produce
92) Hillier and Hanson asserted that two different ways of describing outdoor open space
are possible. One is by defining 'stringiness' as being to do with the extension of space in
one dimension and the other is by defining 'beadiness' as being to do with the extension of
space in two dimensions. The resulting diagram of the former method is named as 'axial
map' while that of the latter method is named as 'convex map'. I am here concerning only
with the latter method of describing outdoor open space because I am interested in
describing space unit as two dimensional area in a plan, not one dimensional line.
Although I am not into axial map, two things must be noted. First, the method of
identifying axes is as much defective as the method of identifying convex. Second, the
identification of axes cannot be constituted without convex map.
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perceptually acceptable segmentation, the procedure is coherent and
complete in the sense that a unique space identification is possible.
It is evident that the above interpretation is wrong because
Hillier and Hanson's exemplary convex map of Figure 3.6 does not
comply with the above procedure of space identification. For
example, the convex map around area-A should be like Figure 3
according to the procedure specified in the above. This naturally
forces me to another controversial interpretation of which primary
goal is to make sense of their exemplary convex map. My second
interpretation is as follows. In the second step of expanding the
circle, we can also make the circle shrink if necessary. The
conditional phrase of 'without reducing the fatness of any other
space' can be made sense of if we change it into 'without reducing
the fatness of any other adjacent space to be'. Consider the shape of
Figure 3.8. Space segmentation-1 is not acceptable because the
fatness of space-a is reduced. Thus, space segmentation-2 is
chosen.
In consideration of their exemplary convex map, it is obvious
that my second interpretation is Hillier and Hanson's specification
of space identification. Aside from the far-fetched nature of my
second interpretation, this method of space identification is
incomplete. In order to derive a convex map which should have the
least set of fattest spaces, one first has to define the fatness of a
space. And then the priority relations between fatness, area, and
the number of spaces have to be specified in order to construct any
meaningful procedure of space identification. Hillier and Hanson did
not specify any of them. Nevertheless, as I argued in Section 2.2.2,
this method is inherently deficient because it leads to multiple
descriptions due to the incommensurability between conflicting
factors. My point here is that it is complete nonsense to posit a
'convex map' of Figure 3.7 as the result of representing space
organization through a consistent algorithm rather than an intuitive
interpretation.
Primitive balloon representation which I introduced in Section
2.4 can make an excellent alternative to settle this space
identification problem although nadir upperbound and passageway
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lowerbound may have to be reset in consideration of our normal
perception of outdoor space. Hillier and Hanson's mistake is in the
fact that they do not keep the ground rules in specifying a process
objectively. Pinker gave the clearest explanation of the ground rules
as follows.
This, in a nutshell, is the theory of thinking called
"physical symbol system hypothesis" or the "computational"
or "representational" theory of mind. It is as fundamental to
cognitive science as the cell doctrine is to biology and plate
tectonics is to geology. Cognitive psychologists and
neuroscientists are trying to figure out what kinds of
representations and processors the brain has. But there are
ground rules that must be followed at all times: no little man
inside, and no peeking. The representations that one posits in
the mind have to be arrangements of symbols, and the
processor has to be a device with a fixed set of reflexes,
period. The combination, acting all by itself, has to produce
the intelligent conclusions. The theorist is forbidden to peer
inside and "read" the symbols, "make sense" of them, and poke
around to nudge the device in smart directions like some deus
ex machina. 93
93) Steven Pinker, The Language Instinct: How the Mind Creates Language, MIT Press,
p.77-78, 1994
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3.2 Computer Aided Architectural Design
A drawing, the main media of the traditional designer, give
him a much greater 'perceptual span' than was available to the
craftsman. 94 It gives the designer the freedom to alter the shape of
the product as a whole, instead of being tied, as the craftsman was,
to making only minor changes. Thus, the drawing can be seen as a
readily manipulable model of the relationship between the
components of which the product is composed. The speed with which
this model can be perceived and changed, and its capacity to store
tentative decisions concerning one part while another part is being
handled, enable the designer to deal with an otherwise
unmanageable, and unimaginable, degree of complexity.
Architectural plan drawing shows a particular aspect of a
design while perspective drawing shows another aspect of it. Of
course, the two types of drawings are quite different in terms of
what we can learn from them. However, they are identical in the
sense that both of them are just a superficial image. Traditional
drawings are the descriptions of bitmap representation. Neither
wall surfaces and three dimensional spaces in a perspective nor
wall lines and space areas in a plan are actually inherent in the
drawing. What is really remarkable and interesting is the cognitive
process in which our mind's eye constructs what we can see from
image pigments on paper. It is premised in this thesis that this
cognitive process consists of a network of representations, each of
which is constituted by element identification and the construction
of part/whole hierarchy.
The representation of computer drafted drawing, that is the
data structure of a computer drafting system, is different from that
of traditional drawing. Normally, the shape primitives of the data
structure of computer drafting systems are boundary-line geometric
entities such as straight lines, arcs of circles, and closed polygons.
Of course, what is depicted on the raster screen is a description of
94) The term 'perceptual span' is borrowed from Christopher Jones 'Design Method:
Seeds of somehting
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bitmap representation which is different from the data structure
that stores boundary-line geometric entities. Raster graphic
displays behave very differently because we can act only on the
geometric entities that are defined in the data structure, not on the
pixels that are illuminated on the raster screen.
Three things must be noted in relation to a computer drafting a
system which is to produce a two dimensional drawing such as plan.
First of all, computer drafting system is supported by boundary-line
representations whose shape primitives are edges and polygons. The
purpose of a computer drafting system is essentially to facilitate
the task of drawing boundary-line entities on raster screen. Of
course two dimensional polygon is inherently different from one
dimensional edge. However, they are treated similarly in computer
drafting system. A polygon is stored as a looped edge in the data
structure. It is important to note that when the area of a space is
drawn in terms of a closed polygon, the drawing is not a plan but a
space layout plan. 95
Second, one of the true merits of a computer drafting system
is to hold the data structure which supports constraint-based
dynamic shape transformation. For example, most computer drafting
systems normally provide 'rectangle' shape descriptors by which we
can not only draw rectangles but also transform and/or displace the
drawn rectangles into other instances of rectangles. In order to
activate constraint-based interface, the designer has to specify
each object shape to be drawn in terms of its boundary-line
relationships which may be selected from ready-made generic shape
descriptors or be constructed for custom-made shape descriptors.
In essence, this constraint-based interface enables a designer to
manipulate shape boundary dynamically because computer drafting
system stores the boundary-line relationships that the designer has
specified.
It is very important to note that the computer does not
automatically infer the boundary-line relationships of emerging
shapes nor reinterpret a shape's boundary relationships. For
95) The distinction between plan and space layout plan is explained in Section 1.1.2.
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example, if two squares each of which is drawn as an instance of a
rectangle shape descriptor, are placed to make shape-1 of Figure
3.9, we can rotate square-A and translate it to make shape-2.
However, we cannot grasp the small square-a in between nor two
shape-Ls. We cannot reinterpret the internal boundary-line
part/whole structure of a square in such a way that boundary line-k
is an independent entity unless it is re-specified so.
Third, computer drafting system utilizes both bitmap
representation and boundary-line representation although the former
is an after-image of the latter. Although we cannot access the
bitmap representation which is stored in temporary buffer,
computer drafting system needs 'rasterization' which is the
transform process from boundary-line representation to bitmap
representation in order to make shape arrangement shown in visual
raster display. The process of reversing rasterization is called
'vectorization'.96
It is very important to note that a plan as well as a section
represents a particular aspect of a built environment. A plan which
is drawn precisely in line has its own use. For example, it may be
more convenient to measure certain dimensions from a plan rather
than from its three dimensional model. However, most architects
share the empirical consensus that the real importance of a plan is
at the early stage of architectural design process. Most architects
use two dimensional plan drawing as a tool for fixing their ideas.
Thus, it is commonly argued in the discipline of architecture that
computer drafting systems should be stretched to subserve various
design explorations in plan making in addition to their obvious
capacity of facilitating quicker production of finished two
dimensional line drawings.
Constraint-based shape descriptors may shorten drafting time
if properly used. However, the real benefit of constraint-based
shape descriptors can be reaped when they are used for
transformational explorations. Nevertheless, it is clear that
constraint-based shape descriptors are not quite useful at the
96) See further in Computer Graphics in practice and principles
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embryonic stage of plan making because boundary line relationships
cannot normally be specified at that stage. Although constraint-
based shape descriptors may at first be specified tentatively, they
are likely to be re-specified continuously during the architectural
design process. My point here is not to undermine the necessity of
constraint-based shape descriptors in plan making but to note that
they alone cannot support the plan making process sufficiently.
A constraint-based shape descriptor is 'lexically contingent' in
the sense that its inner boundary-line part/whole structure has to
be specifically defined. However, there is no logical way of
identifying an instance of a shape descriptor nor its inner
part/whole structure from two dimensional drawing. We have to
know a history of making an instance of shape descriptor in order to
manipulate the drawn instance properly. On the other hand, when we
see the area-a of Figure 3.9 as a space which is sided by four walls,
the inference of space identification and its boundary-line
part/whole structure is 'robustly natural' in the sense that the
inferred constraint-based shape descriptor is commonly perceptible.
Because this robustly natural shape descriptor is supposed to relate
commonly perceived space to its surrounding edges in a plan, it is
called a 'space descriptor'.
My argument is that a computer drafting system should be able
to provide a space descriptor in addition to 'lexically contingent'
shape descriptor in order to be truly supportive in plan making. For
example, one may transform shape-1 into shape-2 in Figure 3.9 by
using the lexically contingent shape descriptor of a square. In
contrast, he cannot transform shape-1 into shape-3 by transforming
shape-L1 unless it is specified as an instance of lexically
contingent shape descriptor. However, if shape-1 were part of a
plan, no one would deny the robust fact that shape-L1 is perceived
as a natural primitive since it is a space. Because identifying a
space in terms of its boundary-line part/whole structure is
essential and continuously processed in plan making, a commonly
acceptable space descriptor, if provided, is very useful because we
can avoid the laborious procedure of defining lexically contingent
shape descriptors for obvious spaces.
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Primitive balloon representation can provide an excellent
backdrop based upon which a commonly acceptable space descriptor
can be formulated. In order to identify a basin core, the original
boundary-line data structure may first be transformed into bitmap
representation. Then FEB surface representation makes a basin core
explicit. By using primitive balloon representation as a backdrop, it
is possible to collect the boundary edges which surround each basin
core, for example the six boundary lines of shape-Li. Of course,
space identification in primitive balloon representation is not
limited to closed polygons. The area-a of Figure 3.10 is identified
as a space so that plan-1 can be easily transformed into plan-2 if
its space descriptor is activated. The main point here is that as
much as primitive balloon representation complies with our natural
space perception of a plan, it can provide an essential backdrop on
which we can formulate a robustly natural shape descriptor.
The space descriptor that can be formulated based on the
primitive balloon representation is the result of a particular
vectorization process. It is not assumed that a part/whole
hierarchy should be constructed in boundary-line representation. In
other words, the part/whole structure of the boundary-line a
description of a space is the one-level hierarchy. Contrary to the
rasterization process which results in bitmap representation of a
particular spatial resolution, the vectorization process may not
result in a unique one-level boundary-line representation but to a
limited number of alternatives. However, it must be noted that a
space descriptor can be activated optionally rather than
indiscriminately in the whole drawing. The hatched basin core can
be used as an activating icon in raster screen display.
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3.3 More Space Vocabularies and Module Types
Elemental shape units of Euclidean geometry are described in
terms of boundary sides and their angles in between. On the other
hand, a shape primitive of primitive balloon representation is
described in terms of basin core and peripheral band. By their
nature, shape primitives of primitive balloon representation have to
be categorized quite differently than those of Euclidean Geometry.
As I pointed out in Section 2.3, the distinction of oblong from other
furcated categories may be the most fundamental. An oblong has
'elongated basin core' whose nadir is located at the center of
'concave backbone valley'. An elongated basin core is linear and
roughly symmetrical along both horizontal and vertical center lines
because of concave backbone valley. In contrast, the other
primitives have 'furcated basin cores' in which all 'convex branch
valleys' are converging into the nadir. As I argued in Section 2.3,
furcated basin core may be further divided into two categories of
'symmetrically furcated' and 'asymmetrically furcated'.
The system of Euclidean planar shape categories has its own
merit as it is concerned with a particular shape aspect. However,
the system of Euclidean planar shape categories is more problematic
in denoting the spaces of a plan because a plan is not normally an
arrangement of ideal polygons. Aside from the task of transforming
a plan into its space layout plan by inferring possible doors, we
frequently rely on arbitrarily improvised ad hoc rules in order to
relegate space units into Euclidean planar shape categories. I would
argue that the system of planar shape categories of primitive
balloon representation is more disciplined and robust in denoting the
space units of a plan in comparison with the system of Euclidean
planar shape categories.
One of the true merits of FEB representation is that it allows
us to differentiate various relations between adjoining spaces. By
using this capacity, we can systematically formulate a 'relational'
space vocabulary which denotes a space in a plan and also carries
the meaning of its relation to its adjoining spaces. For example, the
term alcove is a relational space vocabulary. An alcove is a
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partially secluded area which is appended to main area. room with
an alcove cannot be seen altogether because the shape of the room
cannot be convex in nature. The alcove is a morphological term in
the sense an alcove of a plan is identified solely in terms of shape
information. The alcove indicates a part in the part/whole
hierarchy; a whole (the room) and the two parts(the alcove and the
main area).
As I pointed out in Section 2.3, alcove can be further specified
systematically in terms of several basin configurations. First of
all, the alcove in shape-L2 of Figure 3.11 is peculiar in that it has an
opening basin. It seems to me that an alcove normally does not carry
partition and opening in between. Thus, the term "den" may be
reserved to denote this spatial property. Secondly, consider the
alcove in shape-L3 of Figure 3.11. Its nadir EB height is near 0. In
contrast, alcove's nadir EB height of shape-L1 is around 0.2. As I
pointed out in the analysis of shape-L9 of Figure 2.22, an alcove's
nadir EB height is determined mostly by the proportion between the
alcove's depth and width. Because the main area's nadir height is
around 0, it seems reasonable to differentiate the alcove of shape-
L3 from the alcove of shape-L1. The term 'retreat' may be reserved
to denote the more secluded spatial property of shape-L3's alcove
Each plan in Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 is composed of two
spaces when it is described in terms of primitive balloon
representation. The relation between two adjoining space parts of
plan-1 is similar to that of plan-2 and that of plan-3 in the sense
that two added space parts are accessible through both ends.
However, the space relation of each plan can be distinctively
differentiated from that of the other two in terms of FEB surface
analysis. In plan-1, EB hill height-a is higher than EB hill height-b.
In other words, the accessibility to each ends of space-A is
perceptually different. On the contrary, plans-2 and 3 have two
identical EB hill heights.
Space-C of plan-2 is quite different from space-E of plan-3
and space-A of plan-1 because one side of space-C has a distinctive
FEB surface. Note that the EB height around square-k is over 0.85.
Imagine that you are in plan-2. It seems that square-k acts more
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like a column than four-sided walls as its FEB surface suggests. In
this respect, plan-3 is much closer to plan-1. My point here is that
these distinctive FEB surface characteristics of space relations
allow us to coin space vocabularies systematically.
Hierarchic balloon representation provides us with a new
horizon of space vocabulary because the space module has an
internal part/whole hierarchy. For example, space module-A in
Figure 3.15 is composed of one corridor space-a and two chamber
space-b and c. Space module-A can be met frequently in a plan like
space module-B3B4B5ED in Figure 2.46. If necessary, we can assign
particular names for corridor space, chamber space, and space
module because of their part/whole relation.
Paying particular attention to corridor space, one may explore
different combinations of three space units which amount to the
same external form of space module-A. If the corridor space runs
along the shorter side, two chamber spaces become very elongated
as shown in space module-B. One may also construct space module-
C which looks a little bit different because the corridor space is
between two chamber spaces. Space module-D is less similar as the
corridor space is not adjacent to one chamber space. The point here
is this. Once a part/whole hierarchy is constructed, one can explore
its design alternatives by transforming each parts while considering
its particular aspects.
The above simple design exploration also illustrates the
apparent fact that the categorization of space modules is inherently
incommensurable. Whether or not space modules-A and B belong to
one category has to be determined by the similarity between the
corresponding space parts. On the other hand, whether space
module-C can be added to the group of space modules-A and B is
determined by the comparison between middle corridor space and
side corridor space. Space module-D may be added to the group of
space modules-A, B and C when the access to a space corridor is
considered insignificant. It is obvious that the categorization of
plans in terms of space organization is a very perplexing and
formidable task when applied to a more complex space module
categorization.
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Figure 3.2 Four theoretical building plans
(from The Social Logic of Space p.150)
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Figure 3.6 An instance of Hillier and Hanson's Convex Map
(from The Social Logic of Space, p. 92)
Figure 3.7 The convex map around area-A from first interpretation
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Segmentation-1
Segmentation-2
Figure 3.8 Two segmentations derived from two different interpretations
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Square-A
Figure 3.9 Two transformations by using
two different shape descriptors
Shape-3
Plan-2
Figure 3.10 Plan transformation by activating space descriptor
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Appendix 1
When one looks at the environment in a certain direction, what
one sees is a restricted part of the environment not only because the
horizontal scope of view encompasses only half of the surroundings
but also because one cannot correctly see all areas in the horizontal
scope of view when one is looking at something. It is well known
that a viewer correctly sees only a very limited area around the line
of sight. In order to perceive the whole surrounding environment one
has to look around.
The VE is a collective measure which results from
accumulating all directional VEs from one full turn, as shown in the
diagram, which eventually results in vector total influence only if,
in a directional VE, the filtering function of enclosing force from a
solid point to a void point (EFSV) has definite values between the
whole frontal interval. Because it is very reasonable to assume that
the filtering function of EFSV in each directional VE should
decrease from a maximum at the front to a minimum at each side,
the VE is obtained by the total influence like the vector sum at a
point in the field of physical force.
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Directional VE
directionalVE(a) a_5 ff(r-(O)) e g(
EFSV function=f(r(0)), filtering function=g(O - a)
VE(a) = fj," directionalVE(a) e da
VE(a) = j,"f f(f(e))* g(6 - a) * dO * da
2
if O-a=t
- fJjf(r(a + t)) * g(t) * dt e da
2
- jkg(t) *f"f(f(a+t))oda*dt
As the value of f2f(f(a + t)) * da is independent of t
- j, g(t)
As the value of f5g(t) odt is constant
=c, x j "f(-(a+ da
Thus, VE(O) = c, x f Tf(r(0)). dO
And EB(O) - VE(O) -
SE(O)
fr f(r(e)) . dOj f(r(O))e dO
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Total VE
edt x j|"2' f(r(a + t))e da
> # sx, sy make the outline rectangle
# ox and oy make the is the excluded rectangle
ox:=2:
oy:=2:
sx:=4:
sy:=3:
sol1:=solve({(yl -oy)*(x-ox)=(y-oy)*(xl -ox), yl =0},{xl ,yl}):
assign(sol1):
fxl:=unapply(xl ,x,y):
dl:=(x,y)->y:
al:=(x,y)->arctan(-y,fxl (x,y)-x):
b1:=(x,y)-> arctan(-y, sx-x):
c1:=(xy)->Pi:
s1:=proc(x,y)
if fx1 (x,y)<sx then
(b1 (x,y)-a1 (x,y))/2/d1 (x,y)^2-(sin(2*b1 (x,y))-sin(2*a1 (x,y)))*
cos(2*cl (x,y))/4/d1 (x,y)A2+(cos(2*bl (x,y))-cos(2*a1 (x,y)))*
sin(2*cl(x,y))/4/d1(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vxl:=proc(x,y)
if fxl(xy)<sx then
(sin(bl (x,y))-sin(al (x,y)))*sin(cl (x,y))A2/dl (x,y)A2+
(sin(bl (x,y))A3-sin(a1 (x,y))A3)*cos(2*cl (x,y))/3/d1 (x,y)A2+
(cos(bl (x,y))A3-cos(a1 (x,y))A3)*sin(2*cl (x,y))/3/d1 (x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vyl:=proc(x,y)
if fxl(x,y)<sx then
-(cos(bl (x,y))-cos(al (x,y)))*cos(cl (x,y))A2/dl (x,y)A2+
(cos(bl (x,y))A3-cos(a1 (x,y))A3)*cos(2*cl (x,y))/3/d1 (x,y)A2-
(sin(bl (x,y))A3-sin(a1 (x,y))A3)*sin(2*cl (x,y))/3/d1 (x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
d2:=(x,y)->sx-x:
a2:=proc(x,y)
if fx1 (x,y)>sx then arctan(-y, fx1 (x,y)-x)
else arctan(-y,sx-x) fi end:
b2:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-y,sx-x):
c2:=(x,y)->Pi*(3/2):
s2:=(x,y)->
(b2(x,y)-a2(x,y))/2/d2(x,y)A2-(sin(2*b2(x,y))-sin(2*a2(x,y)))*
cos(2*c2(x,y))/4/d2(x,y)A2+(cos(2*b2(x,y))-cos(2*a2(x,y)))*
sin(2*c2(x,y))/4/d2(x,y)A2:
vx2:=(x,y)->
(sin(b2(x,y))-sin(a2(x,y)))*sin(c2(x,y))A2/d2(x,y)A2+
(sin(b2(x,y))A3-sin(a2(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c2(x,y))/3/d2(x,y)A2+
(cos(b2(x,y))A3-cos(a2(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c2(xy))13/d2(x,y)A2:
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vy2:=(xy)->
_(cos(b2(xy))-cos(a2(xy)))*cos(c2(Xy))A2/d2(Xy)A2+
(cos(b2(xy))A3-cos(a2(xy))A3)*cos(2*c2(xy))/3/d2(xy)A2-
(sin(b2(Xy))A3-sin(a2(Xy))A3)*sin(2*c2(xy))/3/d2(xy)A2:
d3:=(xy)->sy-y:
a3:=(xy)->arctan(sy-y, sx-x):
b3:=(xy)->arctan(sy-y, -x):
c3:=(xy)->O:
s3:=(xy)->
(b3(xy)-a3(xy))/2/d3(xy)A2-(sin(2*b3(xy))-sin(2*a3(xy)))*
cos(2*c3(xy))/4/d3(Xy)A2+(cos(2*b3(xy))-cos(2*a3(xy)))*
sin(2*c3(xy))/4/d3(Xgy)A2:
vx3:=(xy)->
(sin(b3(xy))-sin(a3(xy)))*sin(c3(Xy))A2/d3(Xy)A2+
(sin(b3(Xy))A3-sin(a3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*c3(xy))/3/d3(Xy)A2+
(cos(b3(Xy))A3-cos(a3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*c3(xy))/3/d3(xy)A2:
vy3:=(xy)->
-(cos(b3(xy))-cos(a3(xy)))*cos(c3(xy))A2/d3(xy)A2+
(cos(b3(xy))A3-cos(a3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*c3(xy))/3/d3(Xy)A2-
(sin(b3(Xy))A3-sin(a3(xy))A3)*sin(2*c3(xy))/3/d3(xy)A2:
d4:=(xy)->x:
a4:=(xy)->arctan(sy-y,-x):
b4:=(xy)->arctan(oy-y,-x)+2*Pi:
c4:=(xy)->Pi*(1/2):
s4:=(xy)->(b4(xy)-a4(xy))/2/d4(xy)A2-(sin(2*b4(xy))-sin(2*a4(xy)))*
cos(2*c4(xy))/4/d4(xy)A2+(cos(2*b4(xy))-cos(2*a4(xy)))*
sin(2*c4(xy))/4/d4(xy)A2:
vx4:=(xy)->(sin(b4(xy))-sin(a4(xy)))*sin(c4(xy))A2/d4(xy)A2+
(sin(b4(xy))A3-sin(a4(xy))A3)*cos(2*c4(xy))/3/d4(xy)A2+
(cos(b4(xy))A3-cos(a4(xy))A3)*sin(2*c4(xy))/3/d4(xy)A2:
vy4:=(xy)->-(cos(b4(xy))-cos(a4(xy)))*cos(c4(xy))A2/d4(xy)A2+
(cos(b4(xy))A3-cos(a4(xy))A3)*cos(2*c4(xy))/3/d4(xy)A2-
(sin(b4(xy))A3-sin(a4(xy))A3)*sin(2*c4(xy))/3/d4(xy)A2:
d5:=(xy)->y-oy:
a5:=(xy)->arctan(oy-y,-x):
b5:=(xy)->arctan(oy-yox-x):
c5:=(xy)->Pi:
s5:=(xy)->(b5(xy)-a5(xy))/2/d5(Xy)A2-(sin(2*b5(xy))-sin(2*a5(xy)))*
cos(2*c5(xy))/4/d5(Xy)A2+(cos(2*b5(xy))-cos(2*a5(xy)))*
sin(2*c5(xy))/4/d5(Xgy)A2:
vx5:=(xy)->(sin(b5(xy))-sin(a5(xy)))*sin(c5(Xy))A2/d5(Xy)A2+
(sin(b5(Xy))A3-sin(a5(Xy))A3)*cos(2*c5(xy))/3/d5(xy)A2+
(cos(b5(xy))A3-cos(a5(Xy))A3)*sin(2*c5(xy))/3/d5(Xy)A2:
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vy5:=(x,y)->-(cos(b5(x,y))-cos(a5(x,y)))*cos(c5(x,y))A2/d5(x,y)A2+
(cos(b5(x,y))A3-cos(a5(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c5(x,y))/3/d5(x,y)2-
(sin(b5(x,y))A3-sin(a5(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c5(x,y))/3/d5(x,y)A2:
lsol2:=solve({(ly2-oy)*(x-ox)=(y-oy)*(Ix2-ox), lx2=0},{Ix2,Iy2}):
assign(Isol2):
Ify2:=unapply(ly2,x,y):
Id1:=(x,y)->sy-y:
lal:=(x,y)-> arctan(sy-y, sx-x):
Ib1:=proc(x,y)
if Ify2(x,y)>sy then
arctan(Ify2(x,y)-y, -x) else arctan(sy-y,-x) fi end:
Ic1:=(xy)->O:
Is1:=(x,y)->
(l1(x,y)-la1 (x,y))/2/ld1 (x,y)^2-(sin(2*lb1 (xy))-sin(2*la1 (x,y)))*
cos(2*lcl (x,y))/4/d1 (x,y)A2+(cos(2*lbl (x,y))-cos(2*la1 (x,y)))*
sin(2*Icl (x,y))/4/Id1 (x,y)A2:
Ivxl:=(x,y)->
(sin(lbl (x,y))-sin(lal (x,y)))*sin(Icl (x,y))A2/Ildl (x,y)A2+
(sin(Ib1 (x,y))^3-sin(la1 (x,y))^3)*cos(2*1c1 (x,y))/3/id1 (x,y)^2+
(cos(Ib1 (x,y))^3-cos(la1 (x,y))^3)*sin(2*1c1 (x,y))/3/id1 (x,y)^2:
Ivyl:=(x,y)->
-(cos(Ibl (x,y))-cos(lal (x,y)))*cos(icl (x,y))A2/Idl (x,y)A2+
(cos(lb1 (x,y))^3-cos(la1 (x,y))^3)*cos(2*Ic1 (x,y))/3/id1 (x,y)^2-
(sin(Ib1 (x,y))^3-sin(la1 (x,y))^3)*sin(2*lc1 (xy))/3/il1(xy)^2:
ld2:=(x,y)->x:
la2:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-y, -x):
Ib2:=proc(x,y)
if y<=oy then arctan(Ify2(x,y)-y, -x)
else arctan(oy-y,-x)+2*Pi fi end:
Ic2:=(x,y)->Pi*(1/2):
Is2:=proc(x,y)
if Ify2(x,y)<sy then
(lb2(x,y)-la2(x,y))/2/ld2(x,y)^2-(sin(2*Ib2(x,y))-sin(2*la2(x,y)))*
cos(2*Ic2(x,y))/4/Id2(x,y)A2+(cos(2*lb2(x,y))-cos(2*la2(x,y)))*
sin(2*1c2(x,y))/4/d2(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
Ivx2:=proc(x,y)
if lfy2(x,y)<sy then
(sin(Ib2(x,y))-sin(la2(x,y)))*sin(Ic2(x,y))^2/id2(x,y)^2+
(sin(Ib2(x,y))A3-sin(la2(x,y))A3)*cos(2*lc2(x,y))/3/d2(x,y)A2+
(cos(lb2(x,y))A3-cos(la2(x,y))A3)*sin(2*lc2(x,y))/3/d2(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
lvy2:=proc(x,y)
if Ify2(x,y)<sy then
-(cos(lb2(x,y))-cos(la2(x,y)))*cos(Ic2(x,y))A2/id2(x,y)A2+
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(cos(lb2(xgy))A3-cos(la2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2-
(sin(lb2(xy))A3-sin(la2(Xgy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2 else 0 fi end:
ld3:=(xy)->y-oy:
la3:=(xy)->arctan(oy-y, -x):
lb3:=(xy)->arctan(oy-y, ox-x):
lc3:=(xy)->Pi:
ls3:=proc(xy)
if y>oy then
(lb3(xy)-la3(xy))/2/id3(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb3(xy))-sin(2*la3(xy)))*
cos(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb3(xy))-cos(2*la3(xy)))*
sin(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(xy)A2 else 0 f! end:
lvx3:=proc(xy)
if y>oy then
(sin(lb3(xy))-sin(la3(xy)))*sin(lc3(Xy))A2./id3(Xy)A2+
(sin(lb3(xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb3(Xy))A3-cos(la3(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2 else 0 f! end:
Ivy3:=proc(xy)
if y>oy then
-(cos(lb3(xy))-cos(la3(xy)))*cos(lc3(Xy))A2/id3(xy)A2+
(cos(lb3(Xy))A3-cos(la3(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/ld3(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb3(xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2 else 0 fi end:
ld4:=(xy)->x-ox:
la4:=proc(xy)
if y<=oy then arctan(oy-yox-x)-2*Pi
else arctan(oy-yox-x) fi end:
lb4:=(xy)->arctan(-yox-x):
lc4:=(xy)->Pi*(1/2):
ls4:=(xy)->(lb4(xy)-la4(xy))/2/id4(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb4(xy))-sin(2*la4(xy)))*
cos(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb4(xy))-cos(2*la4(xy)))*
sin(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2:
lvx4:=(xy)->(sin(lb4(xy))-sin(la4(xy)))*sin(lc4(xy))A2/ld4(xy)A2+
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
Ivy4:=(xy)->-(cos(lb4(xy))-cos(la4(xy)))*cos(ic4(xy))A2/id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(Xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2-
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
ld5:=(xy)->y:
la5:=(xy)->arctan(-yox-x):
lb5:=(xy)->arctan(-ysx-x):
IC5:=(xgy)->Pi:
ls5:=(xy)->(lb5(xy)-la5(xy))/2/id5(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb5(xy))-sin(2*la5(xy)))*
cos(2*lc5(xy))/4/id5(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb5(xy))-cos(2*la5(xy)))*
sin(2*lc5(xy))/4/id5(Xy)A2:
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lvx5:=(xy)->(sin(lb5(xy))-sin(la5(xy)))*sin(ic5(Xy))A2/id5(xy)A2+
(sin(lb5(xy))A3-sin(la5(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc5(xy))/3/id5(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb5(Xy))A3-cos(ia5(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc5(xy))/3/id5(Xy)A2:
Ivy5:=(xy)->-(cos(lb5(xy))-cos(la5(xy)))*cos(lc5(Xy))A2/id5(xy)A2+
(cos(lb5(Xy))A3-cos(la5(xy))A3)*cos(2*1c5(xy))/3/id5(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb5(xy))A3-sin(la5(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc5(xy))/3/id5(Xy)A2:
ld6:=(xy)->sx-x:
la6:=(xy)->arctan(-ysx-x):
lb6:=(xy)->arctan(sy-ysx-x):
lc6:=(xy)->Pi*(3/2):
ls6:=(xy)->(lb6(xy)-la6(xy))/2/id6(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb6(xy))-sin(2*la6(xy)))*
cos(2*lc6(xy))/4/id6(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb6(xy))-cos(2*la6(xy)))*
sin(2*lc6(xy))/4/ld6(xy)A2:
lvx6:=(xy)->(sin(lb6(xy))-sin(la6(xy)))*sin(lc6(Xy))A2/id6(xy)A2+
(sin(lb6(xy))A3-sin(la6(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc6(xy))/3/id6(xy)A2+
(cos(lb6(xy))A3-cos(la6(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc6(xy))/3/id6(Xy)A2:
Ivy6:=(xy)->-(cos(lb6(xy))-cos(la6(xy)))*cos(lc6(xy))A2/id6(xy)A2+
(cos(lb6(xy))A3-cos(la6(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc6(xy))/3/id6(xy)A2-
(sin(lb6(xy))A3-sin(la6(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc6(xy))/3/id6(Xy)A2:
lshape:=proc(xy)
if x>O and x<=ox and y<sy and y>oy then
sqrt((vxl (xy)+vx2(xy)+vx3(xy)+vx4(xy)+vx5(xy))A2+
(vyl (xy)+vy2(xy)+vy3(xy)+vy4(xy)+vy5(Xy))A2)/
(sl (xy)+s2(xy)+s3(xy)+s4(xy)+s5(xy))
elif x>ox and x<sx and y<sy and y>O then
sqrt((Ivxl (xy)+Ivx2(xy)+Ivx3(xy)+Ivx4(xy)+Ivx5(xy)+Ivx6(xy))A2+
(Ivyl (xy)+Ivy2(xy)+Ivy3(xy)+Ivy4(xy)+Ivy5(xy)+Ivy6(xy))A2)/
(Isl (xy)+ls2(xy)+ls3(xy)+ls4(xy)+ls5(xy)+ls6(xy))
else 1 f! end:
> plot3d('Ishape(xy)',x=0.001..2.999,y=0.001..2.999,grid=[61,61]);
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>;; rectangle in rectangle
lx:=1 .5:
ly:=l:
sx:=0.5:
sy:=0.5:
dx:=0.2:
dy:=0.2:
dl11:=(x,y)->sy-dy-y:
al11:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-dy-y,sx+dx-x):
b 1:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-dy-y,sx-dx-x):
cl11:=(xy)->O:
si 1:=proc(x,y)
if y<sy-dy then
(bi 1 (x,y)-al 1 (x,y))/2/d1 1 (x,y)A2-(sin(2*bl 1 (x,y))-sin(2*al 1 (x,y)))*
cos(2*cl 1 (xy))/4/d1 1 (x,y)A2+(cos(2*bl 1 (x,y))-cos(2*a1 1 (x,y)))*
sin(2*ci1(x,y))/4/d11(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vxi 1:=proc(x,y)
if y<sy-dy then
(sin(bl 1 (x,y))-sin(a 1 (x,y)))*sin(ci 1 (x,y))A2/dl 1 (x,y)A2+
(sin(bl 1 (x,y))A3-sin(al 1 (x,y))A3)*cos(2*cl 1 (x,y))/3/d1 1 (x,y)A2+
(cos(bl 1 (x,y))A3-cos(al 1 (x,y))A3)*sin(2*cl 1 (x,y))/3/d1 1 (x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vyl 1:=proc(xy)
if y<sy-dy then
-(cos(bl 1 (x,y))-cos(al 1 (x,y)))*cos(cl 1 (x,y))^2/d1 1 (x,y)A2+
(cos(bl 1 (x,y))A3-cos(al 1 (x,y))A3)*cos(2*cl 1 (x,y))/3/d1 1 (x,y)A2-
(sin(bi 1 (x,y))A3-sin(a1 1 (x,y))A3)*sin(2*cl 1 (x,y))/3/d1 1 (x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
d22:=(x,y)->x-sx-dx:
a22:=(x,y)->arctan(sy+dy-y,sx+dx-x):
b21:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-dy-y,sx+dx-x)+2*Pi:
b22:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-dy-y,sx+dx-x):
c22:=(x,y)->Pi*(1/2):
s22:=proc(x,y)
if x>sx+dx and y<=sy+dy and y>sy-dy then
(b21 (x,y)-a22(x,y))/2/d22(x,y)A2-(sin(2*b21 (xy))-sin(2*a22(x,y)))*
cos(2*c22(x,y))/4/d22(x,y)A2+(cos(2*b21 (xy))-cos(2*a22(x,y)))*
sin(2*c22(x,y))/4/d22(x,y)A2
elif x>sx+dx then
(b22(x,y)-a22(x,y))/2/d22(x,y)A2-(sin(2*b22(x,y))-sin(2*a22(x,y)))*
cos(2*c22(x,y))/4/d22(x,y)A2+(cos(2*b22(x,y))-cos(2*a22(x,y)))*
sin(2*c22(x,y))/4/d22(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vx22:=proc(x,y)
if x>sx+dx and y<=sy+dy and y>sy-dy then
(sin(b21 (x,y))-sin(a22(xy)))*sin(c22(x,y))A2/d22(x,y)A2+
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(sin(b21 (x,y))A3-sin(a22(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2+
(cos(b21 (x,y))A3-cos(a22(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2
elif x>sx+dx then
(sin(b22(x,y))-sin(a22(x,y)))*sin(c22(x,y))A2/d22(x,y)A2+
(sin(b22(x,y))A3-sin(a22(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2+
(cos(b22(x,y))A3-cos(a22(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vy22:=proc(x,y)
if x>sx+dx and y<=sy+dy and y>sy-dy then
-(cos(b21 (x,y))-cos(a22(x,y)))*cos(c22(x,y))A2/d22(x,y)A2+
(cos(b21 (x,y))A3-cos(a22(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2-
(sin(b21 (x,y))A3-sin(a22(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2
elif x>sx+dx then
-(cos(b22(x,y))-cos(a22(x,y)))*cos(c22(x,y))A2/d22(x,y)A2+
(cos(b22(x,y))A3-cos(a22(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2-
(sin(b22(xy))A3-sin(a22(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c22(x,y))/3/d22(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
d33:=(x,y)->y-sy-dy:
a33:=(x,y)->arctan(sy+dy-y,sx-dx-x):
b33:=(x,y)->arctan(sy+dy-y,sx+dx-x):
c33:=(x,y)->Pi:
s33:=proc(x,y)
if y>sy+dy then
(b33(x,y)-a33(x,y))/2/d33(x,y)A2-(sin(2*b33(x,y))-sin(2*a33(x,y)))*
cos(2*c33(x,y))/4/d33(x,y)A2+(cos(2*b33(x,y))-cos(2*a33(x,y)))*
sin(2*c33(x,y))/4/d33(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vx33:=proc(x,y)
if y>sy+dy then
(sin(b33(x,y))-sin(a33(x,y)))*sin(c33(x,y))A2/d33(x,y)A2+
(sin(b33(x,y))A3-sin(a33(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c33(x,y))/3/d33(x,y)A2+
(cos(b33(x,y))A3-cos(a33(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c33(x,y))/3/d33(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vy33:=proc(x,y)
if y>sy+dy then
-(cos(b33(x,y))-cos(a33(x,y)))*cos(c33(x,y))A2/d33(x,y)A2+
(cos(b33(x,y))A3-cos(a33(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c33(x,y))/3/d33(x,y)A2-
(sin(b33(x,y))A3-sin(a33(x,y))A3)*sin(2*c33(x,y))/3/d33(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
d44:=(x,y)->sx-dx-x:
a44:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-dy-y,sx-dx-x):
b44:=(x,y)->arctan(sy+dy-y,sx-dx-x):
c44:=(x,y)->Pi*(3/2):
s44:=proc(x,y)
if x<sx-dx then
(b44(x,y)-a44(x,y))/2/d44(x,y)A2-(sin(2*b44(x,y))-sin(2*a44(x,y)))*
cos(2*c44(x,y))/4/d44(x,y)A2+(cos(2*b44(x,y))-cos(2*a44(x,y)))*
sin(2*c44(x,y))/4/d44(x,y)A2 else 0 fi end:
vx44:=proc(x,y)
if x<sx-dx then
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(sin(b44(xgy))-sin(a44(xgy)))*sin(c44(xy))A2/d44(xy)A2+
(sin(b44(xgy))A3-sin(a44(xgy))A3)*cos(2*c44(xy))/3/d44(xy)A2+
(cos(b44(xy))A3-cos(a44(xgy))A3)*sin(2*c44(xy))/3/d44(xy)A2 else 0 fi end:
vy44:=proc(xy)
if x<sx-dx then
-(cos(b44(xy))-cos(a44(xy)))*cos(c44(xy))A2/d44(xy)A2+
(cos(b44(xy))A3-cos(a44(Xy))A3)*cos(2*c44(xy))/3/d44(xy)A2-
(sin(b44(xy))A3-sin(a44(xy))A3)*sin(2*c44(xy))/3/d44(xy)A2 else 0 fi end:
ldl:=(xy)->y:
lal:=(xy)->arctan(-y,-x):
lbl:=(xy)->arctan(-y, lx-x):
lcl:=(XY)->Pi:
lsl:=(xy)->(Ibl (xy)-lal (xy))/2/ldI (Xy)A2-(sin(2*lbl (xy))-sin(2*lal (xy)))*
cos(2*lcl (xy))/4/idl (Xy)A2+(cos(2*lbl (xy))-cos(2*lal (xy)))*
sin(2*lcl (xy))/4/idl (Xy)A2:
lvxl:=(xy)->(sin(lbl (xy))-sin(lal (xy)))*sin(icl (X5y))A2/ld1 (Xgy)A2+
(sin(lbl (Xy))A3-sin(lal (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/idl (Xy)A2+
(cos(lbl (Xy))A3-cos(lal (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lcl (xy))/3/ldl (Xy)A2:
lvyl:=(xy)->-(cos(lbl (xy))-cos(lal (xy)))*cos(Icl (Xy))A2/idl (xy)A2+
(cos(lbl (Xy))A3-cos(lal (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/ldl (Xy)A2-
(sin(lbl (Xy))A3-sin(lal (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lcl (xy))/3/idl (xy)A2:
lb1p3:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-y, sx-dx-x):
Isl p3:=(xy)->(Ibl p3(xy)-lal (xy))/2/ldj (Xy)A2-(sin(2*lbl p3(xy))-sin(2*lal (xy)))*
cos(2*lcl (xy))/4/ldl (Xy)A2+(cos(2*lbl p3(xy))-cos(2*lal (xy)))*
sin(2*lcl (xy))/4/ldl (Xy)A2:
lvx1 p3:=(xy)->(sin(lbl p3(xy))-sin(lal (xy)))*sin(icl (Xqy))A2Jld1 (Xgy)A2+
(sin(lbl p3(Xy))A3-sin(lal (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/idl (Xy)A2+
(cos(lbl p3(Xy))A3-cos(lal (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lcl (xy))/3/idl (Xy)A2:
Ivyl p3:=(xy)->-(cos(lbl p3(xy))-cos(lal (xy)))*cos(icl (xy))A2/ldl (Xy)A2+
(cos(lbl p3(Xy))A3-cos(lal (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/idl (Xy)A2-
(si n(l bl p3(xy))A3-s! n(lal (Xy))A3)*si n(2*lcl (xy))/3/ld 1 (Xy)A2:
lblp2:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-y, sx-dx-x):
Isl p2:=(xy)->(Ibl p2(xy)-lal (xy))/2/idl (Xy)A2-(sin(2*lbl p2(xy))-sin(2*lal (xy)))*
cos(2*lcl (xy))/4/ld1 (Xy)A2+(cos(2*lbl p2(xy))-cos(2*lal (xy)))*
sin(2*lcl (xy))/4/ld1 (Xy)A2:
lvxl p2:=(xy)->(sin(lbl p2(xy))-sin(lal (xy)))*sin(icl (Xqy))A21ld1 (Xy)A2+
(sin(lbl p2(xy))A3-sin(lal (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/ldl (Xy)A2+
(cos(lbl p2(xy))A3-cos(lal (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lcl (xy))/3/ldl (Xy)A2:
Ivyl p2:=(xy)->-(cos(lbl p2(xy))-cos(lal (xy)))*cos(icl (Xy))A2/ld1 (xy)A2+
(cos(lbl p2(Xy))A3-cos(lal (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/ldI (Xy)A2-
(sin(lbl p2(xy))A3-sin(lal (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lcl (xy))/3/idl (Xy)A2:
lal p4:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-ysx+dx-x):
Isl p4:=(xy)->(Ibl (xy)-lal p4(xy))/2/idl (Xy)A2-(sin(2*lbl (xy))-sin(2*lal p4(xy)))*
cos(2*lcl (xy))/4/ld1 (Xy)A2+(cos(2*lbl (xy))-cos(2*lal p4(xy)))*
sin(2*lcl (xy))/4/idl (Xy)A2:
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Ivxl p4:=(x,y)->(sin(Ibl (x,y))-sin(lal p4(x,y)))*sin(Ic1 (x,y))A2/Idl (x,y)A2+
(sin(lb1 (x,y))^-si(la(xy)) ^3)*coslp4(2y)*c(y))/l (x,y)^A2/Idl(xX)A22+
(cos(Ibl (x,y))A3-cos(la1 p4(x,y))A3)*cos(2*Icl (x,y))/3/Idl (x,y)A2-
(sin(lb1 (x~y))^3-sin(lal p4(x,y))^3)*sin(2*Ic1 (x,y))/3/il1(x,y)^2:
lal p1:=(x,y)->arctan(sy+dy-y,sx+dx-x):
Isi p1:=(x,y)->(Ibl (x,y)-lal p1 (x,y))/2/id1 (x,y)A2-(sin(2*Ib1 (x,y))-sin(2*la1 p1 (x,y)))*
cos(2*Icl (x,y))/4/d1 (x,y)A2+(cos(2*b1 (x,y))-cos(2*Ia1 p1 (x,y)))*
sin(2*lcl (x,y))/4/Idl (x,y)A2:
Ivxl p1:=(x,y)->(sin(Ibl (x,y))-sin(lal p1 (x,y)))*sin(icl (x,y))A2/Ildl (x,y)A2+
(sin(Ibl (x,y))A3-sin(la1 p1 (x,y))A3)*cos(2*Ic1 (x,y))/3/ldl (x,y)A2+
(cos(Ibl (x,y))A3-cos(la1 p1 (x,y))A3)*sin(2*Ic1 (x,y))/3/Idl (x,y)A2:
Ivyl p1:=(x,y)->-(cos(lbl (x,y))-cos(lal p1 (x,y)))*cos(Icl (x,y))A2/Idl (x,y)A2+
(cos(Ibl (x,y))A3-cos(la1 p1 (x,y))A3)*cos(2*lcl (xy))/3/id1 (x,y)A2-
(sin(Ibl (x,y))A3-sin(la1 p1 (x,y))A3)*sin(2*Icl (xy))/3/ld1 (x,y)A2:
Isi 1:=proc(x,y)
if y<=sy-dy or y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x or y<=(sy-dy)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-Ix)
then lsl(x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx and y<=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then Isi p3(x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx and y<=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then Isi p4(x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx
then Isi p3(x,y)+Isl p1 (x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx
then Isi p4(xy)+Isl p2(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-lx) and y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then Isi p1 (x,y)+ Isi p2(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then Isi p2(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)
then Isi p1 (x,y)
else 0 fi end:
lvxl 1:=proc(x,y)
if y<=sy-dy or y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x or y<=(sy-dy)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then lvxl(x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx and y<=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)
then Ivxl p3(x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx and y<=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then lvxl p4(x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx
then Ivxl p3(x,y)+Ivxl p1 (x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx
then Ivxl p4(x,y)+Ivxl p2(x,y)
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elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx) and y>=(sy+d
then lvx1 pl (xy)+ lvx1 p2(xy)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then lvx1 p2(xy)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then lvx1 pl (xy)
else 0 fi end:
Ivyll 1:=proc(xy)
if y<=sy-dy or y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x or y<=(sy
then Ivyl (xy)
elif x<=sx-dx and y<=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then Ivyl p3(xy)
elif x>=sx+dx and y<=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then Ivyl p4(xy)
elif x<=sx-dx
then Ivyl p3(xy)+Ivyl pl (xy)
elif x>=sx+dx
then Ivy'l p4(xy)+Ivyl p2(xy)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx) and y>=(sy+d
then Ivy'l pl (xy)+ Ivyl p2(xy)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x
then Ivyl p2(xy)
elif y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then Ivyl pl (xy)
else 0 fi end:
y)/(sx-dx)*x
-dy)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)
y)/(sx-dx)*x
ld2:=(xy)->Ix-x:
la2:=(xy)->arctan(-ylx-x):
lb2:=(xy)->arctan(ly-ylx-x):
lc2:=(xy)->Pi*(3/2):
ls2:=(xy)->(lb2(xy)-la2(xy))/2/id2(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb2(xy))-sin(2*la2(xy)))*
cos(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb2(xy))-cos(2*la2(xy)))*
sin(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xy)A2:
lvx2:=(xy)->(sin(lb2(xy))-sin(la2(xy)))*sin(ic2(Xy))A2Jld2(xy)A2+
(sin(lb2(xy))A3-sin(la2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb2(xy))A3-cos(ia2(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2:
lvy2:=(xy)->-(cos(lb2(xy))-cos(la2(xy)))*cos(lc2(Xy))A2/id2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2(Xy))A3-cos(la2(Xy))A3)*cos(2*1c2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2-
(sin(lb2(xy))A3-sin(la2(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2:
lb2p4:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-ysx+dx-x):
ls2p4:=(xy)->(lb2p4(xy)-la2(xy))/2/1d2(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb2p4(xy))-sin(2*la2(xy)))
cos(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(xy)A2+(Cos(2*lb2p4(xy))-cos(2*la2(xy)))*
sin(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xgy)A2:
lvx2p4:=(xy)->(sin(lb2p4(xy))-sin(la2(xy)))*sin(ic2(xy))A2/id2(xy)A2+
(sin(lb2p4(xy))A3-sin(la2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3Ad2(xy)A2+
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(cos(lb2p4(xly))A3-cos(la2(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2:
lvy2p4:=(xy)->-(cos(lb2p4(xgy))-cos(la2(xy)))*cos(ic2(Xy))A2/ld2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2p4(xy))A3-cos(la2(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/ld2(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb2p4(xy))A3-sin(la2(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/ld2(Xy)A2:
lb2p3:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-ysx-dx-x):
ls2p3:=(xy)->(lb2p3(xy)-la2(xy))/2/id2(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb2p3(xy))-sin(2*la2(xy)))
cos(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb2p3(xy))-cos(2*la2(xy)))*
sin(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xgy)A2:
lvx2p3:=(xy)->(sin(lb2p3(xy))-sin(la2(xy)))*sin(lc2(Xy))A2/ld2(xy)A2+
(sin(lb2p3(xy))A3-sin(la2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2p3(xy))A3-cos(la2(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2:
lvy2p3:=(xy)->-(cos(lb2p3(xy))-cos(la2(xy)))*cos(ic2(Xy))A?-/ld2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2p3(Xy))A3-cos(la2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb2p3(xy))A3-sin(la2(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/ld2(xy)A2:
la2pl:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-ysx+dx-x):
ls2pl:=(xy)->(lb2(xy)-la2pl (xy))/2/id2(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb2(xy))-sin(2*la2pl (xy)))*
cos(2*lc2(xy))/4/ld2(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb2(xy))-cos(2*la2pl (xy)))*
sin(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xy)A2:
lvx2pl:=(xy)->(sin(lb2(xy))-sin(la2pl (xy)))*sin(ic2(Xy))A2/id2(xy)A2+
(sin(lb2(xy))A3-sin(la2pl (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb2(xy))A3-cos(la2pl (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/ld2(Xy)A2:
lvy2pl:=(xy)->-(cos(lb2(xy))-cos(la2pl (xy)))*cos(ic2(xy))A2/id2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2(xy))A3-cos(la2pl (Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2-
(sin(lb2(Xy))A3-sin(la2pl (Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2:
la2p2:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-ysx-dx-x):
ls2p2:=(xy)->(lb2(xy)-la2p2(xy))/2/id2(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb2(xy))-sin(2*la2p2(xy)))*
cos(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb2(xy))-cos(2*la2p2(xy)))*
sin(2*lc2(xy))/4/id2(Xy)A2:
lvx2p2:=(xy)->(sin(lb2(xy))-sin(la2p2(xy)))*sin(ic2(Xy))A,2/id2(xy)A2+
(sin(lb2(xy))A3-sin(la2p2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2(xy))A3-cos(la2p2(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(Xy)A2:
lvy2p2:=(xy)->-(cos(lb2(xy))-cos(la2p2(xy)))*cos(ic2(xy))A?-/ld2(xy)A2+
(cos(lb2(xy))A3-cos(la2p2(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb2(Xy))A3-sin(la2p2(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc2(xy))/3/id2(Xy)A2:
ls22:=proc(xy)
if x>=sx+dx or y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
or y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then ls2(xy)
ellif y>=sy+dy and y>=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)
then ls2pl(xy)
elif y<=sy-dy and y<=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then ls2p4(xy)
elif y>=sy+dy
then Is2pl (xy)+ls2p3(xy)
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elif y<=sy-dy
then Is2p4(x,y)+1s2p2(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-Ix) and y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then Is2p3(x,y)+ ls2p2(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)
then Is2p3(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)+Iy
then Is2p2(x,y)
else 0 fi end:
Ivx22:=proc(x,y)
if x>=sx+dx or y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)+Iy
or y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)
then Ivx2(xy)
elif y>=sy+dy and y>=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)
then Ivx2pl(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy and y<=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then Ivx2p4(x,y)
elif y>=sy+dy
then lvx2pl (x,y)+lvx2p3(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy
then Ivx2p4(x,y)+Ivx2p2(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-lx) and y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)+1y
then Ivx2p3(x,y)+ Ivx2p2(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-lx)
then Ivx2p3(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then Ivx2p2(x,y)
else 0 fi end:
Ivy22:=proc(x,y)
if x>=sx+dx or y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)+ly
or y>=(sy+dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-lx)
then Ivy2(x,y)
elif y>=sy+dy and y>=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)
then Ivy2pl(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy and y<=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then Ivy2p4(x,y)
elif y>=sy+dy
then Ivy2pl(x,y)+Ivy2p3(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy
then Ivy2p4(x,y)+Ivy2p2(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx) and y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)+Iy
then lvy2p3(x,y)+ Ivy2p2(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)
then Ivy2p3(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-Ix)*(x-lx)+ly
then Ivy2p2(x,y)
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else 0 fi end:
ld3:=(xy)->Iy-y:
la3:=(xy)->arctan(ly-ylx-x):
lb3:=(xy)->arctan(ly-y,-X):
lc3:=(xy)->O:
ls3:=(xy)->(lb3(xy)-la3(xy))/2/id3(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb3(xy))-sin(2*la3(xy)))*
cos(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb3(xy))-cos(2*la3(xy)))*
sin(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(xy)A2:
lvx3:=(xy)->(sin(lb3(xy))-sin(la3(xy)))*sin(lc3(Xy))A2/id3(xy)A2+
(sin(lb3(Xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb3(Xy))A3-cos(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/ld3(Xy)A2:
Ivy3:=(xy)->-(cos(lb3(xy))-cos(la3(xy)))*cos(ic3(xy))A21id3(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb3(Xy))A3-cos(la3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2-
(sin(lb3(Xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2:
lb3pl:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-ysx+dx-x):
ls3pl:=(xy)->(lb3pl (xy)-la3(xy))/2/ld3(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb3p1 (xy))-sin(2*la3(xy)))
cos(2*lc3(xy))/4/ld3(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb3p1 (xy))-cos(2*la3(xy)))*
sin(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(xy)A2:
lvx3p1:=(xy)->(sin(lb3p1 (xy))-sin(la3(xy)))*sin(ic3(Xy))A2/id3(xy)A2+
(sin(lb3pl (Xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb3pl (Xy))A3-cos(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2:
lvy3pl:=(xy)->-(cos(lb3pl (xy))-cos(la3(xy)))*cos(lc3(xy))A2/ld3(xy)A2+
(cos(lb3pl (Xy))A3-cos(la3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb3pl (Xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2:
lb3p4:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-ysx+dx-x):
ls3p4:=(xy)->(lb3p4(xy)-la3(xy))/2/id3(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb3p4(xy))-sin(2*la3(xy)))*
cos(2*lc3(xy))/4/ld3(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb3p4(xy))-cos(2*la3(xy)))*
sin(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(Xy)A2:
lvx3p4:=(xy)->(sin(lb3p4(xy))-sin(la3(xy)))*sin(ic3(Xy))A?./id3(xy)A2+
(sin(lb3p4(xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2+
(cos(lb3p4(xy))A3-cos(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2:
Ivy3p4:=(xy)->-(cos(lb3p4(xy))-cos(la3(xy)))*cos(lc3(Xy))A2/id3(Xy)A2+
(cos(lb3p4(xy))A3-cos(la3(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2-
(sin(lb3p4(Xy))A3-sin(la3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2:
la3p2:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-ysx-dx-x):
ls3p2:=(xy)->(lb3(xy)-la3p2(xy))/2/id3(Xy)A2-(sin(2*lb3(xy))-sin(2*la3p2(xy)))
cos(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(Xy)A2+(cos(2*lb3(xy))-cos(2*la3p2(xy)))*
sin(2*lc3(xy))/4/id3(xy)A2:
lvx3p2:=(xy)->(sin(lb3(xy))-sin(la3p2(xy)))*sin(ic3(Xy))A2/id3(xy)A2+
(sin(lb3(Xy))A3-sin(la3p2(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2+
(cos(lb3(Xy))A3-cos(la3p2(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(xy)A2:
lvy3p2:=(xy)->-(cos(lb3(xy))-cos(la3p2(xy)))*cos(ic3(xy))A21id3(xy)A2+
(cos(lb3(Xy))A3-cos(la3p2(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc3(xy))/3/id3(Xy)A2-
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(sin(lb3(x,y))A3-sin(la3p2(x,y))A3)*sin(2*lc3(x,y))/3/d3(x,y)A2:
la3p3:=(x,y)->arctan(sy-dy-y,sx-dx-x):
Is3p3:=(x,y)->(Ib3(x,y)-la3p3(x,y))/2/id3(x,y)A2-(sin(2*lb3(x,y))-sin(2*Ia3p3(x,y)))
cos(2*Ic3(x,y))/4/id3(x,y)A2+(cos(2*Ib3(x,y))-cos(2*Ia3p3(x,y)))*
sin(2*Ic3(x,y))/4/id3(x,y)A2:
lvx3p3:=(x,y)->(sin(b3(x,y))-sin(la3p3(x,y)))*sin(c3(x,y))A2/id3(x,y)A2+
(sin(Ib3(x,y))A3-sin(la3p3(x,y))A3)*cos(2*Ic3(x,y))/3/d3(x,y)A2+
(cos(Ib3(x,y))A3-cos(la3p3(x,y))A3)*sin(2*Ic3(x,y))/3/1Id3(x,y)A2:
Ivy3p3:=(x,y)->-(cos(lb3(x,y))-cos(la3p3(x,y)))*cos(Ic3(x,y))A2Id3(x,y)A2+
(cos(b3(x,y))A3-cos(la3p3(x,y))A3)*cos(2*c3(x,y))/3/d3(x,y)A2-
(sin(Ib3(x,y))A3-sin(la3p3(x,y))A3)*sin(2*1c3(x,y))/3/Id3(x,y)A2:
Is33:=proc(x,y)
if y>=sy+dy or y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)+Iy or y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+Iy
then Is3(x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx and y>=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+Iy
then ls3pl (xy)
elif x<=sx-dx and y>=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)+Iy
then Is3p2(x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx
then Is3pl(x,y)+s3p3(x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx
then Is3p2(x,y)+1s3p4(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+Iy and y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-lx)+Iy
then s3p3(x,y)+ Is3p4(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)+ly
then Is3p4(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+Iy
then Is3p3(x,y)
else 0 fi end:
Ivx33:=proc(x,y)
if y>=sy+dy or y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy or y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+y
then Ivx3(x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx and y>=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+Iy
then Ivx3pl (x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx and y>=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-Ix)+ly
then lvx3p2(x,y)
elif x>=sx+dx
then Ivx3pl(x,y)+lvx3p3(x,y)
elif x<=sx-dx
then Ivx3p2(x,y)+Ivx3p4(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+Iy and y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-Ix)*(x-lx)+Iy
then Ivx3p3(x,y)+ Ivx3p4(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-Ix)+Iy
then Ivx3p4(x,y)
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elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+ly
then lvx3p3(xy)
else 0 f i end:
Ivy33:=proc(xy)
if y>=sy+dy or y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx-dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy or y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+ly
then lvy3(xy)
elif x>=sx+dx and y>=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+ly
then lvy3pl(xy)
elif x<=sx-dx and y>=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then lvy3p2(xy)
elif x>=sx+dx
then Ivy3pl(xy)+Ivy3p3(xy)
elif x<=sx-dx
then lvy3p2(xy)+Ivy3p4(xy)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+ly and y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then lvy3p3(xy)+ lvy3p4(xy)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx+dx-lx)*(x-lx)+Iy
then lvy3p4(xy)
elif y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+ly
then Ivy3p3(xy)
else 0 fi end:
ld4:=(xy)->x:
la4:=(xy)->arctan(ly-y,-x):
lb4:=(xy)->arctan(-y,-x)+2*Pi:
lc4:=(xy)->Pi*(1/2):
ls4:=(xy)->(lb4(xy)-la4(xy))/2/ld4(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb4(xy))-sin(2*la4(xy)))*
cos(2*lc4(xy))/4/ld4(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb4(xy))-cos(2*la4(xy)))*
sin(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2:
lvx4:=(xy)->(sin(lb4(xy))-sin(la4(xy)))*sin(lc4(xy))A2/id4(xy)A2+
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
lvy4:=(xy)->-(cos(lb4(xy))-cos(la4(xy)))*cos(lc4(xy))A2Jld4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2-
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
lb4p2:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-ysx-dx-x)+2*Pi:
ls4p2:=(xy)->(lb4p2(xy)-la4(xy))/2/ld4(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb4p2(xy))-sin(2*la4(xy)))*
cos(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb4p2(xy))-cos(2*la4(xy)))*
sin(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2:
lvx4p2:=(xy)->(sin(lb4p2(xy))-sin(la4(xy)))*sin(ic4(xy))A21id4(xy)A2+
(sin(lb4p2(xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4p2(xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
lvy4p2:=(xgy)->-(cos(lb4p2(xy))-cos(la4(xy)))*cos(ic4(xy))A2/id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4p2(Xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2-
(sin(lb4p2(xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
lb4pl:=(xy)->arctan(sy+dy-ysx+dx-x):
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ls4pl:=(xy)->(lb4pl (xgy)-la4(xy))/2/id4(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb4pl (xy))-sin(2*la4(xy)))*
cos(2*lc4(xgy))/4/id4(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb4pl (xy))-cos(2*la4(xy)))*
sin(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2:
lvx4pl:=(xy)->(sin(lb4pl (xy))-sin(la4(xy)))*sin(ic4(xy))A2/id4(xy)A2+
(sin(lb4pl (Xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4pl (Xy))A3-cos(la4(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2:
lvy4pl:=(xy)->-(cos(ib4pl (xy))-cos(la4(xy)))*cos(ic4(xy))A2/id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4pl (Xy))A3-cos(la4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2-
(sin(lb4pl (Xy))A3-sin(la4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
la4p3:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-ysx-dx-x):
ls4p3:=(xy)->(lb4(xy)-la4p3(xy))/2/id4(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb4(xy))-sin(2*la4p3(xy)))*
cos(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb4(xy))-cos(2*1a4p3(xy)))*
sin(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2:
lvx4p3:=(xy)->(sin(lb4(xy))-sin(la4p3(xy)))*sin(ic4(xy))A2/ld4(xy)A2+
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4p3(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4p3(Xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2:
lvy4p3:=(xy)->-(cos(lb4(xy))-cos(la4p3(xy)))*cos(ic4(xy))A2/id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4p3(Xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2-
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4p3(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
la4p4:=(xy)->arctan(sy-dy-ysx+dx-x)+2*Pi:
ls4p4:=(xy)->(lb4(xy)-la4p4(xy))/2/id4(xy)A2-(sin(2*lb4(xy))-sin(2*la4p4(xy)))*
cos(2*lc4(xy))/4/id4(xy)A2+(cos(2*lb4(xy))-cos(2*la4p4(xy)))*
sin(2*lc4(xy))/4/ld4(xy)A2:
lvx4p4:=(xy)->(sin(lb4(xy))-sin(la4p4(xy)))*sin(ic4(xy))A21ld4(xy)A2+
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4p4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4p4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/id4(xy)A2:
Ivy4p4:=(xy)->-(cos(lb4(xy))-cos(la4p4(xy)))*cos(ic4(xy))A21id4(xy)A2+
(cos(lb4(xy))A3-cos(la4p4(xy))A3)*cos(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2-
(sin(lb4(xy))A3-sin(la4p4(xy))A3)*sin(2*lc4(xy))/3/ld4(xy)A2:
ls44:=proc(xy)
if x<=sx-dx or y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x or y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+ly
then ls4(xy)
elif y<=sy-dy and y<=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+ly
then ls4p3(xy)
elif y>sy+dy and y>=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then ls4p2(xy)
el if y<=sy-dy
then ls4p3(xy)+ls4pl(xy)
elif y>sy+dy
then ls4p2(xy)+ls4p4(xy)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+ly and y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then ls4pl(xy)+ ls4p4(xy)
elif y>(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+ly
then ls4pl(xy)
elif y<(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
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then Is4p4(x,y)
else 0 fi end:
Ivx44:=proc(x,y)
if x<=sx-dx or y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x or y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+Iy
then Ivx4(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy and y<=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+ly
then lvx4p3(x,y)
elif y>sy+dy and y>=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then Ivx4p2(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy
then lvx4p3(x,y)+Ivx4pl(x,y)
elif y>sy+dy
then lvx4p2(x,y)+lvx4p4(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+Iy and y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then Ivx4pl(x,y)+ Ivx4p4(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+Iy
then Ivx4pl(x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then Ivx4p4(x,y)
else 0 fi end:
Ivy44:=proc(x,y)
if x<=sx-dx or y>=(sy+dy)/(sx-dx)*x or y<=(sy-dy-ly)/(sx-dx)*x+1y
then lvy4(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy and y<=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+ly
then Ivy4p3(x,y)
elif y>sy+dy and y>=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then Ivy4p2(x,y)
elif y<=sy-dy
then Ivy4p3(x,y)+Ivy4pl(x,y)
elif y>sy+dy
then Ivy4p2(x,y)+Ivy4p4(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+Iy and y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then Ivy4pl(x,y)+ Ivy4p4(x,y)
elif y>=(sy+dy-ly)/(sx+dx)*x+y
then Ivy4p1 (x,y)
elif y<=(sy-dy)/(sx+dx)*x
then Ivy4p4(x,y)
else 0 fi end:
Is:=(x,y)-> si 1 (x,y)+s22(x,y)+s33(x,y)+s44(x,y)+Is1 1 (x,y)+1s22(x,y)+1s33(x,y)+Is
44(x,y):
lvx:=(x,y)->(vxl 1 (x,y)+vx22(x,y)+vx33(x,y)+vx44(x,y)+Ivxl 1 (x,y)+1vx22(x,y)+Ivx3
3(x,y)+1vx44(x,y))/Is(x,y):
Ivy:=(x,y)->(vyl 1 (x,y)+vy22(x,y)+vy33(x,y)+vy44(x,y)+Ivyl 1 (x,y)+1vy22(x,y)+Ivy3
3(x,y)+Ivy44(x,y))/Is(x,y):
bigrect:=(x,y)-> sqrt(vx(x,y)A2+lvy(x,y)A2):
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rectinrect:=proc(x,y)
if x>=sx-dx and x<=sx+dx and y>=sy-dy and y<=sy+dy
then 8/3/Pi
else bigrect(x,y) fi end:
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..2.1 99,y=0.001 .. 1.099,grid=[1 0,5]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..2.1 99,y=O.001..1.099,grid=[1 00,50]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=1.701..1.799,y=0.201..0.649,grid=[6,30]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.901..1.099,y=1.301..1.499,grid=[25,25]);
Warning in iris-plot: empty plot
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..2.999,y=0.001..2.099,grid=[75,50]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..1.999,y=0.001..2.099,grid=[51,53]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..5.999,y=0.001..2.999,grid=[10,5]); 70
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..5.999,y=0.001..2.999,grid=[100,50]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..0.999,y=0.001..0.999,grid=[50,50]);
> plot3d('rectinrect(x,y)',x=0.001..1.499,y=0.001..0.999,grid=[75,50]);
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make 4 directions, 0, 180, 90, 270, thus make 8 segments
;;0 up
(defun propagate-0 (ia result &aux cd)
(dotimes (x (array-dimension ia 0) result)
(setf cd -1)
(dotimes (y (array-dimension ia 1) '())
(when (equal (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
(if (equal cd -1) ' ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 0) cd)
(setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
;;;180 down
(defun propagate-180 (ia result &aux y cd)
(dotimes (x (array-dimension ia 0) result)
(setf cd -1)
(setf y (array-dimension ia 1))
(dotimes (auxy y '())
(setf y (- y 1)) ;; I think this is a brilliant code
(when (equal (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
(if (equal cd -1) ' ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 8) cd)
(setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
;;;90 right
(defun propagate-90 (ia result &aux cd)
(dotimes (y (array-dimension ia 1) result)
(setf cd -1)
(dotimes (x (array-dimnensicn ia 0) '())
(when (equal (aref ia x y) 1; (setf cd 0))
(if (equal cd -1) ' ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 4) cd)
(setf cd (+ cd 1))))
;;;270 left
(defun propagate-270 (ia result &aux x cd)
(dotimes (y (array-dimension ia 1) result)
( f cd -1)
(setf x (array-dimension ia 0)
(dotimes (aux x '())
(setf x (- x 1)) ;; I think this is a brilliant code
(when (equal (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
(if (equal cd -1) ' ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 12) cd)
(setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
add 4 directions, 45, 135, 225, 315 thus make 16 segments
;;;45 up right
;;;Observe that the distances will be in sqr 2 units.
(defun propagate-45 (ia result &aux cd x y xsize ysize xmax ymax)
(setf ysize (array-dimension ia 1))
(setf xsize (array-dimension ia 0))
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1) result) auxx goes from left to right
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (min - xsize auxx) ysize))
(dotimes (auxy (- ymax 1) '))
(setf y (+ auxy 1))
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(setf x (+ auxx y))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (- x 1) y) 1) (=
(t '(M)
(if (= cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 2) cd)
(dotimes (auxy (- ysize 1) result)
(setf cd -1)
(setf xmax (min (- ysize auxy) xsize))
(dotimes (auxx (- xmax 1) '())
(setf x (+ auxx 1))
(setf y (+ auxy x))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (- x 1) y) 1) (=
(t ')))
(if (= cd -1) '()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 2) cd)
10/9,92 3.: : PM
(aref ia x (- y 1)) 1)) (setf cd .5))
(setf cd (+ cd 1))))))
(aref ia x (- y 1)) 1)) (setf cd .5))
(setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
;;;225 down left
;;;Observe that the distances will be in (sqr 2) units.
(defun propagate-225 (ia result &aux cd x y xsize ysize =max ymax)
(setf ysize (array-dimension ia 1))
(setf xsize (array-dimension ia 0))
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1) result)
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (min (- xsize auxx) ysize))
(dotimes (auxy (- ymax 1) ')
(setf y (- ymax auxy 2))
(setf x (+ auxx y))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) y) 1) (= (aref ia x (+ y 1))
(t '()))
(if (= cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 10) cd) (setf cd (+ cd 1))))
(dotimes (auxy (- ysize 1) result)
(setf cd -1)
(setf xmax (min (- ysize auxy) xsize))
(dotimes (auxx (- xmax 1) '))
(setf x (- xmax auxx 2))
(setf y (+ auxv x))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) y) 1) (= (aref ia x (+ y 1)) 1))
(t 'C)))
(if (= cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 10) cd) (setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
(setf cd .5))
(setf cd .5))
;;;315 up left
;;;Observe that the distances will be in (sqr 2) units.
(defun propagate-315 (ia result &aux cd xsize ysize x y xmax ymax)
(setf ysize (array-dimension ia 1))
(setf xsize (array-dimension ia 0))
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1) result) auxx goes from right to left
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (min (- xsize auxx) ysize))
(dotimes (auxy C- ymax 1) 'C))
(setf y (+ auxy 1))
(setf x (- xsize auxx y 1))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) y) 1) (= (aref ia x (- y 1)) 1)) (setf cd .5))
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(t ))
(if (= cd -1) '()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 14) cd) (setf cd (+ cd 1))))))
(dotimes (auxy (- ysize 1) result)
(setf cd -1)
(setf xmax (min (- ysize auxy) xsize))
(dotimes (auxx (- xmax 1) '())
(setf x (- xsize auxx 2))
(setf y (+ auxy auxx 1))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) y) 1) (= (aref ia x (- y 1)) 1)) (setf cd .5))
(t ')))
(if (= cd -1) '()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 14) cd) (setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
;;;135 down right
;;;Observe that the distances will be in (sqr 2) units.
(defun propagate-135 (ia result &aux cd x y xsize ysize xmax ymax)
(setf ysize (array-dimension ia 1))
(setf xsize (array-dimension ia 0))
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1) result) auxx goes from right to left
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (min (- xsize auxx) ysize))
(dotimes (auxy (- ymax 1) '))
(setf y (- ymax auxy 2))
(setf x (- xsize auxx y 1))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (- x 1) y) 1) (= (aref ia x ( y 1)
(t ()))
(if (= cd -1) ')
(prcgn (setf (aref result x y 6) cd) (setf od (- cd 1)
(dotimes (auxy (- ysize 1) result)
(setf cd -1
(setf xmax (min (- ysize auxy) xsize))
(dotimes (auxx (- xmax 1) ' () ) ;;auxx from left to right
(setf x (+ (- xsize xmax) auxx 1))
(setf y (- (- xsize x 1) auxy))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (- x 1) y) 1) ( (aref ia x (+ y 1)) 1)
(t ')))
(if (= cd -1) '()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 6) cd) (setf cd (+ cd 1)))))))
(setf cd .5))
) (setf cd .5
add 8 directions, 26.6, 63.4, 116.6, 153.4, 206.6, 243.4, 296.6, 333.4 degree, thus Ma
ske 32 segments
;;26.6 upright 2/1
;;;Observe that the distances will be in sqr 5 units.
(defun propagate-27 (ia result &aux cd x y xsize ysize xmrax ymax)
(setf ysize (array-dimension ia 1))
(setf xsize (array-dimension ia 0))
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1) result) auxx goes from left to right
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (min (- xsize auxx 1) (floor (/ (- ysize 1) 2))))
(dotimes (auxy ymax '())
(setf y (+ (* auxy 2) 2))
(setf x (+ auxx auxy 1) )
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
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and 'aref ia (- x 1 y 1) ,= 1are: ia - y 1) 1) (setf 2 3)
(a. (= (=areref ia x - 1L) 1, set- c
;;((and = (aref ia (- x 1) y) 1) (= (aref ia x y 2) 1) (seti cd. 4 3 2
(t '
(if = cd -1) (
(progn (sezf (aref result x y 1) cd) (seof d( cd 2
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1) result) ;; auc es from left to right
(setf cd-
(setf ymax (min (- xsie auxx, 1) (floor (/
(dotimes (axy ymax'(
(sety au- 21)
(setf x (+ auxx a-ce 1
(cond aref la x y, 1) (setf cd 0))
and aref ia (- x 1) y) 1)
size 2
(aref ia x y 1) 1). (set: cd
arefia - xl) (y 1)) are a x -c 1 I l' set
a are: ia - x 1) = are ia x '- y 21 (set: cd
(if(= cd K1
(progn ( 'arc-. result x y
(dotiracS'
(seti
(setf xmax (-i (f..or (' (- si e aux; 2)
(c:ni::d a i x
are: ta x -,1(ei
* .- --.--- ' -, -a - * 2 -iz ix)are La f -a .
, , Ot uo. L
;,Obse-- -- wll he S= 5
(defun propagate-227 ia result &aux cd x y xsiZe ysi e xmax yma--:
(seti ysize (array-dimension ia 1)
(setf xsize (array-H:mension ia 0)
(dotimes (auxx (- :Size 1) result) aux-c goes frm e= t to right
(setf cd
(setf ym. mi L - xs:ze auxxa 1) (fcor ( ysize 2:.
(dotimes uxyax ' ) )
(setf y - ( yax auxy 1) 2))
(setf x ( aux- (- ymax auxy 1)))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (seti cd 0)
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) ( y 1 1) (= aref ia x (- y 1K) 1)
\~. , ,
(if ( cd -
(proon (setf (aref result x 9) cd) (seti d (+ od 2))
(dotimes (au: (- xsize 2) result) auxx goes from. left to right
(setf cd -1)
(set: ymax (Min- xsize auxx 2 (cloor (/ ,- ys-.e 2)
(dotimes (au-ei ya (
(set y (- - ymax auxy) 2) 1)
(setf x ( au:cc (- ymax auev)
(cond (( (aref ia x y 1 (setf cc 0K
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,and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) (+ v I) ) aref ia x ( y 1) )) (set
ed -1) 'H(
-rogn (setf (aref result x y 9 ) cd) (se d: (+ cd 2)) )
(dotimes (aucy (- ysize 2) result)
-1)
Se:e f-ax (min (flcor (/ (- ysize aux'; 1) 2 -xsize 1))
d-cimes (auxx xmax '7(
x (- xmax auxx 1
y (+ auxy (* (- xau 1) 2;) )
(= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf -4 )
(and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) (+ y 1)) 1 = aref ia x (' y 1) 1) (se:
it 'M)
cd -1) ()
croan (setf (are: result xy c9 : se: c:- (+ cd 2)
63.' upright 1/2
;O- at the distances w be 11r 5 units.
(def'-n p:ropagate-63 (ia resul- &aux c d x - Size Yixax ymax)
(serS ysie (array-dimension ia 1
(setS xsize (arrav-dimension ia 0)7
(d:t:ime _ =auxx (- xsize 2; result) ;; au- g r l to r
e:5 c. -1)
. (in (f ( - xsize a-x
a mes (auxy vnax
se iy +auxy 1)
car-ef ia x y) 1) (setS
n(aref ia (- x 1, -
- -Cestc
ay
x aux- 2 2
n ar a x 1 (set 
and (are ia(- x
a (set fare: resul x y
- ysize 1)
re= ia - x 1 yse 
--
setS :5 - cd A
(do ra: axy ( '- ysize result;; auo: goes :r:m hottom
i (au=: xmax
y (+ auxy aux: 1)
setix ( (*auxx 2) i
(aref ia x y) 1) (setS c6 2
and ( (aref ia (- x 1) -y ) 1. aref ia (- x 1) y 1) se
t )
- Z 6 -1) H(
proan (setf (ar=-f result x y4 3c),setf o6. cA 2 K))
;243.A lefrow:n 1/2
; Obsere tat the distances will be in c- 5 uni
(defun troac-ate-243 (ia result &aux :cd x y, xsize y;sze xnax vmax)
(setS vsi:ze (array-dimension ia 1)
(setf xsize (arrav-dimension ia 0,
(doris (auxx - xsize : resul-) ; ; :ges o lef c rgh
(lsezf cd-1
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set: .ax (min (floor ( xsie auxx 2)) (- ysize 1
(do times (auxy ymax ()
(setz y (- ymax auxy , ; y ends a- -
(setf x (+ (* 2 (- ymax auxy 1) ) auxxc)
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) (- y 1) 1) (= (aref ia x 1 y) 1)) (s cr
(t '()))
(if (= cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 11) cd) (setf cd (+ cd 2))))))
(dctimes (auxy (- ysize 2: result) auxx goes from bottom up
(setf cd -1)
(setf xmax (min (floor (/ xsize 2)) (- ysize auxy 2)
dotimes (auxx xmax ' auc is y incrementa:ion
set: y (+ auxy (- xmax auxx )-)
_Set x (* (- xmax au.: 1) 2)
cond ( (= (aref ia x 1) (setf d 0))
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) y 1)) 1) (= (aref ia ' xl) v). 1) (set: -
(t ' ))
i cd-1) ')
(progn (setf (arf resul: x y 11) od) (setf cd -+ Cd 2))
'doims (auxy (- ysize 2, result' ;; a.:: goes fron bCottom uP
se cd -1)
( ax (mn (floor xsize ) 2 (- ysize auxy 2
i (aux max ' () a ; auxx: is increasing one by one
s et y (+ auxy (- xmax aucx :-
e x(- - (- xmax auxx 2 l
C () =)7 (aref is 1) (sef c
(and (= (aref ia (+ x 1 v P( (aref ia - x 1) - 1 e o
_r (= cdn -1) 'z
-s- c-c
;a Oere at te dfistzan ce s sil be i, ag uiS.
c proa aga te -3 (ia result &au: z: xsize ysize xma:' a
(array-dirmensin a
d7:ma (ax (- xsze resu,-lt ; xgeS from rt:o e
s a mi - x 1 Lc:r - ysize 1) 2 : ;ax is the (-..i
andl c actual
( o i=s ( auxy y max'()
sez: y (+ au-
Se,:-,7 X (- xsize auxay2
co=nr= (aref a x y ly1 ) (setf cdo2))
((and (= (are-f i a (+ x 1) l )( (aref ia x v- 13 1 )
(i =cd -1) '(
(p:rogn (setf (areff result: x y 15 cd (set--: ca- (+ cd-" 2))))
(dotimes (auxx (- xsize 1, result) ;au= goes from right to left
(setf Cd -1)
(setf ymax (min (- xsize au-c 1) (floor (/ ysize 2)))
(c r.-es (auxy ymax ' () )
(set- y (+ (v auxy 2) 1))
(seti x (- xsize auc auxy 2))
(cocn ((= (aref ia x v) 1) (setf ca O)
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) (- y )) 1) ( (aref ia x (- y 1)) 1) (set f c
(t '())
(if cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 15' cd) (setf cd (+ c- 2))))))
(dotimes (atuxy (- ysize 3) result;
(seti x=.ax (min (floor ( - ysize aun: 2) 2)) (- xsize 1'
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(dotimes (auxx xmax ' ( ) )
(setf x (- xsize auxx 2';
(setf y (+ auxy (* auxx 2
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1, (etf cd 3))
((and (= (aref ia (- x 1 (- y 1)) 1) (= (aref ia x - - 1) 1) (setf cd
(t ())
(if (= cd -1) '
(progn (setf (aref result x y 15; cd) (setf cd (- cd 2
;153.4 downright - 2/1
;Observe that the distances will be in sgr 5 units.
(defun propagate-153 (ia resul> &aux cd x y xsize ysize xa:, a
(setf ysize (array-dimension ia 1)
(setf xsize (array-dimension ia C))
(dotimes (aux (- xsize 1) result) auxx gces from lef- r
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (m - xsize au:c l (flcor (/ ysize 2)))
(dotimes (auxy ymax '( aux is the nu3;er of y, no o ;:=acal v value
(set y (* (- max auxy
(setf x (+ (- xsize auxx .a: aur=.,
cond ((= (aref ia x y) setf cd 
((and (= (aref ia - + ( 1) l = are is (setz: CC!
(if (=cd -1 '(
(progn (setf (aref resnl: x 7: cd) (setf cd (- c*
dotimes (au- (- xsize 2; res auxx es from
(set -cd -1)
setf y.a-<(x n ( xs-ze a---c-r
Sdo i-me s ( au- y '-
V -S z e:
(are: ia x y set: od
(and (aref ia -
a
: e f cd
(doims aur ( yiz 2 res
'e cd 1)
(se-z xm=ax:, m n (l c - e a'-::7.-
( detime  (auxx, x-,a..'
se =t': x (+ (- xsiz:e xm.ax' a=:c
seiy(+ auxy -, ( xr, a,-xx,; 2) 1
cond (=(aref:i x y) setz cd ;
(and ( aref a -x 1) ( )
(progn (setf (are esut x y 7 cd
296.6 ugleft -1/2
;Observe that the distances ;ill be in sgr 5
ysize 1,
(seof :
- -) 1)) (set: 
(setf cd ( d 2
units.
(defun propagate-297 (ia resul &aux cd xy xsize ysize xmax vma:
(setf ysize (array-di mesn is 1))
(set xsize (array-dimension ia 0)'
(dotimes (aux (- xsize 2) result) auc goes from le--'-i-
(setf cd -1)
(setf ymax (min (floor (-- xsize aucx 1) 2) (- ysize 1
(dotimes (auxy ymax
(setf v (+ auxy 1))
setf x (- xsize auxx* auxy) 3
(conc 'S (aref ia xy I set: cd
((and (= (aref is - -(aref - x . (setf cd I'
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(if (= cd -1'
(prog_ 'setf (aref result x y 13) cd) (setf cd (- cd -
(dotimes (auxv ysize 1) result; auxx goes from bcttomnp
(setf cd -1)
(setf xmax mi-n (floor (/ xsize 2)) (- ysize auxy 1)))
(dotimes (auxx xmax 'j)
(setf y (- auxy I auxx-)
(setf x (- xsize (* auxx 2) 2))
(cond ((= (aref ia x y) 1) (setf cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (+ x 1) (- y 1)) 1) (= (aref ia - x 1 )'
(t ' ()
(if (= cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x y 13) cd) (setz cd - -
(dotimes (aux (- vsize 2' resulto ; auc goes from bottom
(setf cd -1
(setf xmax 'miC (floor (/ (- xsize 1) 2) (- ysize auxy 2)
(dotimes ( aux: xmax '))
(setf v(- aaxv 2 aux:)
(setz x -xsize auz 2 3 -
(cond ((= aref ia x y) 1) sef ca 0
((ad = (aref ia (- x I) - y; 1) 1) v= aref ia
i f (= od -- ' ()
(progn (set: (are: result x v 13) cd) set: cd (+ cd
(sett ca
(set: cd
;116.6 rg ecn -1/211
Observe that the d stances wi sr 5 units.
defun at 7 ( rel cd x y xsize ysize =:a-:
(sets. ysize (aryd4eso a
(seti d-
(setz- -,- iz : 2) - i(dotmes asc -:r
(ser -ya m
(if =cd -1) '(c
(progn 'setz (are_ result x y 5) cd) (setfod$. (+
(dotimes (au - ysize 2 resl- ; auxy goes fromo
(setf cd -l
(setf x-ax 'rio (ficer ( (- zsize 1, 2)) (- ysize au:cy 2
dotim eS (a =< xax '(
(setf v (- auv (- xmax aux) )
(setz x xsize ( -:- ax aucc) 2 )
(cond (= (aref ia x v 1) (sef cd 0))
((and (= (aref ia (- x 1) (+ y 1)) 1) (= (aref ia - x 1) y, 1) )set: co 11
(t ()
(if (= cd -1) ()
(progn (setf (aref result x v 5' cd) (setf cd (+ od I ).))-
(dotimes (auxy (- ysize 2) result ;; aux goes from bottom up
(setf cd -1)
(setf x.ax (min (floor (/ xsize 2)) U- ysize auxy 2)))
(dotimes (auxx xmax ' ()
(setI y (- auxy (- xmax auxx)
(setz x (- xsize (* (- xmaax auxx 1) 2) 1))
(cond ( (aref ia x .) 1) setf cd 0))
(san ,= (aref ia (- x I (, v 1) (aref ia - x 1)
(if ((scd-IcU
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(rc . set (aref reul x y 5 cd) (set cd ( cd )
(defun 16-propagate (shape shape-result
(progn (propagate-O shape shape-result)
(propagate-180 shape shape-result)
(prcagate-90 shape shape-result'
(popagae-270 shape shape-result'
(propagate-45 shape shape-result'
(propagate-225 shape shape-result)
(propagate-315 shape shape-result;
(propagate-135 shape shape-result(propagaze-27 shape shape-result
(prcpagaCe-63 shape shape-result)
ozaare-ll7 shape shape-result.
-raa- 153 shape shape-result)
.erozacate-207 shape shape-result)
(propagate-243 shape shape-result
97 shape shnae-resu-'I
p a 33 shape shape-resu: 
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